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Differentially coherent FEC block
coding
S. A. RHODES
(Manuscript received Octoher 24. 1986)

Abstract
Principles of differentially coherent communications on a symbol-by-symbol basis
are extended to code blocks. The relative phasings of code patterns within each block
and the relative carrier phases of successive blocks are used to produce binary phaseshift keying (BpsK) combined with block coding for forward error correction (FEC)
coding. Differentially coherent block coding (Dcne) can yield significant coding gain
relative to the performance of uncoded npsK with differentially coherent detection
(DC-BPSK).

DCBC is of particular importance for low-speed digital communications where the
channel dynamics of oscillator phase noise and Doppler rate may not allow reliable
coherent detection. For the case of a static channel corrupted by additive Gaussian
noise, Dcne is shown to yield better performance than coded DC-nPSK with other PFC
codings of similar complexity. A code block of length N = 16 BPSK symbols for
DCBC enables a coding gain of 3.9 dB to be achieved relative to uncoded DC-BPSK
performance at a bit error probability of 10 s.

Introduction
Although binary phase-shift keying (sPSK) is not very efficient in terms of
bandwidth utilization, it is efficient on a power basis when used in conjunction
with coding for forward error correction (FPC) coding. Also, binary modulation
is the least sensitive to performance degradation caused by channel imperfections. Therefore, 1PSK is usually employed for low-speed communications
for which bandwidth efficiency is not critical.
283
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Optimum BPSK performance requires the use of coherent detection. For
maximum power efficiency, the BPSK carrier is fully modulated, which results
in a suppressed-carrier transmission. In order to obtain the carrier reference
required for coherent demodulation of BPSK, the modulation must he removed
and the carrier phase averaged over some number of symbol intervals to
increase the signal-to-noise power ratio (S/N) of the reference. In the case
of low energy-per-bit to noise-power-density ratio (E1,/N„) operation achieved
by using powerful FEC coding, sufficient S/N of the reference for coherent
detection can only he obtained by averaging carrier phase over many received
BPSK symbols.

At information rates below 1,000 bit/s, the channel may not remain static
over the averaging interval necessary to obtain the coherent reference. At
such low speed, the dynamics of oscillator phase noise and Doppler rate can
result in significant changes in the carrier phase over the averaging interval,
making coherent detection impractical over some communications channels.
A typical solution to the problem of dynamic phase at low speed involves
the use of differentially coherent (DC) detection. For DC-PSK, the preceding
symbol serves as a noisy coherent reference for detection of the present
symbol. Because the message is conveyed by relative rather than absolute
phase, coherence is required only over two symbol intervals for DC-PSK.
Uncoded Dc-BPSK performance is only slightly inferior to uncoded coherent
BPSK for communications over a static channel at low bit error probabilities.
Consequently, DC-BPSK is a good choice for low-speed communications that
have adequate E6/No to provide a low bit error probability, such as P6 = 10-6
without Fee coding. FEC coding is employed to enable low P,, to be achieved
at low Es/No. Unfortunately, coded DC-BPSK performs quite poorly at a low
Pa compared to coded coherent BPSK, with E6/No requirements increased by
2 dB or more when P,, = 10-6. Hence, coded DC-BPSK may not be an
appropriate solution for low-speed communications over a channel that
supports only a low E6/No.
For low-speed applications, it is desirable to achieve coded communications
that are fairly insensitive to channel dynamics but do not suffer the performance
reduction of coded DC-BPSK. Although the phase coherence of the received
transmission may not be maintained over a sufficient number of BPSK symbols
for reliable coherent detection to be feasible at low E6/N,,, quasi-coherence
may be manifested over an interval as large as an FEC code block of moderate
length. A combined modulation/coding scheme of differentially coherent
block coding (DCBC) is described that makes use of both the coherence over
a short code block and the relative carrier phases of the present and preceding
blocks. By using quasi-coherence over two code blocks, DCBC can provide
coding performance for low-speed communications over a dynamic channel
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which is almost as good as the performance of coded BPSK with coherent
detection over a static channel.
Reuse of the energy in the previous symbol allows DC-BPSK to have a 3-dB
performance superiority over orthogonal binary frequency-shift keying (BFSK).
The same principle of energy reuse is extended to blocks in DCBC by using
the carrier phase of the previous code block as a phase reference for the
present code block. Although the modulation within each block is BPSK,
there are four possible phase angles for the carrier. The use of quaternary
differential phase encoding of the carrier for successive code blocks provides
two additional information bits per block.
Detection of quaternary phase-shift keying (QPSK) is usually performed
separately for the binary components of the quaternary modulation. Although
these components are orthogonal for coherent detection, the noisy reference
for DC-QPSK detection results in cross-coupling interference between the
binary components. In order for DC-QPSK not to degrade overall DCBC
decoding performance, a special encoding of two chips per BPSK symbol has
been incorporated that cancels the cross-coupling interference.
In this paper, nCBC is described in terms of signal generation and
demodulation/decoding of this new form of coded modulation. Theoretical
performance evaluations are also presented. It is shown that Dcse performance
is superior to that of coded DC-BPSK with FEC coding of comparable complexity.
Therefore, DCBC is a suitable signaling method for low-speed applications in
which oscillator phase noise and/or Doppler rate do not allow reliable coherent
detection.
Quantitative evaluations for DCBC were made only for the static channel,
and further work will be necessary in order to assess the additional degradation
caused by phase dynamics as a function of such factors as modulation rate
and phase noise density. At present, it can only be stated qualitatively that
some suitable combinations of modulation rate and phase dynamics for DCBC
exist for which quasi-coherence is maintained over more than the two symbol
intervals required for DC-BPSK detection, but less than the number of symbol
intervals necessary to extract a reliable carrier reference for coherent detection.

Description of DCDC
DCBC exploits two properties of DC-BPSK. First, DC-BPSK can be considered
as a degenerate set of two orthogonal codewords of length N = I each. This
interpretation is based on obtaining two orthogonal envelopes from the sums
and differences of the present and preceding PSK symbols. Dese extends the
block length to N = 211. Second, Dene extends the differentially coherent
concept of DC-BPSK to De detection between two code blocks. The code
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block for DCBC consists of an orthogonal code set of N words of length N
each . Also, each code block of N symbols has four possible carrier phases
relative to the carrier phase for the previous code block.
For orthogonal codes 111,[2), the N = 2" codewords are obtained from a
basis set of n codewords plus the codeword of all zeros. As an example,
Table I presents the extended basis set of n + I words for an orthogonal
code of length N = 8. The total orthogonal set consists of all the linear
combinations of words from the orthogonal basis set, as given in Table 2.
TABLE 1. EXTENDED BASIS SET FOR GENERATING AN ORTHOGONAL CODE
OF LENGTH N = 8
BASIS NUMBER

In the transmission of a code block by BPSK , binary 0 and I values for
the N code symbols of each word are mapped into modulation coefficients
of + I and - I, respectively . Let Dm, denote the modulation coefficient for
the ith BPSK symbol of the mth code block . Then the BPSK transmission is
defined during this modulation symbol by
s,, (t) = N/2-C-D,, cos (2Tr.f. t - 0m) (2)
where C = carrier power
f = w,12Tr = carrier frequency
0m = carrier phase for the mth code block.

CODE WORD

0
0
0
0

0
2° = 1
2'= 2

2'=4

0
1
0
0

0
0
I
0

0
1
I
0

0
0
0
I

0
I
0
I

0
0
1
1

0
I
I
I

There are four possible values of om which are related to the carrier phase
0,,,_I for the previous block by quaternary differential encoding. Let km
denote the phase change for the mth code block. Then,
0,,, = 0,,,-I + km (3)

TABLE 2. D ERIVATION OF AN ORTHOGONAL C ODE FROM ITS BASIS SET
ORTIIOGONAL TERMS OF
WORD NUMBER BASIS SET CODE WORD

o

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0

I
2
3
4
5
6
7

1
2
1+
4
1+
2+
1+

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
0
1
0
I
0
I

0
I
1
0
0
1
1

1
1
0
0
1
1
0

0
0
0
1
1
1
1

I
0
1
1
0
1
0

0

1

1
I
1
1
0
0

1
0
1
0
0
1

2
4
4
2+ 4

where the change X. in carrier phase can take on values of 0, 0.57 , IT, and
1.57 radians.
It is convenient for the carrier to be generated as the sum of two quadrature
components with individual " modulation " coefficients , A. and Bm. With Om
constrained to values of - 0.757 , - 0.257 , + 0.257, and +0.757 radians,
these coefficients have -1 values in accordance with
A,,, = V^2 cos Q„
Bm = V sin 0m . (4)

By itself, each orthogonal word of length N = 21 BPSK modulation symbols
represents n information bits. With the two additional information bits sent
by quaternary differential coding of the carrier phases of successive code
blocks, a total of b = n + 2 information bits are conveyed by each block.
The n information bits with values of 0 and I are represented for the mth
code block by dm„ where j takes on values from 0 ton - 1. In general, the
word number for the mth code block is related to the bit values, d,,,;, as
follows:
dm,2'

W. =
j=

0

.

(1)

Hence the QPSK carrier for the mth block may be obtained from the sum of
two BPSK signals that have carriers which are in phase quadrature, as
V cos (w, t - 0m ) = Am cos w°t + B. sin wct .

(5)

Then , the transmission during the ith symbol of the mth block can be
expressed in the following form, which is very useful for signal generation:
Sm,(t) _ YeD.,[A. cos (wet) + B. sin (wet)] . (6)
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For coherent demodulation of QPSK into two binary components, the signal
constellation lies along a set of orthogonal axes that is offset by 0.257 radians
relative to the coherent phase reference at 0° along the x axis. Similarly, the
carrier phase reference, Am, for DC-QPSK is the carrier phase of the previous
code block shifted by 0.25ar rad, as

Vector notation is useful in defining the relationships of the absolute
modulation coefficients, A. and B,,, to the differential coefficients, am and
bm. Let the carrier vectors for the (m - 1)th and mth code blocks be defined
as
Cm-I =Vej°m I =Am-I +IBm_,

Am = Om I - 0.25ar . (7)
Cm = V2_ei0m = Am + jBm .

Then the phase shift ^ for DC-QPSK is defined as the difference between Om
and the reference phase, as
(8)

" = Om - Am = Xm + 0.25ar .

Similarly, the differential carrier phase vector may be defined by
cm = veitm = am + jbm

(15)

The reference vector for differential QPSK has unity magnitude and a phase
angle of Am, as

It follows that the carrier phase for the mth code block is
Om = Am + Cm - (Om I - 0.25w) + " .

(9)

The change, km, in carrier phase is determined from the binary logic values
of two information bits, am and (3m. These bits can take on values of 0 and
I to yield
km = 0.5,rr(am - R,,) + aramft,, . (10)
Corresponding to each pair of information bits, am and ft,,, is a pair of binary
differential modulation coefficients am and bm. Each of these coefficients
takes on ± I values, as given by

Am_I +Bm=
I Am
eitem _, -oasmt
2_,-- jBm-I
2 (I ^
Rm = IAm =
With these definitions, the QPSK vector for the carrier of the mth block is
given by the product of R,,, and cm, as
Cm = Am + IBm, = cmRm
Hence, the binary components of the QPSK carrier vector for the mth code
block are obtained as follows, as
A,,, Am_I + Bm_I + bm Am , - Bm-,
= am
2
2

am=Acos^m= I-2a,,,
bm = V-2 sin ^,,, = I - 20m

(14)

.

(I

I

)
Bm = b,,,Am-I

+ Bm-, - amA,_, - B,,,-,
2
2

(17)

It is therefore possible to express the carrier for the mth code block by
cos (w°t V cos (w,t - Am - ^,,,)
= am cos (wet - Am) + bm sin (w,.t - Am) . (12)
Thus, an alternative expression for the transmitted signal is
Smr(t) = N/C Dm,[am cos (wet - Am) + bm sin (w,t - Am)] . (13)

Coherent detection of DCBC transmissions can be performed if the modulation symbol rate is sufficiently high so that phase coherence is maintained
over several code blocks. In such a case, the transmission would be as just
described. However, the major interest in terms of DCBC communications is
in channels that are not quasi-static over a sufficient number of modulation
symbols for a reliable coherent reference to be obtained. In DC-QPSK detection
of the differential carrier phase for successive code blocks, there is crosscoupling interference between the two binary components, am and bm, of the
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differential carrier vector. As explained later, this cross-coupling would cause
performance deterioration for DCBC without some compensation to nullify
the interference. A novel method of preceding of the symbol waveforms has
been formulated that allows cancellation of the cross-coupling interference
so that orthogonality is achieved in the DC-QPSK detection of a,, and bm.
In the preceding for cross-coupling cancellation, each BPSK symbol of
duration T, is divided into two modulation chips of duration 0.5 T, each.
With two chips per BSPK modulation symbol, the signal bandwidth is doubled.
The application of DCBC would be for signals with low symbol rates, R„
and corresponding narrow bandwidth. In such cases, the long-term frequency
uncertainty of the transmission may dominate actual signal bandwidth in
determining the required frequency allocation. Therefore, spectral spreading
by a factor of 2 as a result of the precoding may not significantly affect
bandwidth efficiency.
Carrier phase for the mth code block has a value of 0,,, which is equal to
the reference phase A,, plus the differential phase c,,. The transmission is
modified in the precoding so that the direction of rotation for the differential
phase is reversed on the second chip of each symbol interval. Thus, the
carrier phases, 0,, and 0;,, for the first and second chips of each symbol of
the mth code block are given by
First chip :

INFORMATION
BIT SOURCE

GENERATE
ORTHOGONAL
MODULATION
COEFFICIENTS

Figure 1. Block Diagram for Generation of DCBC Transmission
Coefficients A,,, and B,, determine the carrier phase angle for the first chip
of each BPSK symbol of the mth code block. The second chip of each symbol
has a carrier phase 0;, based on coefficients A. and B,,,, where

0m = Am +

Second chip : 0,'„ = A,,,
Reversal of the rotation of " is equivalent to using the complex conjugate
of the differential QPSK vector. Hence, the differential carrier vectors for the
two chips of each BPSK symbol are
First chip:

Cm = am + jbm = Ae'ttm

Second chip:

cm = a,, - jb,, = Ae(19)

Generation of DCBC transmission

Note that the coefficients for the carrier phase vector are related to their
values in the previous block and to the differential coefficients , a„, and bm.
Table 3 presents this relationship.
TABLE 3. MAPPING FOR DC-QPSK CARRIERS
INFORMATION DIFFERENTIAL
BIT VALUES COEFFICIENTS

Figure I illustrates the encoding and modulation required to generate the
DCBC transmission. During each code block of N = 2° BPSK modulation
symbols, b = n + 2 information bits are used to determine the total encoding
for the transmission. Two of these bits, aand (3m, define the carrier phase
angle for the mth code block, and the other n bits select the orthogonal word
that determines the BPSK modulation for the N symbols of the mth code
block.

CARRIER PHASE DIFFERENTIAL
CHANGE, x,,, PHASE*

(rad) (rad)
0
0

I
1

0
1
1
0

+1
+1
-1
-I

+I
-1
-1
+I

0
+0.57
'R

-0.5vr

+0.25m
+0.75ar
-0.75ar
-0.25ar

+B,,,_, +A-_,
+A_-, -B,, ,
-B, , -A,,-,
-Am_, +B,,_,

-A,, , +8,,,
-B,,,-, -Am-,
+A,_, -B,,-,
+B,,_, +A,-,
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The sequence of BPSK modulation coefficients for the orthogonal code as
a function of the n information bit values may be generated by many
techniques, including a lookup table. As an example, the coefficients are
listed in Table 4 for the orthogonal word set of N = 8 codewords based on
n = 3 information bits. The in subscript for the block number is omitted in
this table; consequently, the modulation coefficients are listed as D; rather
than D,,,,

GENERATE
U=3
INFORMATION
BITS PER
BLOCK OF
LENGTH
N=2F=8

TABLE 4. MODULATION COEFFICIENTS FOR AN ORTHOGONAL CODE OF
LENGTII N = 8
INFORMATION
WORD

BPSK

BIT VALUES

M ODLLAITON COEFFICIENTS

NUMBER ,

W

0
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

d,

d,

it,

D,

D,

D,

D,

D4

D,

Do

D,

0
0
0
0
I
1
I
1

(I
0
1
1
0
0
I
1

0
I
0
I
0
I
0
1

+I
+1
+1
+I
+1
+I
+1
+I

+1
-I
+I
-I
+I
-u
+1
-I

+1
+I
-I
-1
+I
+1
-I
-I

+I
-I
--I
+I
+1
-I
-1
+l

+1
+l
+I
+I
-I
-I
-I
-I

+I
-I
+I
-I
-I
+1
-1
+I

+1
+1
-1
-I
-I
-I
+I
+I

+I
-I
-1
+1
-I
+1
+1
-1

Although then information bits may be mapped into modulation coefficients
simply by a lookup table, there is a mathematical relationship between the
two representations. Figure 2 illustrates an analytical approach in which the
words of an orthogonal FEC code of length N = 8 are generated by a
convolutional technique that uses n = 3 shift registers in parallel. Simpler
encodings can be employed, but the convolutional technique gives a clear
indication of the structure of the orthogonal words. Note that the use of n
input information bits can yield N = 2" different words, where N is also the
word length. Orthogonal codes and their generation are described in References
1 and 2.

Processing of the received DCBC transmission
A demodulator/decoder (Figure 3) is required for the reception of DCBC.
The code block is decoded by digital processing of the baseband outputs, X
and Y, for the detected BPSK chips. The demodulation uses quadraturc carrier
references with the correct frequency, but an arbitrary phase, to obtain the
two baseband components. Low-pass filterings of X and Y are matched to
the spectrum of the transmitted chip waveforms in order to maximize S/N

Figure 2. Convolutional Method of Generating Block Code of Length
N = 2^

prior to detection sampling once per chip, or twice per BPSK symbol interval.
When overall Nyquist [3] filtering is used to zero the intersymbol interference
(ISI) at the detection sampling instants, the matched filter has the square-root
of the total Nyquist response.
A carrier synchronizer is required in the DCBC demodulator to provide the
frequency reference for the quadrature demodulation. Also, a chip or symbol
synchronizer provides the clock timing to control the detection sampling
instants. Additionally, a block synchronizer is necessary in order to obtain
time alignment with the beginning of each code block. These synchronizers
must derive their references from the fully modulated, suppressed-carrier
BPSK transmission. Methods of synchronization and synchronizer performance
are not addressed in this paper. Refer to References 4, 5, and 6 for
synchronization background. Perfect synchronizations are assumed later in
the performance evaluation of DCBC communications over a static channel
that is impaired only by additive white Gaussian noise (AwGN).
The received transmission is corrupted by additive noise from the channel
and delayed by the propagation time that introduces a fixed phase delay, 6,.
Neglecting the noise terms, the following equations yield the signal expressions
for the two chips of the ith BPSK symbol interval of the mth code block:
x 2C
/_ D_ cos (w, t - 9, - B",)
rm, - 2 D,,,; cos (wet - 0, - 0;,,) (21)
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where 8,,, is the carrier phase for the mth block and 8;,, is the modified carrier
phase for the second chip of each BPSK symbol interval. These angles are
related to the reference angle (A,,) for DC-QPSK and to the differential carrier
phase (c,,,) by

0

0
0

wI
om

6m = A,m + ^,n
(22)
For quadrature demodulation , the frequency reference has the same
frequency ,,f. = w,/2'Ir, as the carrier of the received transmission. However,
the phase angle ( BR) of the reference is some constant that is in error by an
unknown value (A) with respect to the phase A. + 9,. of an ideal coherent
reference. Thus, the quadrature references for demodulation are
p(t) _ V cos (wnt - 9R)
q(t) _ Asin (w,t - BR) (23)

0 z
0 z

0
wa
xw

where BR = Am + 0, - A.

Y 2
^z

0
W0

xw

0

F J

CJ
2

^ LL

QLL

After quadrature demodulation and matched filtering of the quadrature
components, detection produces the following two pairs of samples for the
two chips of the ith BPSK symbol of the mth code block:
IX_ = N/Z D,n;cos(A +^n)
First chip :
Y,n, = Dmr sin (A + ^,n)
Xni - CC Dm1 cos (A - fin,)
Second chip:
Ymr = / D

sin (A - 1 m)

(24)

0

These demodulation pairs can also be represented as complex samples:
0 Y Z

wmO

Zmr = X,n1 + JYmr = Dm; expl.l ( A + gym)l

woo
WOO,
w
o z
M

Zmr = X,,, -JYmr = AD,n1exp[j(A - ^m)7 .

(25)

Each code block is decoded sequentially in two steps. First, decisions are
made on the n information bits of the mth orthogonal code block by
determining which of the N orthogonal binary words corresponds best with
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the 2N complex chip samples for the N BPSK symbols. A second processing
is then employed to determine the two bits that are conveyed by the differential
phase c,,, of the carrier of the mth code block relative to the reference phase
derived from the carrier of the (nt - I)th block.
Let U, and V,,,k describe the two quadrature correlations for the modulation
coefficients, Dk,, of the kth codeword, with the corresponding quadrature
detection components, X,,,, and Y,,,, for the first halves of the N symbols of
the mth block. Similarly, use U,,,, and V,,,k to define the quadrature correlation
components of the modulation coefficients of the kth of N eodewords, with
the corresponding quadrature detection components for the second half of
the N symbols of the mth block. The resulting equations are

Uk

= Y^ D,,X.n;
v,

V111A =

Y0 Dk;Y
ni

U;,,k = D,,X,,,;
-o

N t
Vrnk =

Y D, Y,,,, .

(26)

Overall metrics for all N orthogonal words are compared, and decoding
selects the word with the greatest metric. The k subscript for the winning
word will be dropped so that this decoded word for the inth block, and its
corresponding correlations and metrics, will have only the m subscript. Also,
the Pre decoder outputs the n bits associated with the winning word. This
winning word has correlation coefficient pairs U,,,, V,,,, and U;,,, V,,. Also,
the metrics for each half of this word are termed y,,, and y,,,, and its overall
metric is P,,,. A small performance loss is associated with the noncoherent
combining necessary to obtain the overall metrics, as shown later in an
evaluation of decoding error probability.
Multiplication of the detection voltages by the corresponding modulation
coefficients of the corrected codeword is essentially a process of modulation
removal. If additive noise does not result in decoding error, then U,,, and V,„
are the quadrature components of the carrier for the mth block. Thus, a
signal vector W,,, = U,,, + jV,,, may be defined for the carrier of the mth
code block. A reference vector, R,,,, for differential QPSK detection of the
carrier phase of the mth block will have already been obtained from the
vector W,,_, for the previous or (m - 1)th block. The reference R,,,,, for
differential QPSK detection of the carrier phase of the (m + I)th block can
now he obtained from W,,, as
Rm = e,A,,,+i = eltOn, 025,.)

(29)

where, except for phase error from noise,

Note that coherent addition was employed to obtain the quadrature
components over each half of the N symbol intervals. There is a ±'rf/2-rad
ambiguity as to the phasing of the second chip of each symbol relative to
the phase of the first chip. Hence, block decoding based on coherent addition
over both halves of the symbol would require that word correlations for both
relative phasings be included, which would double the number of correlations.
It is simpler to form separate metrics for each half and then add them, which
is a form of noncoherent combining. Metrics based on envelopes are obtained
from the correlations as follows:
ymk = I(U;nk)2 + (Vn;k)2I01

1'„,k = I ( Urnk) ' + (V,, )'I

(27)

The noncoherent combining of these two metrics then yields an overall metric
for the kth codeword, as
(28)

8" =B" +0,-OR=^,,,+0 . (30)
Until differential QPSK detection is performed, there is a ±90° ambiguity
as to the phase angle of the second chip of each symbol relative to the first
chip. It is important to determine the phase reference for the next block
independently of the preceding reference, R,,,. Otherwise, an error in obtaining
one reference will propagate into errors for succeeding reference vectors.
This independence is obtained by sacrificing only half of the energy in the
block-that obtained from the first chips of the N symbols. In differential
QPSK detection, the chips for the first and second halves are combined in
order to separate the binary components of the differential vector. Hence,
the reference is actually used for binary (rather than quaternary) detection of
the two orthogonal components, a,,, and b,,,, of the quaternary differential
phase. Thus, the phase reference for differential HPSK detection has the same
energy as the binary component that is being detected, which is the normal
situation for differentially coherent detection.
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Because of additive noise, there will be some phase error, (^, in the
reference used for differential detection of the carrier phase, ^,,,, of the mth
code block. Therefore, this reference vector is represented as

+u"' + u,,,

2
yv, _

C/2a cosch+

2 = C/26,,cos4+

(31)
where A,,,=A,fl+H,-HR-¢=A-c.
The two sets of quadrature correlations for the winning orthogonal word
are used for differential detection, using the reference R,,,. Assuming that the
word is correct, the 1PSK modulation is removed in the correlations so that
the two words formed by the first and second chips of the N symbols are
W,,, = U,,, + JV,„ _ A exp I j ( A + ^,,) I

+a +a'

2

+2 ^

(35)

Note the orthogonality of the binary coefficients a and b,,, in the preceding
equations. Thus, it is readily evident that differential QPSK detection of the
carrier phase has been reduced to two binary differential BPSK detections.
Decisions on a,,, and b„, are made from the polarities of x,,, and y,,,, respectively,
as
a,,, = Sgn (x
b,,, = Sgn (y°,,,) . (36)

and
W"',=U" +Jv; =VC cxplJ (A-^,,,)I .

(32)

Multiplication of each vector by the complex conjugate of the estimated
reference vector yields
„+Jv,,,=W,,,R*I _ V^c e'i(th
and
w,,, = u,,, +lv,' - W,,,R," tee+

(33)

Identification of the quadrature components of the differential vectors gives
insight into how the cross-coupling interference of the binary coefficients a,,,
and b,, of the differential QPSK carrier phase may be cancelled. Note that

Decoding performance
DCBC performance over a static AwGN channel will now he determined.
Performance is expressed as the bit error probability, P, vs E,,/No, where
No is the noise power density and Ee is the received signal energy per
information bit. DCBC performance will be given for both the coherent and
noncoherent cases of detection, where the latter is of primary interest. Coding
gain is also calculated relative to uncoded BPSK performance.
In the coherent case, there is orthogonality in detecting the binary differential
components, a,„ and b_ without any chip precoding. Therefore. N binary
symbols would be detected rather than 2N chips. For coherent detection, the
probability of error [7] in selecting between the correct codeword and another
orthogonal word is given for an AWGN channel by

P, = 'PI(E,,./N„)05l (37)
VC cos (d) + + C/2 [acos d - b,,, sin d)I + a
v,,, _ + sin (cp + ^,,,) _ + C/2 Ib,,, cos c^ + a,,, sin 4] + (3

where t6 is the normalized complementary Gaussian distribution function
defined by

u,,_ + VAC cos ((b + C/2 [a,,, cos d + b,,, sin 4 ] + a'
v;,, = + VC sin (^ - n,,,) C/2 Ib,,, cos 4 - a,,, sin ell + (3'. (34)
In these expressions , additive noise is shown with components a,,,, [3,,,, a;,,,
and (3;,,. Variables x,,, and vcan now he formed from linear combinations
of the previous components so that cross -coupling is eliminated, as

e-05,2dv .

^(µ) =
2rr^

(38)

Also, the word energy for DCBC with b = it + 2 bits per block is
E, = bEe = (n + 2) EF .

(39)
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It is equally likely that any of the wrong N - I orthogonal words will be
decoded when there is a decoding error. Hence, the word error probability
is approximated by the union bound of the sum of N - t error probabilities,
as
P,, -- (N - 1) P, _ (N - I) (l)I(hE,,IN,)11 ;) . (40)
Out of the n hits conveyed by the orthogonal word of length N = 2", the
average number of bit errors per incorrect word is

Because there are a total of h = n + 2 information hits, the orthogonal
word detection on n bits results in a bit error probability contribution given
by
nN

I [(bEh /N")asl (42)

An error in decoding the orthogonal word of either the present (mth) block
or the preceding block will result in an error in the differential detection of
carrier phase. The probability of occurrence is 2P,,., and an average of one
hit decision will be in error, a, or b,,. Even if both orthogonal words arc
decoded correctly, there is still some chance (although unlikely) of an error
in detection of the differential carrier phase, ^„,.
In obtaining an upper bound on error probability, a pessimistic assumption
will be made by calculating the probability of differential error independent
of the fact that both carrier sections resulted in correct orthogonal word
detections. The unconditional probability of error with coherent detection of
each carrier vector is based on one of the two vector decisions having an
error of - w/2 radians, which has a probability of approximately 4P, . Again,
only one bit decision (on a„ or b„) will he in error. As before, errors of it
radians are not considered because their probabilities are much less than
those for - Tr/2 errors in detection. Also, the very low probability that
decision errors arc made on both vectors is ignored. Therefore, the total
contribution to bit error probability from the differential QI'SK decoding when
coherent detection is employed is approximated by

2
Pe., = (2P,, + 4P,) h)

With respect to the determination of coding gain, the performance reference
is that of uncoded BPSK with coherent detection, for which

(41)

en 2N-I

2(n + 2)

P, = P,I + P,,>_ _ (n + 4)N + 44)[(hE,,/N„)us1 . (44)
2(n + 2)

Pe = 0)I(2E,, /N,j11 1 . (45)

n N

PhI = P,,.(e,,/b ) =

Both contributions to bit error probability arc summed to approximate the
total P,, for ocuc decoding performance with coherent detection, as

2
q)I(bE,,IN,)°'I .
n+2

(43)

Asymptotic coding gain is the gain at very high E,,IN,, and correspondingly
low P,,. This gain is given by the ratio of multiplication factors for E,,IN" in
the error probability expressions. In dB, the asymptotic gain is
G„ = 10 log g" = 10 log (h/2) . (46)
Decoding performance as P,, vs E,,IN,, is presented in Figure 4 for DCBc
with coherent detection. The performance of uncodcd coherent BPSK is shown
as a reference. DCBC performance is plotted parametrically in block length
N = 2", for N = 4, 8, 16, and 32. The actual duration of the block is equal
to the number b = n + 2 of information bits times the inverse of the hit
rate, R,,. Thus, N = 32 corresponds to only it + 2 = 7 bit intervals. Note
how the coding gains approach their asymptotic values at low P,,. For
example, G" = 4.8 dB for N = 16 and h = 6. The coding gain is seen to
be about 3.2 dB at P,, = 10- I and increases to 4.0 dB at P, = 10 °.
The performance of DCBC transmitted over an AWGN channel can now he
determined for the case of noncoherent detection. In this case, the probability
of error for two orthogonal words would be a function P, if the symbols
were not divided into two chips with different phasings. The function P, is
the usual binary error probability for orthogonal coding of
P, = 0.5 exp (-0.5 E„ /N,,) (47)
where E,, IN, = hE,,IN„ _ (n + 2) E,,IN,,.
With the first and second halves of each BPSK symbol divided into two
modulation chips, coherent addition had to be performed separately over the
two halves of the word. Noncoherent combining was then used to obtain the
word metric. Marcum 181 has derived the general expression for the bit error
probability P, with noncoherent addition of some number j of terms. For
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j = 2 terms, this expression reduces to some P, = KP1 . where the multiplier
is given for the case of interest by
f, IN, n + 2
,,/N,
K= 1+ 8 = 1+ 8F.

(48)

Since there arc actually N = 2" orthogonal words, the word error probability
is approximated by its union bound of
P„ - (N - I) P, = (N - 1)KP,

(49)

Out of the b = n + 2 total bits conveyed per code block, the average
number of bit errors associated with a decision on the it bits of the orthogonal
word is
n

N

e,,
2N-1

(50)

It follows that the contribution of bit errors for the orthogonal word to overall
bit error probability is approximated by
nN
nN
Pei = P„(enlb) = 2(n + 2) KP, = 4(n + 2) Kexp (-(l.5 bE,,(N„)

Eb/NO ldB)

With Coherent Detection
Figure 4. DCBC Performance

(51)

Next, the probability of decision errors on the two differential coefficients,
a,, and b„„ will be evaluated. It is assumed that incorrect decoding of the
orthogonal word for either the present (inth) or the previous block will result
in conditional error probabilities of 0.5 for both aand b Thus, one bit
(a,, or b,,) will be in error, on the average, with an event error probability
of 2P„. Also, even when the two orthogonal words are correctly decoded,
there is a small probability that the phase errors in the carrier vectors will
result in decision errors for aor b,". Using a pessimistic assumption that
correct word decoding has no influence on the phase error distributions for
the carrier vectors, each of the two bit decisions will correspond to conventional
differentially coherent BPSK detection. However, only half of the word energy
is used for the two terms in each decision, so the probability of decision
error for each bit is
P, = 0.5 exp (-0.5 E„/N„) = 0.5 cxp (-0.5 bE„/N,) .

(52)

Therefore, the contribution of decision errors on a ,, and b", to bit error
probability is
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-P,,,=(2P„+2P,)(Ilh)= (2N 2)K + 2 P,
n + 2

(53)

Both contributions to bit error probability are summed to approximate
Dcnc decoding performance when noncoherent detection is employed, as
N(n+4)K-(4K-4)
P1, = PI,I + P1', =

2(n + 2) PI (54)

Coding gain for DCBC in the noncoherent case is relative to the performance
of uncoded BPSK with differentially coherent detection. For transmission over
an AWUN channel, this reference performance of DC-BPSK is
p, = 0.5 exp (-E,,IN„) .

(55)

Therefore, the asymptotic coding gain is the same as for the coherent case.
10 log (b12).
Decoding performance for DCBC transmitted over an AWGN channel is
presented in Figure 5 for the case of noncoherent detection. The DCBc
performance of P,, vs E,,/N„ is plotted for block lengths of N = 4, 8, 16,
and 32. Also, the performance of DC-BPSK is included as a reference for
calculating coding gain. As for the coherent case, the coding gain for DCBC
with noncoherent detection approaches its asymptotic value as P,, is decreased
by increasing E„/N,,. For example, G,, = 4.8 dB when the block length is
N = 16. As seen from Figure 5. the coding gain is 3.1 dB at Pb = 10
and increases to 3.9 dB at P,, = 10-6.

a

Performance discussion
Performance results for ocnc communications over an AWON channel were
determined for both coherent detection and noncohcrent detection, as plotted
in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. Table 5 summarizes the results for the
coherent case in terms of the E,,/N„ required in order to achieve bit error
probabilities from P,, = 10 2 to 10-7. A similar summary for the noncoherent case is given in Table 6.
For the coherent case. coding gain for DCBC is defined relative to the
performance of uncoded BPSK. As seen from Table 5, the coding gains for
all four code lengths are close to their asymptotic values when Pb < 10-5.
One outstanding feature of DCBC communications is that significant coding
gain is provided at fairly high P,,, such as P,, = 10-'-. Many types of FEC

Eb/Np (dB)

Figure 5. DCBC Performance With Noncoherent Detection
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coding exhibit coding loss (negative coding gain) for P,, > 10-3 and
significant coding gain only when P,, G 10-4.
DCBC is primarily intended as a coding solution for dynamic channels
where coherent detection may not be reliable. Reliable coherent demodulation
requires an S/N of greater than 10 dB for carrier synchronization . This S/N
must be achieved after squaring or some other nonlinear technique is employed
for modulation removal. Squaring results in an S/N loss of at least 6 dB, so
that at low E1/N0 an averaging interval of 16 or more information bits is
required. DCBC with noncoherent detection still utilizes quasi -coherence over
an interval of two code blocks. Thus, the DCBC word length N should be
restricted to values for which the number of information bits in two blocks
is less than 16. Note that b = n + 2 = 7 bits per DCBC block are conveyed
when N = 32, which is the largest DCBC block under consideration.
When coherent detection is feasible, Br5K modulation with convolutional
FEC coding , soft quantization , and Viterbi decoding 191 , [101 may currently
be the most powerful form of practical communications at low E1/N0. The
Viterbi algorithm implements maximum-likelihood path decoding that can
readily accommodate the improved performance afforded by soft-quantized
symbol detection . A 16-state convolutional FEC code of rate 0.5 can provide
a Hamming distance of k = 7. With this code, coded BPSK has an asymptotic
coding gain of 10 log (7/2), or 5.4 dB, relative to ideal coherent detection
of BPSK transmitted over an AWGN channel . At P, = 10-6, the required E,,/N„
is approximately 5.7 dB , compared to 10.5 dB for uncoded BPSK. Thus the
coding gain is 4.8 dB. However, at Pe = 10-3, the EsIN„ requirement is
3.3 dB for a coding gain of 3.5 dB , relative to BPSK . Paths at greater than
the minimum distance begin to affect the Viterhi performance at higher Pe,
so that the coding gain drops below 2 dB at Pe = 10-2.
DCBC with length N 16 is roughly comparable in complexity to 16-state
Viterbi decoding. As seen from Table 5, DCBC with coherent detection
provides a coding gain of 4 dB at Ps = 10-6, which is 0.8 dB inferior to
16-state Viterbi performance . However, at P,, = 10-3, DCBC with N = 16
achieves a coding gain of 3.2 dB, which is only 0.3 dB inferior to the Viterbi
performance . Furthermore , DCBC with N = 16 obtains a coding gain of
2.3 dB at PI, = 10 - 2, which is slightly better than for coded BPSK with 16
code states and Viterhi decoding. Thus , DCBC is a viable alternative to coded
BPSK with Viterbi decoding in applications such as voice communications at
low Eb/N0, where a Pi, range of 10 3 to 10 -2 may be acceptable.
Table 6 summarizes DCBC performance over an AwGN channel with
noncoherent detection . Uncoded DC-BPSK is used as a reference for coding
gain. The use of noncoherent detection for robustness of performance under
conditions of dynamic carrier phase results in an increase in the E,/No
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requirement for the static AWGN channel. However, DCBC performance is
degraded less by noncoherent performance than are other methods of FEC
coding. In fact, the coding gain for DCBC in the noncoherent case is virtually
the same as for the coherent case. This means that noncoherent detection
causes almost the same performance loss for DCBC as it does for uncoded
BPSK.

At present, coded DC-BPSK is a popular solution for low E,/No operation
of digital communications at information rates that are so low that the channel
dynamics make coherent detection unreliable. With coded DC-BPSK, the
detection output results in noncoherent branch metrics. The noncoherent
addition of branch metrics to obtain path metrics results in a severe performance
penalty for Viterbi decoding of DC-BPSK. For the case of coded BPSK with
10 6 is
coding of rate 0.5 and 16 code states, the performance at P, =
degraded by more than 2 dB. Even relative to uncoded DC-BPSK, the coding
gain is significantly decreased. At P, = 10-6, the E,IN,, requirement is
7.9 dB, for only a 3.3-dB coding gain.
DCBC performance with noncoherent detection yields a 3.9-dB coding gain
P, = 10-3,
at P, = 10-6 for a code with N = 16 orthogonal words. At
the performance differences are greater. For example, DCBC with N = 16
provides a coding gain of 3.1 dB at P, = 10-3, while the Viterbi decoding
of coded DC-BPSK provides a gain of only 1.9 dB. Hence, DCBC with
noncoherent detection appears to be an attractive approach for low-speed
BPSK communications at low E,/No when coherent detection is not feasible.
Summary
DCBC is a new method of combined modulation/coding that uses relative
phases of BPSK symbols over short orthogonal code blocks. Each block of
length N = 2n conveys n information bits as an orthogonal code, while QPSK
differential coding of the carrier phases for successive code blocks provides
an additional 2 bits. Methods of signal generation and reception have been
described for DCBC. Also, the performance of DCBC over an AWUN channel
was determined for different block lengths.
DCBC is primarily intended for use in low-speed coded BPSK communications
to provide good performance over a dynamic channel in which oscillator
phase noise and Doppler rate would cause coherent detection to be of
questionable reliability. When coherent detection is feasible, DeBC performance is better than for the noncoherent case. However, at low hit error
probabilities such as P, = 10-6, DCBC with coherent detection does not
perform as well as coded BPSK with Viterbi decoding of similar complexity.

There is a slight performance advantage with DCBC at P, = 10 2. Thus,
DCBC with coherent detection may be a viable alternative to coherent coded
BPSK With Viterbi decoding for applications in which low E,INQ is required
and P, values in the range of 10-3 to 10-2 are acceptable. Voice communications for low-cost terminals is one potential application.
In the case of noncoherent detection, Viterbi decoding of coded DC-BPSK
experiences severe performance degradation from the noncoherent addition
of branch metrics to obtain path metrics. By utilizing quasi-coherence over
two block lengths, DCBC performance is not degraded significantly by
noncoherent detection. Therefore, DCBC with noncoherent detection can
provide large coding gain for a static AWN channel and still exhibit robust
performance with respect to a dynamic channel.
DCBC performance with noncoherent detection is superior to coded DC-BPSK
with Viterbi decoding of the same complexity. For a block of length N = 16,
the required E,IN0 for DCBC communications to achieve P, = 10-6 over an
AWUN channel is 7.3 dB. Thus, the coding gain is 3.9 dB relative to the
11.2-dB required E,IN„ for uncoded DC-BPSK at P, = 10 6. Viterbi decoding
of coded DC-BPSK with coding of rate 0.5 and 16 code states achieves a
coding gain of 3.3 dB, which is 0.6 dB inferior to DCBC. Because it can
maintain significant coding gain at high P, values, DeBC has an even greater
performance advantage of 1.4 dB at P, = 10-3.
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Abstract
Efficient methods are presented for full-serial and full-parallel implementation of
a decoder for the eight-state partial unit memory code of rate 4/8. The proposed highspeed, maximum-likelihood decoder employs a fast Hadamard transform architecture
for computing branch metrics, and the concept of coset codes is used to minimize
the complexity of hardware implementation. The high decoding speed is achievable
because four information bits are produced at each decoding step, compared to only
one information bit for codes of rate 1/2.
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Introduction
Unit memory codes of rate R = kin, ged* (k, n) ' 1 were defined and
constructed by Lee I11. Subsequently, Lauer [2] showed that partial unit
memory (luM) codes are optimal because they exhibit maximum Hamming
free distance, d1, for given values of R, k, and µ (number of encoder states).
Among the several classes of optimum PUM codes generated by Lauer, the
eight-state code of rate 4/8, with do = 8, is the most attractive. This code is
equivalent to the 16-state unit memory code of rate 4/8, its d1 equals the free
distance for the optimum 32-state convolutional code of rate 1/2, and it can
be efficiently decoded (soft-decision, maximum-likelihood) by using Hadamard transform techniques and the Viterbi algorithm.
* gcd: greatest common denominator.
311
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A major factor in the hardware implementation complexity of a maximumlikelihood, high-speed decoder for the class of unit memory or PuM codes is
the excessive number of operations required for computing branch metrics.
However, the special properties and structure of these codes can be employed
to compute the set of branch metrics synergistically rather than individually,
resulting in a significant reduction in the complexity of the computations.
The structure of the PUM code of rate 4/8 is principally based on the ReedMuller code of length 8. For any m and r, 0 < r < in, there is a binary rthorder Reed-Muller code, R(r, in), with the following properties:

'2t
BINARY MEMORY
ELEMENT

'3t

'4t

G0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

1
0
0
0

0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 0

Length: no = 2'n

00110101

Dimension :

1
1
0
0

1
0
1
0

1
1
1
0

1
0
0
1

1
1
0
1

1 1
0 1
1 1
1 1
Y1t
Y21
vat

k0 = I + (T) + (m) + • • • + (m)

Y4t
V51
y61
V71

Minimum Distance: d = 2°'
The set of output blocks associated with transitions terminating on each state
in the trellis diagram for the eight-state rum code of rate 4/8 can be regarded
as a coset of R(1, 3). Hence, well-known and efficient techniques for softdecision decoding of R(I, 3) 131, [4] can be used to compute the branch
metrics. This property, as well as other unique properties of this code, may
be employed to implement a low-complexity, high-speed decoder for the
code of interest. High-speed decoding is achievable because four information
bits are produced at each decoding step, compared to only one information
bit for codes of rate 1/2.
A block diagram of the encoder is presented, followed by an investigation
of the properties of the generated code. Efficient methods are then discussed
for finding the inner product (correlation) of a received block with codewords
of the first-order Reed-Muller codes, and efficient approaches are presented
for full-serial and full-parallel hardware implementation of the decoder. These
decoders can operate at very high speed with minimal hardware complexity.

Encoding
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the encoder for the PuM code of rate 4/8.
Let 1, = (i,,, i21, i3„ i4, ) be the binary 4-tuple input block at time t. The
binary 8-tuple output block Y, = ( y , , , yz„ ... , ys,) is generated by
Y, = 1,G0 + 1, -,GI

(1)

Yet
Figure 1. Encoder for Partial Unit-Memory Code of Rate 1/2
where
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0 0 0
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0 1 1
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0 1
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1 0 I

1 0

0 0

1

1 0 1

0 1

1 1

1

1 1 1

1 1

0 1

0

1 0 1

0 1

0 0

1

1 0 0

1 1

0 0

0

0 1 1

1 1

Go =

GI =

The matrices G0 and G, are obtained by performing elementary row and
column operations on the subgenerator matrices for this code (given in
Reference 2) so that G, can be identified as the generator matrix for the firstorder Reed-Muller code of length 8, R(1, 3). The advantages of the selected
basis for G0 and G, will be discussed below.
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The set of all possible input 4-tuples generates 16 transitions between the
eight encoder states. Hence, each trellis state can be connected to its eight
subsequent states by double branches (Figure 2). The output blocks associated

STATES
12i3i4
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with double-branch transitions are equivalent to a (8, I, 8) repetition code,
where (n0, k0, d) denotes a block code of length n0, dimension k0, and
minimum Hamming distance d. Moreover, the set of sixteen 8-tuples, W0,
associated with eight double branches terminating in the all-zero state
constitutes the first-order Reed-Muller code of length 8 with a minimum
Hamming distance of 4. This occurs because G, is a generator matrix for
R(I, 3), and the 16 codewords in W0 are generated by input blocks

000

11

= (i1

„0,0,0)

i„=OorI
100
k-I UI,I-I, i2j -I, 6,1-I, i4,e-I

010

110

The set of codewords in WO consists of the union of V0 and its binary
complement, V0 (Figure 3). V0 and V0 correspond to the input blocks 1, =
(0, 0, 0, 0) and I, = (I, 0, 0, 0), respectively. Decomposition of W0 into
V0 and V0 reduces the complexity of computations for a soft-decision decoder
by a factor of 2. Let xi = R • v, be the correlation (inner product) of a block
of received channel symbols, R, with a codeword v, e V0, j = 1, ... , 8.
Then y, = R • vj = -x1, where v, e V is the binary complement of vt,
Hence, it is sufficient to compute either x, or y;,
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Figure 3. Set of Codewords in W0

The last property of this code is based on the theory of coset codes. Let
W, be the set of sixteen 8-tuples associated with eight double branches
terminating in the ith trellis state, 0 < i - 7. Then, W, can be written as

Figure 2. Trellis Diagram for Eight-State Partial Unit-Memory Code of
Rate 112 W;=C;+WO

,

0<_i^
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In terms of the theory of coset codes, W, is a coset of WO. The set of coset
representatives
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I I

C,

010101

10

Branch metric computation

C,

0 0 1 1 0 I

0 I

C„

0 Cl 0 0 0 0

0 0

This section examines the computational complexity of several techniques
used to find the inner product of a received block with the 16 codewords in
R(I, 3). Here, it is more convenient to denote codewords by vectors of + I
and - I, rather than 0's and I's. The transformation

C

Figure 4. Set ofCodetvords in W, (the union of V, and V,)

constitutes an (8, 3, 4) block code, with a generator matrix of

0 0 I If I 1 I 0
0 1 0 1 0 1 1 (1
0

011010

I

which comprises the last three rows of G0. The following example clarifies
this point. Theoretical and formal definitions of coset codes are presented in
the Appendix.
Example. W, (the set of 16 codewords corresponding to eight double
branches terminating on the "all-one" state) is generated by modulo-2 vector
addition, bit by bit, of C, _ (0 1 0 0 1 1 0 1) to WO. As shown in Figure 4,
W, is equivalent to R(1, 3); that is, its distance distribution is equivalent to
that for R(I, 3).
A major factor in the complexity of the hardware implementation of a
maximum-likelihood, high-speed decoder for this code is the excessive
number of operations required in order to compute the branch metrics. This
shortcoming can be alleviated by using the concept of coset codes and
employing an efficient method for computing the inner product of a received
block of eight symbols with 16 codewords in R(1, 3).

a,

=

(-

I)1'i

(2)

replaces h, = 0 with a; = I, and replaces b, = I with a, _ -1. Note that
modulo-2 addition of two elements, b, + h,, in 0, I notation is equivalent
to a, • a, in + I, - I notation. Also, this transformation [equation (2)]
replaces Hamming distance calculation with inner product computation. Thus,
finding a codeword (in 0, 1 notation) which is closest, in the sense of
Hamming distance, to a block of received binary symbols is equivalent to
finding a codeword which has the largest inner product with the block of
soft-detected received symbols.
The following is a rough estimate of the complexity of computations required for two techniques used to find the inner product of a received block
with codewords in R(l. 3). A computation is defined as a binary operation,
such as addition or comparison. Multiplication by + 1 or - I is also
considered a binary operation: however, taking the absolute value of a real
number is a trivial operation which is not considered a binary operation in
this analysis.
Exhaustive corn putalion

The inner product of two vectors can be computed directly. Assuming the
set of 16 codewords is available in a lookup table, the computation of inner
products takes 8 x 16 + 7 x 16 = 240 steps. However, since the
codewords in V„ are binary complements of codewords in V", the 16 inner
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products appear in pairs with opposite signs. Hence, the number of computations can be reduced to 8 x 8 -i- 7 x 8 = 120 by computing eight inner
products of the received block with codewords in V„ and selecting the inner
product with the largest absolute value.

Decoding

Fast Iladamard transform

Full-serial Implementation

The fast Hadamard transform computes the 16 inner products synergistically, rather than individually, as in the exhaustive-computation method. The
Hadamard matrix of order 8 can he obtained by permuting rows of V,. Thus,
as shown in Figure 5, the fast Iladamard transform can he used to efficiently
compute the 16 inner products in 24 steps.
This method, also known as the Green machine 131, is used for efficient
decoding of Reed-Muller codes of the first order 131.141. It can also he used
to decode multidimensional coded modulation schemes in which the block
code associated with the parallel branches between encoder states constitutes
a first-order Reed-Muller code.

Figure 6 is a block diagram of a Viterbi algorithm decoder which serially
processes the eight states of the trellis diagram. The decoder consists of four
main parts:

ABSOLUTE VALUE

XXV/

Figure 5. Decoding the (8, 4, 4) Code by Using Fast
Hadamard Transform

This section presents efficient methods for full-serial and full-parallel
implementation of the decoder.

• A ( orrelator for computation of cosets W,, 0 < i s 7. The set of
coset representatives. C, is Stored in a cyclic table.
• Fast Hadamard transform hardware for computation of branch metrics.
• A Viterbi decoder consisting of an eight-way add-compare-select (Acs)
unit and state metric tables.
• A tracebnck circuit consisting of three trellis steps for the path memory.
The tracebnck unit, synchronization, control, and clocking are not shown in
the figure.
For a received block of eight channel symbols, r, the decoder finds the
path with the largest metric value terminating on each trellis state. This
simple serial implementation achieves a high decoding speed for the code
under consideration because each decoding step yields our information bits,
rather than only one information bit as in convolutional codes of rate 1/2.
Full-parallel implementation

A full-parallel processor for decoding the rust code of rate 4/8 consists of
eight ACS units processing the eight encoder states simultaneously. Computation of the absolute value of 8 x 8 = 64 branch metrics by eight separate
fast Hadamard transform circuits involves 8 X 24 = 192 binary additions.
The following method combines the function of the eight Hadamard transforms
and computes the absolute value of the 64 branch metrics by performing 88
binary additions [4].
For a given block of eight soft-detected channel symbols, r = (r,, r,, r,
r4, r;, r6, r,, rs), perform the following:
a. Compute r, 1- r,, r, ± r4, r, ± r6, r, ± rs . ( 8 binary operations)
b. Compute 1(r, ± r,) ± (r3 ± 14)1 and [(r, ± r6) ± (r7 ± r5)]
by combining the results of step (a). (16 binary operations)
c. Finally, compute 1(r, ± r,) ± (r, ± r4)1 ± I(rs ± r6) ± (r7 ± r„)I
for all possible combinations in which the number of minus signs is
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even,* and then take the absolute value of each sum. (8 x 8 = 64
binary operations)
The maximum-likelihood decoder can also be implemented by using two
or four ACS units. The complexity of branch metric computers, in terms of
the number of required binary adders, is summarized in Table I for decoders
with one, two, four, or eight ACS units. Compared to the full-serial
implementation, the hybrid implementation with two ACS units increases the
decoding speed by a factor of 2, while the increment in the number of adders
for the branch metric computations is negligible.
TABLE. 1. COMPLEXITY OF BRANCH MErRIC COMPUTERS FOR SEVERAL
DECODER ARCHITECTURES
NuMBER OF 8-WAY NUMBER Or RrFmivE
ACS UNITS BINARY ADDERS SPEED

1

1

L

L

L

L

L

I
(full-serial)
24
1
2
32
2
4
48
4
8 (full-parallel) 98 8

Tn0
a

Conclusions
The structural properties of the PuM code of rate 4/8 have been exploited
to design a high-speed, low-complexity decoder. In particular, the fast
Hadamard transform technique significantly reduces the hardware implementation complexity of the branch metric computer.
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Appendix. Coset codes
This appendix presents theoretical and formal definitions of the coset
codes.
Let S be an Abelian group with elements s. Elements s are n-dimensional
binary vectors if S is a binary linear block code of length n. An in-way
partition of S is a division of the elements of S into m subsets, T;, I < i - in.
In terms of group theory. one subset (T) is a subgroup of S of order in, and
the quotient group SIT has in elements. These elements are T and in - I
cosets of T. (Recall that "zero" is an element of the subgroup T.) Let e E S,
but c E 1'. then the coset of T containing c is T + c = {t + c: t E T}.
The element e is called a coset representative. The set of coset representatives
(including "zero") constitutes the quotient group SIT.
Example 1. Let S = 1000, 001, 010, 01 1, 100, 101, 110, 1111 be the
(3, 3, I) "universe code" containing all the possible binary 3-tuples with a
minimum Hamming distance of 1. A two-way partition of S yields the
subgroup Tp = {000, 011, 101, 110} and its coset T, _ 1111 , 100, 010, 001}.
We can always write T„ = 000 + T„ and TI = I I I + T,,. The subgroup
TO is the (3. 2, 2) single-parity check code, and the set of coset representatives
SIT = {000, I I1} is the (3, 1, 3) repetition code.

Index: distortion . modulation, demodulation , modems, speech
processing , telephone transmission

Evaluation of ADPCIN coders for
digital circuit multiplication
equipment
S. DIMoi,rrsAS, F. L. CORCORAN, M. ONUFRY, AND H. G. SUYI78RIIOUD
(M souse rips received May 21, 1987)

Abstract
Example 2. Let S = (3, 3, 1), as defined in example I. A four-way partition of S yields the subgroup T„ _ {000, I I I } and its cosets T1 = 011 + T,,;
T, = 110 + T,,; and T) = 101 + Tn, In this case, To = (3, I, 3) and
SIT = (3, 2, 2).

This paper describes test results for a set of experimental procedures designed to
objectively measure the performance of tour adaptive differential pulse -code modulation ( AOrcM ) algorithms that use signals other than voice. These algorithms have
been under consideration by the International Telegraph and 't'elephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT) as possible low-bit-rate coders for incorporation in digital circuit
multiplication equipment . ' The results presented pertain to voiceband data modems
operating at 9,600 bit/ s or higher , and include analog performance mcasurenlents for
each of the algorithms considered.

Introduction
Farhad Hen,nati received an M.S.E.E. and Ph.D.
from Illinois Institute of Technology in 1973 and 1977,
respectively. Shoe Joining COMSAT Laboratories in
1982 he has worked on coding techniques and various
signal processing methods for satellite channels. He is
currenthv a Staff Scientist in the Cwmnunicarions Research Department, "'here his piimmn, research interests
are coding, spread spectrum, and multiple access.

In 1984, a 32-kbit / s adaptive differential pulse-code modulation (ADnCM)
algorithm, Recommendation G.721, 1 1 1 was adopted by the International
Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT). This recommendation was subsequently modified and is presently awaiting standardization }21 following the discovery of certain instabilities and problems relating
to the Bell 202 series 131 and the CCITT V.23 series of modems 141. Studies
preceding the adoption of Recommendation G.721 showed that the algorithm
also performed well with signals other than voice ( such as voiceband data) at
rates not exceeding 4,800 bit / s 151. However , the same studies revealed that
323
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higher voiceband data rates could not readily be supported, particularly data
transmitted at 9,600 bit/s and conforming to Recommendations V.29 161 and
V.32 [7]. Because it is desirable, from an international traffic viewpoint, to
provide a transparent environment for voiceband data for hit rates that include
9.6 kbit/s in digital circuit multiplication equipment (DCMI) 181, an Ad Hoc
Group was established within CCITT Study Group XVIII, under Questions 25
and 31, to select an algorithm for this purpose.
This paper describes the results of a set of objective measurements for
four algorithms, at data rates of 9,600 bit/s or higher. The tested algorithms
include one developed by Alcatel, representing the French Administration
[Centre National d'Etudes des Telecommunications (CNET)]; one developed
by ECI Telecom, Ltd., representing the Israeli Administration; and two
developed by OKI Electric Industry Co., Ltd., and Kokusai Denshin Denwa
Co., Ltd. (KDD), representing the Japanese Administration. These tests were
conducted between October 1986 and May 1987 at COMSAT Laboratories
in Clarksburg, Maryland, which was the host test laboratory for the CCITT
Ad Hoc Group.
While the results presented here strongly influenced the selection of a
specific approach as a CCITT Recommendation, these objective measurements
were not the sole factor used in assessing the suitability of any particular
algorithm for deployment in digital circuit multiplication systems. In particular, DCME integration aspects (such as bearer channel frame structure),
subjective performance with speech, data detection or data rate discrimination
capability (as needed), network aspects (such as synchronous coding capability), and maintenance aspects, as well as overall complexity issues, played
a significant role in the algorithm selection process.

Algorithm description
This section briefly describes the key features of the algorithms under
consideration.

signal statistics. The locked mode of operation is typical during voiceband
data transmission, while the unlocked mode is typical during speech coding.
Finally, a synchronous tandeming algorithm is employed at the decoder to
ensure that quantization noise is noncumulative during multiple digital ADPCM
coder interconnections.
The principal differences between the 32-kbit/s G.721 1 1 1 and the G.721
extension tested lie in the adoption of a 5-bit quantizer resulting in a
40-kbit/s data stream [91, and the use of a data detector 1 101 and data rate
discriminator I 1 I 1 to ensure that all data above 4,800 bit/s are encoded by
the 40-kbit/s algorithm. It should be noted that all data at rates equal to or
less than 4,800 kbit/s, as well as speech, continue to be encoded by the
32-kbit/s G.721 in this approach.
The ECI algorithm

This approach uses a data-optimized algorithm for the encoding of all data
traffic. The structure of this approach differs from both G.721 and the CNET
algorithm 191 in that the ADPCM encoder input is first band-limited to 3.2 kHz
and then down-sampled at 6.4 kHz. This is accomplished by means of a
100-tap symmetric finite impulse response interpolating filter operating at
a 32-kHz sampling rate. In this way, 5-bits-per-sample quantization can be
employed on the 6.4-kHz samples, while the bearer channel hit rate remains
equal to 32 kbit/s 1121. Because of the symmetric nature of this interpolating
filter (which is necessary in order to avoid the introduction of group delay
distortion into the data transmission), a flat delay equal to 6 ms is introduced.
This delay is equally distributed between encoder and decoder; however,
because of the narrower band of the interpolated signal, higher prediction
gains are achievable. This approach employs G.721 as the speech coding
algorithm and uses a data detection algorithm to ensure routing of nonspeech
traffic through this data-optimized algorithm. Unlike the other approaches.
however, the synchronous operation of two or more coders in tandem 1 131
is no longer possible due to the band-limiting filters used in the encoder and
decoder.

The CNET algorithm
The OKI/KIIII algorithms

The CNET algorithm is an extension of the present CCITT Recommendation
G.721 II], which specifies a 32-kbit/s ADPCM algorithm employing an
adaptive pole/zero predictor and an adaptive quantizer. The predictor consists
of two-pole sign stochastic gradient and six-zero sign stochastic gradient
adaptive filters. The quantizer can adaptively track the input signal statistics
by recursive adaptation of its step size. Furthermore, the quantizer operates
in two modes: locked and unlocked. In the locked mode the quantizer adapts
slowly, while in the unlocked mode it adapts more rapidly to the encoded

In contrast to both previously described coders, the OKI/KDD algorithms
employ a different predictive structure than the G.721-based predictor 11 1.
This adaptive structure is composed of a 10th-order adaptive zero predictor,
a 4th-order adaptive-pole predictor, and a 16th-order fixed-pole predictor 1141.
The relative contributions from each of these filters are controlled by a set
of adaptive gain coefficients, while stability of the higher order pole filter
can be monitored by means of the Hurwitz-based cascaded structure 1151.
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These algorithms differ in another substantial way from the other approaches. The first algorithm employs a 4-bit quantization mode of operation
(32 kbit/s), and data are treated the same as speech. Thus, no speech or data
detection mechanism is necessary. Furthermore, transparency of 9.6-kbit/s
data is possible. When variable bit rate encoding is used (i.e., 24 khit/s to
create overload channels), all algorithms require the use of speech/data
discrimination to avoid encoding data at 24 kbit/s.
An additional mode of operation employing a 5-bit (40-kbit/s) quantizer
is also possible. This gives rise to a second algorithm which, due to its
higher bit rate, enables further improvement in performance with 9.6-kbit/s
data and allows DCME transparency for higher speed data.
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The Data Sentry is connected to a Wavetek 6000 computer by means of
an IEEE-488 bus. The other devices on this bus are an HP5150A printer,
which provides a detailed tabulation of the source data; an HP8903A audio
analyzer for on-line measurement of signal , noise, and distortion levels; and
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The data modem /voice codec test facility
The data modem/voice codec test (DMve'r) facility is a computer-controlled
measurement system consisting of several measuring , calibrating , and active
units linked in a chain (Figure 1 ). This configuration enables the independent
level adjustment of modulated voiceband data at several points along the
chain , appropriate filtering, passage through any ADPCM or PCM codecs, and
the introduction of channel bit errors or degradation of the data signal by
injection of noise or other channel impairments ( as described in CCITT
Report R-28 1161). Finally , it is possible to collect and analyze the returned
(or receive) signal and all other system parameters so that important signal
statistics such as bit error ratios, channel signal -to-noise ratios (S/Ns), link
bit errors , and the type and level of impairments can be obtained in a detailed
tabular format.
The entire test chain is centered around the hit error rate test system
(BERTS ), Data Sentry 10. The Data Sentry provides the source data for the
transmit half of the modem , to which the BERTS is connected by means of
the bi-directional RS232C interface . In addition , the Data Sentry analyzes the
received modem data and measures single errors , blocks, block length, block
errors, seconds of test, and error -free seconds , all of which are parameters
that can be used to interpret the quality of the received data.
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a Wavetek 6000 switching system for analog path control. The Wavetek 6000,
which acts as the DMVCT system controller , collects and analyzes the various
data. A specially formatted graphics output of the error burst length distribution
can be obtained on the Wavetek 6010 graphics printer.

Figure I. Data Modem Voice Codec Test Facility Block Diagram
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The audio analyzer is connected to various nodes in the test setup signal
path by means of the analog switching system. The analyzer acts both as a
source and as a measurement device for automatic calibration measurements
made prior to every bit-error measurement run. A number of attenuators and
amplifier/attenuators along the signal path ensure that a proper signal level
is maintained throughout the entire network and that calibration can be easily
and accurately performed at the input and output of each active component,
both before and after an experiment is conducted.
R-28 impairments [16] can be included by introducing the optional line
simulator, consisting of an H1_134 adjustable equalizer in series with a SEG/
Comstron 3002-e4 simulation filter. An additional impairment unit consisting
of the three SEG/Comstron FA1564A/FA1565A/FAI567C modules enables the
introduction of jitter and nonlinear amplitude distortion by means of a
computer-controlled switching system. Furthermore, the FA1565A noise module
enables the S/N to be automatically adjusted under computer control. A
4-kHz low-pass filter has also been provided in the noise path to ensure

Curve Modem
A Codex 2640 (V.29)
B OKI JVLSI (V.29)
C Codex LSI 96 (V.29)
D Racal Milgo Omni Mode (V.29)
E Codex 2260 (V.32)
F Codex 2366 (V.33)
Modems A through E operated at 9,600 bit/s, while modem F operated at
14,400 bit/s.
The objective analog measurements are shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4.
Specifically, Figure 2 shows the variation of signal-to-quantization distortion
ratio (S/Q) for a l-kHz C-notched measurement in decibels, as a function of
input signal level in dBmO for a single encoding and for two and three
0

T__F___1

maximum undistorted noise output.

Finally, the General Data Products DLS106 data link simulator allows the
injection of bit errors into the ADPCM encoder/decoder link. This simulator
has been modified for an IEuk. 488 bus interface, so that error rates between
10-9 to 103 bits can be automatically introduced under full computer
control.
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DMVCT facility calibration
All of the test points monitored by the DMVCT system are defined as zero
transmission level points (TL.Ps). The levels are adjusted, a PCM codec is
inserted at the codec test location, and reference measurements are made for
the modems that will be used in the algorithm performance testing. The
analog impairments (R-28) specified in Reference 16 are introduced, and the
reference measurements are repeated.
The program-controlled noise level adjustment range is -27 to -51
dBmOp, and the system noise level at the codec input is -82 dBmOp. The
line error rate adjustment range is I x 10 -3 to I x 10-9. Additional
calibration details are given in the Appendix.

Results
A number of modems were employed to test ADPCM performance with
voiceband data. In the figures presented here, these modems are designated
as follows:
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Figure 2. Variation of Signal-to -Distortion Ratio With Input Signal Level
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asynchronous tandem encodings. Figure 3 depicts the variation of outputover-input amplitude distortion (Olt) in decibels, with input frequency in
kilohertz at an input signal level of - 15 dBm0, for one encoding and for
two and three asynchronous encodings. The variation of group delay in microseconds as a function of input frequency in kilohertz at an input signal level
of - 15 dBmO for one encoding and for two and three asynchronous encodings
is shown in Figure 4.
The results of measurements with voiceband data modems are given in
Figures 5 through 10. In all tests, the same analog (R-28) impairments used
in G.721 testing were employed. Figure 5 shows the variation of modem
block error ratio (MBLER) (511 bits/block) as a function of S/N in dBp at a
- 15 dBmO input signal level. Characteristics are depicted for four V.29
modems produced by different manufacturers and operating at 9,600 bit/s.
Modem signal power is measured as the rms value of the data signal at the
codec input. Flat noise was injected prior to the first codes link and was
subsequently psophometrically weighted in computing the S/N. Figures 6
and 7 show the performance obtained for two and three asynchronous
encodings under the same conditions.
It should be noted that during the initial phase of these tests a 32-level
quantizer version of the CNET algorithm was provided. Following deliberations by the Ad Hoc Group, it was decided that an odd-level (31-level)
quantizer version would be preferable because, among other considerations,
experimental performance with voiceband data could be improved, the zerosdensity problem on the T-carrier system would be alleviated (by elimination
of the 00000 output code), and idle channel stability would be enhanced.
For these reasons, both a 32-level and subsequently a 31-level quantizer
version of the CNET algorithm were provided and tested over the course of
these experiments. Because of the consistently superior performance of the
31-level version, all results are shown for the odd-level quantizer, with the
exception of Figures 6b and 7b (modems B and D) where the 31-level version
was not tested.
Figure 8 depicts the V.29 modem performance in the presence of digital
link bit errors. The results obtained show the variation of MBILR with line
error rate (1,LR) for a single encoding, for the best (modem A) and worst
(modem D) V.29 modems tested. Figure 9 shows the variation of MBLER
with S/N for three asynchronous encodings for a typical V.32 modem
(modem E) operating at 9,600 bit/s. An additional impairment of a - 12 dB
echo return loss, together with some minor modifications of the test facility
configuration, were used to simulate the two-wire network topology. Finally,
Figure 10 illustrates the variation of MBLER with S/N for a typical
V.33 modem (modem F) operating at 14.4-kbit/s voiceband data rate.
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Figure II shows the baseline performance of each of the modems, tested
with a µ-law PcM codec 1171-(I91 in the link (with and without analog
impairments). Table I summarizes some additional analog performance
measurements for each of the ADPCM codecs.
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TABLE 1. CODEC ANALOG PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
AMPDTUDI

NON[ MEAR DISTORTION

PHASE JITTER JITTER

(dB)

PEAK-TO-PEAK PEAK

CODEC

ECL, 32 kbif/.,
I Link
2 Asynchronous
Links
3 Asynchronous
Links
OK,', 32 kbitls
I Link
2 Asynchronous
Links
3 Asynchronous
Link,
OKI, 40 khitls
I Link
2 Asynchronous
Links
3 Asynchronous
Links
CNET, 40 kbit/s
I Link
2 Asynchronous
Links
3 Asynchronous
Links

(deg)

I%I

2ND-ORDER

3RD-ORDER

1.5

- 1.5
-2.4

-54
51

-47
-45

- 1.9

-3.2

-48

-43

1.1

connections, the order of the last two ADPCM codecs is reversed, as the ECI
32-kbit/s algorithm does not provide for a synchronous coding adjustment [11.
With regard to the V.32 modems, the performance of all codecs was
superior to that of the V.29 modems at three asynchronous tandem encodings.
Finally, with the higher bit rate V.33 modem, the same performance ranking
as with the V.29 modems is maintained for the different ADPCM algorithms.
However, this modem cannot be readily supported by all codecs because
adequate performance is not possible through any two asynchronous tandem
encodings.
Conclusions

-1.3
-1.7

-1.4
-2.0

-54
-46

-48
-45

-2.1

-2.6

-49

-42

-0.8
-I.I

to
-1.5

59
-55

-52
-49

1.3

-1 0

-54

-47

-10
1.4

- 1.0
- 1.5

56
-53

-52
-49

- 1.7

- L7

-49

-46

Based on these results, the following observations can be made. With
regard to the analog measurements, no substantial difference exists between
the various approaches. although for the ECI codec, which band-limits the
input signal to 6.4 kHz, the corresponding amplitude and group delay
distortion arc clear.
In terms of V.29 modem performance, substantial variability in performance
exists among the four different modems used. However, for a given modem,
performance ranking of the different algorithms was possible in terms of
decreasing MBLER with S/N. This ranking places the OKI/KDD 40-kbit/s
algorithm first, with the CNET 40-kbit/s, ECI 32-kbit/s, and the OKI/KDD
32-kbit/s ADPCMs being second, third, and fourth, respectively. This ranking
is only valid for asynchronous tandem connections. For synchronous tandem

The results obtained in this study indicate that performance ranking of the
different algorithms is possible in asynchronous and synchronous tandem
configurations. Although this ranking is different in the two cases, it does
indicate performance bounds that can be expected with each codec.
The CCITT Ad Hoc Group within Study Group XVIII, in considering
these codecs as possible solutions to the DCME, voiceband data transparency,
established minimum performance criteria consisting essentially of voiceband
data transparency of V.29 modems operating at 9,600 bits/s over two
asynchronous encodings. Transparency was defined as a MBLER of 0.01 or
less, achievable at a S/N of 30.5 dBp or less. In this respect, all of the
codecs meet these requirements with all modems except modem D, which is
an older V.29 design no longer manufactured.
These measurements were an essential factor in the CCITT's selection of
the optimum codec algorithm for DCME. However, in making its final selection
the CCITT also gave due consideration to factors outside of this performance
framework, including DCME complexity and prior standards.
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Appendix . Test setup calibration
For four-wire modem testing, the input attenuator is adjusted under computer
control so that the level of the data-modem signal at the output of the
reference channel filter is equal to - 15 dBm when measured rms/unweighted
at 0 TLP. The parameters of the line-simulation filter combination are adjusted
to provide 0-dB gain, and this filter is bypassed when conducting no-analogimpairment reference measurements. The line-impairment generator is adjusted for an input reference level of - 15 dBm and an input-to-output gain
of 15 dB. A 15-dB pad ensures that 0 TLP is maintained at the codec input,
and appropriate attenuation is inserted for the proper codec input level. The
periodic sequence of character signals (based on Table 6 of Recommendation
G.711 1171) is applied to the is-law PcM decoder, which is then adjusted for
a 0-dBmO output. The codec input-to-output gain is adjusted so that it equals
0 dB. The decoded ADPCM signal is amplified in order to produce 0 TLP at
the codec output, and then attenuated by 5 dB to provide a signal level of
-20 dBm at the data modem input.
For two-wire modem testing, the data signal from the st.te is also presented
to the line simulator at a level of - 15 dBmO, but is returned to the sue at
a level appropriate for the two-wire modem. Since the suc is calibrated for
a 0-TLP four-wire interface at both the send and receive ports, the data
signal is returned to the SLIC at the same level as would be measured with
these ports directly connected to each other. A single 32-kbit/s ADPCM codec
was interfaced in the return path of the sue for this test.
For channel S/N vs modem BER tests, Gaussian noise from the noise
module of the line simulator is added to the data signal at the output of the
line-impairment generator. The noise level is set under computer control to
a value between -27 and -51 dBmOp for nominal channel S/Ns of 12 to
36 dB relative to the calibration tone. The signal level is measured rms/
unweighted, and the noise level is measured rms/psophometric weighted,
both at 0 TLP at the input of the µ-law PCM codec. Channel TER is set, as
required, within the range I x 104 to I x 106. The noise level produced
by the test system prior to the codec is nominally -82 dBm0p.
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Network control processor for a TDMA
system
0. SURYADEVARA, T. .I. DCBGriiINCOURT, AND R. B. SHULMAN
(M:mscripl reccoed April 13. 1937)

Abstract
Two unique aspects of designing a network control processor (N(1') to monitor and
control a demand-assigned, time-division multiple-access (FUMA) network are described. The first involves the implementation of redundancy by synchronizing the
databases of two geographically remote NC's. 'I he two sets of databases are kept in
synchronization by collecting data on both systems, transferring databases, sending
incremental updates, and the parallel updating of databases. A periodic audit compares
the checksums of the databases to ensure synchronization.
The second aspect involves the use of a tracking algorithm to dynamically reallocate
TDMA frame space. This algorithm detects and tracks current and long-term load
changes in the network. When some portions of the network are overloaded while
others have excess capacity. the algorithm automatically calculates and implements
a new burst time plan.

Introduction
The Deutsches Fcrnmclde Satellitensystem (Iwts) was recently developed
to provide efficient telecommunications capability for high-intensity traffic
by using a multi -transponder satellite III. This system offers distributed
voice, data, television, and heavy route trunking facilities, and uses demandassigned, time-division multiple-access (TDMA ) techniques to allocate satellite
channels. TDMA techniques achieve maximum efficiency in the use of satellite
transponders because several traffic terminals can use the transponder resources
in a synchronized , sequential , time-shared fashion 121-[7].
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The TDMA system (Figure I) consists of the following live major
components:
a. A geostationarv satellite that handles 'r DMA traffic.
b. A reference terminal (RT) which coordinates the timing of traffic
terminal bursts into the TDMA frame. The RT also implements various
commands, including real-time changes to the burst time plan (BTP).
c. Traffic terminals (TTs) to receive and transmit the customer's traffic.
These terminals are real-time processors that track the TDMA frame and
route customer traffic into the '[DMA frame sub-bursts.
d. A network control processor (NCR), the main computer for monitoring and controlling the TDMA network. The NCP provides a variety
of central processing unit-intensive functions, such as operator interface,
network monitoring and control, billing report generation, and channel
reservation.

FREQUENCY 2

BURST 1

BURST 2 BURST 3

FREQUENCY1

RB 1 RB 2 BURST 1

BURST 2 BURST 3
TDMA FRAME

Figure I. TDMA System Block Diagram: Two-Transponder Configuration
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e. A central control computer (cce) that interfaces with the central
network operator and performs off-line duties such as receiving user
requests to reserve satellite channels.
The RT, NCR, and ccc processors are duplicated for redundancy, as shown.
Connections between a set of processors (e.g., RT 1, NCR 1, and CC(' 1) are
all local networks, mainly the Ethernet type. The cce I and cce 2 are
coloeated, but the NCR I and R F I are geographically remote from the NIP 2
and RI 2. Connections between corresponding processors (e.g., NIP I and
NCR 2) are dedicated terrestrial 64-khit/s links.
A highly responsive network control facility is needed to ensure proper
functioning of the TDMA network [8],[9]. The NIP plays a crucial role in
network monitoring and control. This paper presents a general description of
the NCR, followed by a detailed discussion of two new design aspects: offsite redundancy, and dynamic load tracking and frame reconfiguration.

Functions of the network control processor
The NIP, a Micro-VAX 11 running the Micro-VMS operating system,
provides the following functions and high-level interfaces necessary for
network control:
a. Operator Interface. The NeR provides the primary operator interface
for the TDMA system. Appropriate operator screens and menus are
generated and transmitted to the video display unit. Operator inputs are
received and transformed into messages for transmission to the rest of
the system.
b. Reservation Request Implementation. The NCP creates BTRS to
implement reservation requests from the ccc. These reservation BTRS
are calculated and coordinated with the BTRS generated by the frame
reconfiguration subsystem described below.
c. Monitoring and Control. The NCI, allows the operator to monitor
and control the TDMA network in real time.
d. Error/Alarm Message Handling. The Ner provides the operator
with current equipment status and error/alarm messages regarding events
in the TDMA system.
e. Traffic Reports. The Ner initiates traffic measurements as requested
by the ccc, and creates traffic reports as needed. Traffic data such as
transponder load, call type, and inbound/outbound traffic at the terminal
are maintained separately for each traffic terminal.
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f. Billing (Call Data ). The NcPcollects and formats billing information
for customer equipment that is directly connected to the TDMA System.
Reports are periodically sent to the ccc for customer billing.
g. Route List and Numbering Plan. The NCP maintains the traffic
routing configuration for all traffic terminals in the system . It accepts.
verifies, and implements ccc commands for establishing trunk groups,
trunks, and routes. It also maintains the call signaling information
(numbering plan) for calls in the network.
h. Subscriber Lists. The NCP maintains and updates information on
all subscribers under the control of the ccc . It implements commands
to create, delete , display, and change subscriber information.
I. Internetwork Message Routing. The NCP serves as a physical and
logical connection between the traffic terminals, the reference terminals,
and the ccc , allowing them to exchange monitoring and control
information.
j. Off-Site Redundancy and Switchover . Two NcP, at different sites
are always in a warm-standby redundancy configuration . The databases
are constantly updated and kept redundant for a quick and smooth
switchover in case of a failure in the primary NcP.
k. Dynamic Load Tracking and Frame Reconfiguration . The NCI`
dynamically tracks the load distribution in the TDMA network and
calculates and implements a new BTP when needed.

• time constraints for system delivery, and
• hardware constraints (only one Micro-VAX at each location, as shown
in Figure 2).
In general, the redundancy scheme should provide for uninterrupted
availability of the NeP in the event of any single failure. Switchovers between
the primary and secondary sites must be quick and smooth. Once data are
accepted at the NeP from the rest of the system, the NeP becomes solely
responsible for these data.
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The last two functions are the most significant and will be discussed in detail.

84-kblt/s
LINK

Off-site redundancy and switchover
SITE B

To satisfy service availability requirements, two NCP, are located at
different sites (one primary and the other secondary). Both NcP, are active
at all times, and in the event of a failure in the primary, the secondary takes
over. Due to the geographic separation between the two NcP,, problems of
remote (off-site) redundancy are encountered. Traditional schemes for onsite redundancy depend on hardware or software solutions that exploit the
close proximity of the processors 1101-1121. The large databases in the NeP,
combined with a relatively slow land link (64 kbit/s), make the problem of
off-site redundancy especially difficult to solve. NeP redundancy also posed
major problems because of the following:
• existing interdependent databases,
• existing nonredundant software,
• memory-based databases,
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Figure 2. Redundant NCP Hardware
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Database eurrenev and eousistenrv

One component of the overall database redundancy requires that the data
on the disk he current at all times. The vnx virtual memory architecture
brings pages of memory in from the disk as they are needed for modification.
Since these pages are not written back to disk until the memory is needed
by another task in the system. data in memory may be lost in the event of
power failure. To prevent such losses, each application running in the Ncv
performs a forced update to disk and waits for the update to complete before
proceeding. This was accomplished by inserting calls to the vMS system
service routine, SYSSUPDSECW. at critical points in each application task.
This ensures that the data on the disk stay current up to the last critical point.
Updates are performed only at critical points in the task, since continuous
updates to disk slow down the processor (due to the large amount of disk I/O).

the database. Although this database update scheme was not acceptable for
the existing application code, it was easily incorporated into the alarm control
database (which was designed later). Figure 3 is a schematic dataflow diagram
of this design.
MESSAGE

Database updates on the secondary NCP

The redundancy scheme requires that the databases in the secondary NCr'
be kept up to date. Since these databases were not initially designed for
redundancy, they tend to be large and not well structured. Thus, when a
change occurs in a database, it is not possible to tell which part of the
database changed without analyzing its complete structure. Considering the
slow data rate (64 khit/s) of the link between the primary and secondary,
considerable time (approximately 20 minutes) would he required for a
complete transfer of databases from one Ncv to the other. This delay was
unacceptable, as was the delay involved in capturing the database changes
and relaying them to the secondary Ncv. Hence, it became necessary for the
two NCPs to operate and maintain databases independently of each other in
some subsystems. The problems posed by the slow link between primary
and secondary NCPs, as well as the nature of the existing nonredundant code
and interdependent databases, made it necessary to incorporate different
database update designs fix each subsystem. These designs will now be
examined in greater detail.
Individual tasks that change the databases know exactly what data are
changing and where such changes occur. Therefore, it should be possible for
each task to transmit these changes to the secondary NCr', where they would
be incorporated to reflect the new state of the databases. This implies that
the individual tasks which perform the updates should transmit the changes
from the primary to the secondary NCP. These messages would contain the
detailed information needed to properly update the database. However, major
changes to the application code are required in order to capture the database
changes, format them into messages, and send them to the secondary. New
code is also necessary in the secondary to decode the messages and update

Figure 3. Incremental Updates by Individual Tasks
Another alternative is to transfer the entire database whenever there is a
change, as shown in Figure 4. This approach is reasonable only for a very
small database and when the changes are extensive. Also, in subsystems that
generate new data inside the N(P, it is not desirable to generate parallel data
in both NCPs due to possible inconsistencies. As transfer of the database is
ideal for this situation, this approach was used for the operator interface and
the frame reconfiguration. However, transfers of entire databases were held
to a minimum and performed at times of low load.
MESSAGE

Figure 4. Copy of Database , Jor Small Dalaba.ses
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A better way to update large databases is to duplicate the incoming message
that causes the database changes and send the copy to the secondary, which
then makes the required changes to the databases. This approach appears
advantageous when the databases are large and the message containing the
instructions is small. A secondary version of the application task would
process the message and update the database as needed, resulting in a
situation similar to parallel processing. However, unlike parallel processing,
the secondary task only updates the database, but does not perform any other
functions of the primary task. This scheme was implemented via the two
interfaces between the NCP, and the rest of the TDMA system: the ccc router
and the TDMA router.
The ccc router process in the Ncr maintains the links between the ccc
and the NcP. Only the ccc router in the primary Ncr receives data from the
ccc. Data redundancy is maintained by having the ccc router in the primary
NcP relay all messages it receives to the ccc router in the secondary. This
ensures that the two NCP applications receive the same stream of input data
from the ccc. The primary application updates its database and sends a reply
message to the ccc. Then the secondary application updates its database. If
a network switchover should occur when a message is in transit, the ccc
will fail to receive a reply to the message and will retransmit to the new
primary NcP. Note that the ccc can send messages only as fast as the primary
NeP can forward them to its secondary.
The TDMA router processes in the two Net', communicate with each other
to exchange messages. The primary TDMA router relays messages to the
secondary TDMA router for processing by the secondary task. This is similar
to the ccc router process described above.

Figure 5 is a dataflow diagram of the redundancy scheme. This simple
scheme involves minimal code changes to create a secondary version of the
task (whose only role will be updating the database), although it works only
for subsystems which collect information. It was implemented for two
subsystems: subscriber, and route list/numbering plan.
It is also possible for two tasks in the two machines to operate in parallel.
independent of each other and maintaining their own databases. Through
parallel updates (see Figure 6), the processes in both NcP, receive the same
input and produce the same output, thus simultaneously updating the databases.
Consequently, subsystems with large and rapidly changing databases (such
as the call statistics subsystem) are run in parallel. If the task's code is
complicated, as in the reservations subsystem, it is best not to change it to
support redundancy. Therefore, reservation and call-data databases are updated
in parallel.
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Startup and switchover scenarios

A periodic link test message between the NCP and its reference terminal
indicates the reference terminal state (primary or secondary) to the NCP.
When the NeP first comes up, it immediately goes into the state indicated by
its reference terminal. If the reference terminal indicates it secondary state,
the NCP initiates a database down-load procedure (described below) from the
primary before becoming operational. Also, if an NCP is taken down for
maintenance or goes down due to hardware faults, it initiates a database
down-load when it again comes up. If all links between the Net's fail, database
changes cannot be sent to the secondary. Thus, when the links return to
service, a complete database down-load is necessary. Whenever the primary
cannot communicate with its secondary, the primary continues to operate
normally, keeping all of its own databases up to date, but without the backup
provided by the secondary. In this situation, failure of the primary NeP would
be disastrous. To avoid this problem, periodic snapshots of the Net, databases
are sent to a backup device (VAX 11,730) when necessary.
When the secondary NeP or the link between the primary and secondary
returns to service, the No, databases must be resynchronized. This is
accomplished by having the secondary send checksums of its databases to
the primary. These checksums are then compared with the checksums of the
respective databases in the primary, and databases that have changed are
copied by the secondary. During the copy process, tasks on the primary are
disabled from making changes to the databases, and tasks on the secondary
are stopped/suspended and restarted in order to begin referencing the newly
copied data files. This procedure is called a database down-load. Whenever
a primary is restoring a database in the secondary, all communications with
the CcC and TDMA are suspended to prevent changes to the databases that
are being copied. When the transfer is complete, the NcPs resume the ccc
and TDMA communications.
The NCP must continue to function under the following two kinds of
network switchovcrs:
a. Both NCPs are operating normally when the reference terminals
switch over due to either rain fade or hardware fault.
b. A hardware/software failure occurs in the primary NcP and the
reference terminals call for a switchover.
Under normal operation, all databases in the two Net's are the same and
switchover involves no data transfer. Thus, a switchover is almost instantaneous. When the secondary NCP learns of a switchover from its reference
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terminal, it sends a "takeover" message to the primary NCP. In the event
that communications with the reference terminal are not functioning, this
message alerts the primary NeP to a switchover in order to avoid creating a
network with two primary NeP,.
Periodic checks on the health of the NeP will pinpoint problems with
hardware or software. Since the two NCPs maintain two sets of data, the
databases should be as similar as possible during normal operation. However.
the databases may occasionally lose synchronization due to communications
failures. To detect such failures, the secondary NeP periodically calculates
the checksums of all its databases and sends these checksums to the primary
Nee The primary NeP then compares the checksums against its databases.
If there is disagreement, the primary determines that a database down-load
is needed and informs the secondary NcP. Both Net's then execute the download procedure.
In addition, a health-check routine periodically checks whether all tasks
are running on the NcP. If it notices that any task is not running, it sets the
health of the NCP to software Jaulr. This information is returned to the
reference terminal in the link test. The reference terminal may then decide
to switch over if it detects poor No, health.

Dynamic load tracking and frame reconfiguration
All traffic in the TDMA frame is coordinated using the structure shown in
Figure 7. Each reference terminal generates reference bursts (RB,) (one per
transponder) for the TDMA frame. This is followed by various traffic bursts
from the traffic terminals. The NeP configures this I DMA frame for use by
the reference terminals and traffic terminals. The load distribution in this
real-time network changes dynamically as new calls are originated and old
calls are terminated.
To maintain optimal system operation, the NeP can continuously monitor
the network load distribution and dynamically reallocate frame space to
increase the efficiency of transponder utilization. Simulation studies [13]
have led to the development of an empirical tracking algorithm, presented
below.
As shown in Figure 7, the first two bursts are reference bursts (set up by
the reference terminals) which provide a reference point to the traffic terminals.
Database bursts are used for down-loading data to the traffic terminals: other
bursts may be required for signaling and control. Next, a reservation burst
carries reserved traffic bursts in frame space reserved by customers. This is
followed by the main traffic burst (MTB), which carries the dynamic traffic
between traffic terminals and is governed by a B1 P.
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whether a new BTP is needed, and optionally calculating and implementing
a new BTP. The NCP generates, stores, and distributes the BTP based on the
traffic patterns in the network, as well as on other operator inputs. Wolfe [ I [
provides a detailed explanation of the special algorithms used to calculate
the BTP, while Trusty, King, and Roach [151 give a general treatment of BTP
calculation. Statistics collection, load calculation, and the tracking algorithm
are described in the following subsections.
Statistics collection and evaluation

2

TG 2 - RG 21 TG 2 - RG 1

j TG 2 - RG 4 TO 2 - RG 3

3

ITG 3 - RG 3 TG 3 - RG 2 TG 3 - HG 1 TG 3 - RG 4

4

TG 4 - RG 4 TG 4 - RG 3 TG 4 . RG 2 TG 4 RG 1

TT 1 - RG 3 TT 3 - RG 3 TT 6 - RG 3 TT 9 - RG 3

Figure 7. TDMA Frame and Switching Modes: Four-Transponder
Configuration
Since there are multiple transponders, the traffic terminals are organized
into transmit groups ('r(is) and receive groups (Rus) I I]. All terminals in a
transmit group share a common up-link frequency. Terminals can receive on
all down-link frequencies, but will only use one down-link at any given time.
All terminals listening on a common frequency belong to a receive group
and must "hop" in unison to their next assigned down-link several times
per frame. To allow for these receive frequency changes, the MTB field is
divided into switching modes, with the traffic terminals listening on one
frequency for the duration of a switching mode, and then hopping to the
next frequency. As each transmit group talks to every receive group, traffic
to or from any traffic terminal can occur.
The MTB is followed by the single-channel-per-burst (SCPB) pool, which
is the overflow pool [14]. Calls that cannot fit into the MTB are put into the
SCPB pool. Channel allocation in the SCPB pool is done dynamically by the
reference terminal.
The BTP is the schedule which allocates the frame among transmitters and
receivers via the MTB and the SCPB pool. Dynamic load tracking and frame
reconfiguration involves the automatic collection of traffic statistics, deciding

Each traffic terminal tracks various statistics related to its up-link and
down-link traffic. Of particular interest are statistics regarding call attempts,
call clears, and call holding times. Traffic terminals report their statistics to
the NCP every 15 minutes. Call attempts are the number of incoming calls
initiated during the sampling period (15 minutes), and call clears are the
number of calls terminated during the sampling period. Holding times are
the sum of the duration of the calls that cleared during the sampling period.
The traffic terminals send the collected statistics to the NCP via the reference
terminal. If all traffic terminals were to send their traffic reports at the same
time, the network would be flooded with these reports. Thus, the reporting
time for the terminals is staggered over a 2-minute interval, with a I-second
delay between the start of any two traffic reports.
Raw statistics are collected at the NCP by a call statistics collection process.
This process handles conversion from 68000 to VAX format, errors in
transmission, and other errors, before entering the statistics into the database.
After the required statistics have been collected, they are evaluated by the
dynamic tracker process in the NCP, which analyzes the statistics to detect
changes in the network load distribution. The dynamic tracker examines call
attempts, clears, and holding time statistics to determine an offered load
measurement which is representative of the amount of load that was offered
to the traffic terminal. The offered load from each terminal to each receive
group is then summed into the group load matrix. In addition to group loads,
other bounds are considered in the tracking algorithm, as described below.
Load and bound calculations

The offered load from any rri to any other T'tj is the product of net call
attempt rate and average holding time (in sampling period units). This is the
same as
Load (i, j) - Number of call attempts x Accumulated holding time (1)
Sampling period x Number of call clears
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This equation , with call statistics for all active traffic terminals in the system,
is the basis for an offered load matrix. If call attempts or clears for a sampling
period are zero or out of range due to transmission problems, statistics from
the previous sampling period are used to calculate current load. This ensures
that the terminal will remain in the network with at least the load reported
in the last interval.
Next, the offered load from every terminal to each receive group is
calculated . Current receive group assignments are used in the following
summing formula . The offered load from terminal i to receive group k is
Current group load (i, k) _ E, Load (i, j) (2)

where j ranges from I to the maximum terminals in receive group k, but
only uses the values of active terminals in group k. Similarly, the prior group
load is calculated from the load matrix that was used to calculate the last
implemented B'rP.
A bound sets the limits by which the current group load may differ from
the prior group load before it is counted as an overload or underload in the
tracking algorithm. Calculation of the bound involves two intermediate
calculations:
Group attempts (i,k) _

(Attempts at terminal i), (3)

Group clears (i, k) =

changes in network load distribution. This is achieved by considering only
loads that differ from their previous values by an amount greater than the
bound. When the network is being initially brought up, the operator sets the
confidence level low (10 to 20 percent) to take into account all load variations.
Once the network is operating close to its optimal level, the confidence level
can be set high (80 to 90 percent) to prevent transient load changes from
triggering a new BTP calculation.
Starting with an overload and underload counter set to zero, the current
group load matrix is examined. Whenever the current load exceeds the
previous load plus the bound, the excess is summed into an overload counter.
Conversely, when the current load falls short of the previous load less the
bound, the deficit is added to an underload counter. Overload and underload
are calculated using the following inequalities:
If

Current group load (i,k) > Prior group load (i,k) + (Prior
group load (i,k) • Bound fraction (i,k)]

then

Current overload = Old overload + Current group load (i,k)
- Prior group load (i,k) - [Prior group load (i,k) • Bound
fraction (i,k)(

otherwise,
rf

Current group load (i,k) < Prior group load (i,k) - (Prior
group load (i,k) • Bound fraction (i,k)]

then
(Clears at terminal i), . (4)

Current underload = Old underload + Prior group load (i,k)
- Current group load (i,k) - (Prior group load (i, k) • Bound
fraction (i,k)I

The bound fraction is a statistical measure of system requirements, depending
on the amount of traffic flow and other operating conditions, and is determined
by the operator's confidence level, as

where i spans the number of traffic terminals and k spans the number of
reference terminals.

and

Tracking algorithm

Bound fraction (i,k)
C • Group attempts (i, k) + Group clears (i, k) + 1
Group attempts (i, k) • Group clears (i, k)

(5)

where C is Gauss confidence level. The bound is the product of the load and
the bound fraction.
The confidence level can be used to increase or decrease the bounds,
making the dynamic tracking algorithm less sensitive or more sensitive to

If the current offered load to a receive group exceeds the prior load by the
bound, the excess is tallied into an overload count. If it falls short of
the prior load by the bound, the deficit is tallied into an underload count. If
the overload and underload are both greater than an operator-defined threshold
over the entire system, a new BTP is calculated and implemented.
Every time a new DIP is implemented, the accumulated database is cleared,
the present load matrix is copied into the prior load matrix, and the present
call statistics data block is copied directly into the accumulated database.
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If the overload and underload tests fail, the dynamic tracker process
updates the accumulated database to include the most recent statistics. The
same tests are then repeated on load statistics accumulated since the last
frame change. This ensures that long-term changes to the load distribution
(which may escape short-term tests) are also detected.
An overload greater than zero implies a demand for greater frame space
in some parts of the network, while an underload greater than zero implies
an excess of frame space. Thus, if both the overload and underload are
greater than zero, it should be possible to transfer excess frame space from
one part of the network to another. When the dynamic tracker process
determines that such a redistribution of frame space will optimize system
performance, it calculates a new BTP. The dynamic tracker process omits the
statistics evaluation for one period after the implementation of a new BTt' (to
avoid being triggered by transients from the implementation of the new BTP).
Although it is possible to reconfigure the network if the overload and
underload are greater than zero, an operator input threshold must first be
considered. Only if both the overload and underload exceed this threshold is
a new BTP calculated. This allows the operator to tine-tune the tracking
algorithm so that it does not calculate a new BTP at every iteration. A small
threshold, close to the average daily load fluctuations, allows the tracking
algorithm to closely track the network, while a large threshold essentially
locks-in the current BTP. The operator can also make the tracking more or
less sensitive to load changes by setting the confidence level. Both the
confidence level and the threshold govern the tracking algorithm. The
confidence level controls the overload and underload calculation, while the
threshold controls the final decision on whether or not a new BTP is calculated.
Note that this algorithm works only within the current MTB size. When a
traffic terminal finds its burst space fully occupied with existing calls, it
begins using the SCPB buffer space 121. The ScPB pool is essentially intended
to absorb short-term overloads. Thus, in the case of a TDMA frame with a
large SCPB, even a large overload will not result in reconfiguration if the
underload is smaller than the threshold. Only when both the overload and
underload exceed the threshold will a new BTP be calculated. Until then, the
SCPB will be used to accommodate the overload.
Finally, the NcP allows the operator to turn off the tracking algorithm
when desired. It also allows the operator to create test Bits using various
burst sizes, frame boundaries, and other parameters. Thus, the operator can
calculate an appropriate BTP and implement it. The dynamic tracker process
continues to update long-term loads for possible future use, even while the
tracking algorithm is disabled.
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Conclusions
The NCP performs several significant functions in a TDMA network, including
off-site redundancy and dynamic frame reconfiguration. It also plays a crucial
role in monitoring, controlling, and coordinating network operations. Remotely located NCPs posed some unique redundancy problems not encountered
by redundancy designs where both NcPs are on site. These problems have
been addressed using a variety of techniques, depending on subsystem
requirements.
The NCP fine-tunes the network for maximum performance by periodically
collecting statistics from the network and by using tracking algorithms to
decide if a new BTP is needed. If a new BAT is necessary, it is automatically
calculated and implemented. This allows terminals with increasing traffic
demands to use the available capacity of terminals with decreasing traffic.
Although off-site redundancy involves unique problems, it can be achieved
using the techniques presented here. With minor changes, these techniques
can be used in off-site redundancy designs to handle situations involving
catastrophic destruction of the primary site, as well as for situations involving
redundant computers in two moving vehicles.
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Abstract
Software simulation was used to evaluate television transmission over the direct
broadcast satellite (Dust channel by investigating certain tradeoffs and predicting
impairments prior to hardware design finalization. Major areas of study included
predicting impairments to video due to overdeviation and a dual-path phenomenon
that can occur in the channel, predicting the performance of alternative techniques
for inserting digital data into each scan line, and predicting the performance of a
threshold extension demodulator. Software simulation was successfully applied to
these diverse topics by adapting existing software elements and developing new
modules and techniques. The application of software simulation to specific problem
areas associated with the overall nos transmission link design is emphasized.

Introduction
Transmission planning for the direct broadcast satellite (DOS) channel
involves tradeoffs and detailed studies that use analytical techniques and
software simulation I 11. These studies support and extend parallel hardware
measurement activities and can be especially valuable in areas where hardware
components are not yet fully developed. This paper describes software
simulation results in three areas related to DES planning: multipath and
overdeviation of the video signal. digital audio transmission, and phaselocked loop demodulation. These three areas are typical examples of the
extension of the software simulation techniques described in Reference 1 to
specific problems encountered in iv transmission planning.
367
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The results obtained for niultipath and overdeviation relied on simulation
to examine a dual-path phenomenon that can be encountered in OBS
applications. This potential source of impairment occurs when the video
signal is amplified in two transponders. producing dual-path interference that
can severely impair the desired signal. Studies of the filtering required in
order to minimize this effect relied heavily on the simulation program I11.
Results were first obtained using the COMSTAR satellite simulator filter
characteristics, which could be compared to hardware measurements to
validate the model. Results were then obtained using characteristics for the
proposed Satellite Television Corporation (STC) satellite filters for which
hardware was not yet available. Some of these results are compared to
subsequent results obtained through hardware simulation.
Next, results are given related to the insertion of high-rate digital data
directly into the horizontal blanking interval of the video scan line. Filtering
these waveforms to minimize intersymbol interference is an important tradeoff
area, where extensive Monte Carlo (error counting) simulations were conducted. Comparisons to limited hardware simulation results were extremely
good. Software simulation allowed several different filter characteristics to
be tested.
The final section of this paper gives results for simulations with a phaselocked demodulator. These results determined the degree of threshold
extension achieved for various test patterns, as compared to a conventional
limiter/discriminator. Although subjective testing is needed in this area,
reasonable results were obtained and the simulation experiments demonstrated
some of the problems encountered in limited-duration simulations of iv
systems.

Multipath and overderiation simulations
Software simulation was used to evaluate three different satellite input
multiplexer filter characteristics in terms of reducing spectral truncation and
multipath. Existing software [1] was modified to model this problem, and
initial simulation results were compared to the results from hardware
simulations conducted with the COMSTAR satellite simulator 121. Extensive
software simulations were then performed using three candidate input
multiplexer filter characteristics. A full frame memory available at COMSAT
Laboratories was used to display the simulated outputs, allowing visual
comparisons of the effect of interference on color-bar and multiburst test
patterns.
Single-channel simulations were performed with each filter characteristic
for increasing values of FM peak frequency deviation (AF,,) to determine

the deviation levels at which filter truncation became noticeable. Cases
involving one or two adjacent channels were also simulated to determine the
deviation levels at which multipath effects appear. Also, because of the high
degree of flexibility afforded by software simulation, wider bandwidth
baseband filters could be used to examine the effects of these impairments
on video signals that had a wider luminance bandwidth of 6.4 MHz 131.
Subsequent to the software simulations, extensive hardware channel
simulations were conducted using one of the three candidate input multiplexer
filters. However, only a limited number of the cases examined are identical
to those done with software. Where possible, results of hardware simulations
are also given.
Statement of the problem

When a wideband signal is amplified by a satellite transponder, portions
of the signal at the band edges may spill over into adjacent transponders.
These segments of the original signal will generally be frequency-converted
by independent oscillators, and may experience different path delays relative
to the original signal before being recombined with it at the satellite output
multiplexer filters. These "multipath signals" may be partially coherent with
the signal from the original channel, depending on the difference in the
oscillator frequencies in the two signal paths. If the adjacent channel is
provided by a separate, colocated satellite which is also illuminated by the
up-link earth station, the multipath delay will be larger than the delay
encountered within a single satellite.
A solution to this problem is to use narrow satellite input multiplexer filters
or a low peak FM frequency deviation (AF „k) to minimize the energy falling
into adjacent channels. However, it is also desirable to maximize channel
bandwidth to take full advantage of the larger FM processing gain that results
from increasing AFs. Increased deviation in the channel results in spectral
truncation due to filtering, increased susceptibility to impulse noise, and
increased multipath signal power when the dual-path phenomenon exists.
Tradeoffs must be made between these impairments by properly selecting
the type and bandwidth of the satellite input multiplexer filter and the FM
deviation. Dewell and Siddiqi have discussed the related problem of adjacent
channel interference [4].
When the simulation studies were conducted, only one of the three
candidate input multiplexer filters had actually been built. Therefore, specification values for the three filters were used in the software model for
comparison. Figure I plots the group delay and amplitude response specifications for the filters. As a result of this simulation, the design and fabrication
of one of the three filters was discontinued.
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while Reference 9 compares three independently developed MAC formats and
provides extensive references. The work presented in Reference 9 also was
based on the software model described in Reference I.
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Figure L STC Satellite Input Multiplexer Filters

The software developed for simulating video signals I I I was modified so
that two adjacent satellite channels, in addition to the main channel, were
available for the multipath simulations. Other modifications were also
necessary, including DC coupling of the baseband signal to the FM modulator,
and inclusion of the haseband filters used in COMSAT Laboratories' NMAC*
hardware. The characteristics of the input and output multiplexer filters
present in the COMSTAR satellite simulator were also added to the program,
so that the computer simulation model could he checked against experiments
conducted with the hardware simulator. Simulation runs were then made
to examine the filter truncation and multipath impairments of the three
candidate sic satellite input multiplexer filters when color-bar and multiburst
test patterns were transmitted over the channel, using the NMAC format.
References 5 through 8 discuss the original work done on the MAC format,
* A multiplexed analog component (MAC) prototype using 4:3/4: I luminance/
chrominance compression that was developed at COMSAT Laboratories for Satellite
Television Corporation during 1983-1984.

The software used to simulate multipath impairments can process two scan
lines of vertically repeating test patterns. Two scan lines were used because
of the alternating line chrominance of the NMAC format. The chrominance
portion of alternate lines contains R-Y or B-Y signals. The two scan lines
are represented by arrays containing 16,384 complex samples, which gives
a sampling rate of approximately 128 MHz and allows representation of the
frequency spectrum between -64 and + 64 MHz (twice the rate used in
Reference I). Figure 2 is a block diagram of the model used, including time
waveforms or power spectra at various stages of the simulation.
All of the simulations described here employed the NMAC format. The
generating routines create ideal test patterns, as shown by the NMAC colorbar waveform in Figure 2. These test patterns are generated in the compressed
time domain, where luminance is compressed 4:3 and chrominance is
compressed 4: 1. The signals are generated so that a ON level represents
black and a I-V level represents white.
The next element in the simulation is a baseband filter that band-limits the
test pattern. For most of the simulations, a 5.6-MHz low-pass filter was
used, and its output is shown in Figure 2. This filtering operation corresponds
to filtering the uncompressed luminance and chrominance signals with similar
4.2- and 1.4-MHz filters, respectively. An 8.53-MHz filter, included for the
simulation of wider bandwidth cases, allowed uncompressed luminance and
chrominance bandwidths of 6.4 and 2.1 MHz. This gives a luminance
compression ratio of 5:3.
The same amplitude response and group delay characteristics were used
for the haseband transmit and receive filters. Figure 3 shows the amplitude
responses for the normal and wider bandwidth filters. The capability to
separately filter the luminance and chrominance signals is included in the
program, but was not used for most of the simulations because the hardware
NMAC luminance and chrominance filter characteristics were not yet available.
After baseband filtering, the signal is oc-coupled to an FM modulator, The
white levels in the baseband put the modulator output at the positive peak
deviation (+ AF,,,). and the black levels yield the negative peak deviation
(-AFI,r). The output of the FM modulator is filtered by a 28-MHz earth
station transmit filter. The signal is then passed through the input multiplexer
of the desired satellite channel, followed by the traveling wave tube amplifier
(TwTA) and the satellite output multiplexer filter.

i
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The output of the earth station filter is also passed through one or two
adjacent channels (29.16-MHz spacing) to simulate the multipath situation.
To include multipath, several additional steps must he performed to account
for the fact that the adjacent channels may be on a different satellite. The
signal is given both a small frequency shift and a time delay in order to
simulate differences in oscillator frequencies or path length between the two
satellites. For most of the cases studied, a frequency shift of 6 kHz and a
time delay of I µs were used. To represent oscillator short-term phase noise,
a random walk process is added to the phase of the signal. A sinusoidal
carrier at the center frequency of the adjacent channel is also added to the
signal to generate the proper operating point on the nonlincarity in the
adjacent channel. The signal is then passed through the input multiplexer
filter, the TWTA, and the output multiplexer filter of the adjacent satellite
channel.
If only the desired channel is to be used, the output of that channel's
output multiplexer filter is passed through the receive filter. If one or two
multipath channels are being used, the outputs of those satellite channels are
added to the output of the desired channel. Thermal noise can also be added
to the signal at this point. The combined signals are then passed through the
receive filter, the Fm demodulator, and finally a Baseband filter.
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Once this receive baseband signal was obtained, the effects of the
channel on the signal were evaluated using a full frame memory capable of
storing one frame of video. coupled to a video display. The software that
accessed this memory stored one scan line in the National Television System
Committee (NTSC) format as 910 samples of video. For software compatibility. it was necessary to convert the received baseband signal from the
MAC format to NTSC and to resample the signal at a slower rate. The MACto-NTSC conversion was done at the same sampling rate as the rest of the
simulation (16,384 samples/two scan lines). The signal was then resampled
to 1,820 samples/two scan lines. Since only vertically repeating test patterns
were employed, these two scan lines could be used to fill the entire frame
memory two lines at a time. The two lines were used to fill the odd field in
the frame memory, and both were again used to fill the even field of the
frame memory. This produced a picture composed entirely of the two lines
of video, repeated approximately 256 times. Figure 4 shows some of the
operations that are performed on the baseband signal in the current version
of the software.
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at which impairments appeared. In the software. multipath effects could not
be seen until 3-dB overdeviation, but were visible at I - or 2-dB overdeviation
in the hardware. Also in the software, truncation distortion did not become
noticeable until 6 dB, but could be seen at 3 to 4 dB in the hardware.
Because the ultimate goal of the software simulations was to compare the
relative performance of the three different satellite input multiplexer filters,
this difference in sensitivity to overdeviation between hardware and software
did not limit the validity of the comparisons.
After the COMSTAR channel simulations, the software was reconfigured for
the proposed crC channel filter characteristics, and many simulation runs
were made to compare the truncation and multipath performance of the three
candidate input multiplexer filter specifications. The comparisons were made
by using the full frame memory to display the output baseband waveform.
All of the channel simulations discussed in this section employed the NMAC
format. The output waveform was then converted to N'ISC for display.
Table I summarizes the first sets of simulations, all of which used a colorbar test pattern. Single-channel simulations were performed with each of the
three input multiplexer filters for several different levels of deviation. For all
three filters, truncation effects became noticeable at 7-dB overdeviation.
These effects appeared as shaded vertical bars within the cyan and yellow
bars, and white vertical stripes within the black bar. Because only two scan
lines are simulated and then repeated for display purposes, all of the
degradations are repetitive in the vertical direction and were very similar to
the impairments seen in the NMAC hardware. As expected, these truncation
effects were most severe for the "new" filter, which is the narrowest of the
three (see Figure 1), and least severe for the "old" filter, which is the widest
of the three. Subsequent hardware measurements showed degradations first
occurring at 8-dB overdeviation.

FULL-FRAME
MEMORY

TABLE 1. COLOR BARS (ONE MULTIPATH ( IIANNEL)*

Figure 4. Baseband Modules

Two-CI IANNnSINGLE-

Two-CIIANNEL

(10a16 GAIN

FILTER

CHANNEL

(EQUAL GAIN)

DIFFERENCE)

Old

7.0 dB
14.3 MHz

5.0 dB
11.4 MHz

4.0 out
IIL I MHz

Mid

7.0 dB
14.3 MHz

6.0dB
12. 8 MHz

5.0 dB
tt,4 MHz

7.0dB
14.3 MHz

5.0dB
11.4 MHz.

Results
Before extensive simulations of the STC channel were performed, the

characteristics of the COMSTAR simulator channel filters were included in the
program and several runs were made with the MAC format for comparison
with hardware simulations. The multipath impairments observed in a colorbar test pattern were very similar in the hardware and software MAC
simulations. The most noticeable effect was a large drop in the white bar
near the leading edge, resulting in a black stripe within the bar. The major
difference between the hardware and software simulations was the deviation

New

7M dB
143 MHz

* Overdeviation (dB) and peak deviation (MHz) where degradation is lust observed,
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The second column of Table 1 gives results for cases where multipath was
present. The adjacent channel that is lower in frequency than the desired
channel was included in these simulations. The results show degradation
occurring at lower deviations than in the first column; therefore, these effects
are assumed to be due to the multipath. As expected, the wider the filter the
lower the deviation at which multipath effects became noticeable. Figures 5a
and 5b are photographs of the full frame memory display for two of the
simulations.
The third column of Table 1 presents results for cases where the video
signal experienced 10 dB more gain in the adjacent channel than in the
desired channel. This amplified the multipath signal and caused degradation
(a) No Impairments

to occur at lower deviations than in the previous cases where the gain through
the two satellite channels was equal. The results show that the new filter did
not offer substantial improvements over the mid filter, and that subsequent
simulations should use only the old and mid filters. All three filters gave
similar truncation performance, but the mid filter allowed about I dB greater
deviation than the old filter before multipath effects were noticed. The new
filter allowed about 0.5-dB additional deviation beyond that of the mid filter.
Because this represented little improvement over the mid filter, the new filter
was never fabricated.
Table 2 presents the results of runs using both adjacent channels, instead
of just the low-side adjacent channel. For the old filter, degradation first
appeared at 5-dB overdeviation in the software, but was not noticeable until
8-dB in the hardware results for the equal gain case. For the 10-dB gain
difference, the software first showed degradation at 4-dB overdeviation, but
the hardware did not show any effects until 6 dB. There are several possible
explanations for this. The filter characteristics used in the software were
fitted to filter specifications, while the actual filter built for the hardware
simulations was narrower than the specification values. The three-channel cases
without noise [infinite carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N)I were found to be very similar
to the corresponding two-channel cases of Table 1. The single-channel cases
without noise were identical to the single-channel cases of Table I.

TABLE 2. COLOR BARS (Two MULTIPATII CHANNELS)*
THREE-CHANNEL
THREE-CHANNEL (10-dB GAIN

FICrLR

(EQUAL

GAIN)

DIFFERENCE)

(b) Severe Impairments

Old

5.0 dB 4.0 dB
11.4 MHz 10.1 MHz

Mid

6.0 dB 6.0 dB
12.8 MHz
12.8 MHz

* Overdeviation (dB) and peak deviation (MHz) where degradation is first observed.

Figure 5. Full-Frame Memory Display

Several of the simulations shown in Table 2 were repeated with various
levels of thermal noise added to the signal just before the IF receive filter.
In these cases, the full frame memory was not very useful for evaluating
impairments. Thermal noise effects that would appear as small dots or spots
in live video appeared as thin vertical lines because of the repetition of the
same two scan lines. Impulses showed up as wider and more noticeable
vertical lines. When the thermal noise effects show up at exactly the same
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place in each scan line (as vertical lines instead of randomly spaced spots)
these effects are exaggerated.
Simulating a full video frame was considered as a means of obtaining a
more realistic representation of thermal noise effects. However, this would
still not give a good representation of noise effects in live video, because in
live video the eye integrates noise effects over several frames. To date, no
satisfactory way of using the simulation to display noise effects has been
found. Routines to calculate signal-to-noise ratios (S/Ns) have been written
and used extensively in the original version of the simulation program [1].
However, they were not used in the multipath version of the program.
Simulations were performed to determine the effects of the old and mid
satellite input multiplexer filters on the transmission of wider bandwidth
baseband material. Table 3 shows results for cases in which an 8.53-MHz
baseband filter was used on both the transmit and receive ends of the
simulation. This corresponded to uncompressed luminance and chrominance
bandwidths of 6.4 MHz and 2.1 MHz, respectively. These results were very
similar to those of the previous runs, except that multipath occurred at slightly
lower deviations for the cases that employed the old input multiplexer filter.
Where the mid filter was used, observable multipath effects occurred at
approximately the same deviation levels as in the earlier, regular-definition
cases. Because overdeviation (beyond Carson's rule) in dB was used as the
input to select the deviation level in the software, the deviations used in the
wider bandwidth cases do not exactly match those used in the normal
bandwidth cases. The baseband spectra of the NMAC color-bar signal has
most of its energy concentrated at the lower frequencies; therefore, it is not
surprising that the wider baseband filter made little difference in this case.
TABLE 3. WIDER BANDWIDTH COLOR BARS*
THREE-CHANNEL

SINGLE-

THREE-CHANNEL

(10-dB GAIN

FILTER

CHANNEL

(EQUAL GAIN)

DIFFERENCE)

Old

12.1 dB
14.0 MHz

9.1 dB
9.9 MHz

8.1 dB
8.8 MHz

Mid

12.1 dB
14.0 MHz

11.1 dB
12.5 MHz

10.1 dB
11.1 MHz

* Overdeviation (dB) and peak deviation (MHz) where degradation is first observed.

The wider bandwidth signal showed somewhat more sensitivity to multipath
than in the previous cases. The mid filter gave the same relative performance;
however, the old filter caused degradation at lower deviations in the wider
bandwidth cases than in the normal bandwidth runs.

I
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A set of wider bandwidth cases was also run using a multiburst test pattern.
The characteristics of the actual luminance and chrominance filters being
built for the NMAC hardware were used for baseband filtering. These filters
had not been available in the software for previous simulations.
Table 4 presents the results.
TABLE 4. WIDER BANDWIDTH MULTIBURST*
THREE-CHANNEL.
SINGLE-

THREE-CHANNEL

(10-dB GAIN

CHANNEL

(EQUAL GAIN)

DIFFERENCE)

Old

12.3 dB
14.3 MHz

12.3 dB
14.3 MHz

12.3 dB
14.3 MHz

Mid

12.3 dB
14.3 MHz

12.3 dB
14.3 MHz

12.3 dB
14.3 MHz

FILTER

* Overdeviation (dB) and peak deviation (MHz) where degradation is first observed.

In the cases without multipath, truncation effects were first noticed at
14.3-MHz peak deviation. The cases with multipath showed the same effects;
however, the effects were more severe in the cases with 10-dB extra gain in
the adjacent channels. This indicates that, in the equal-gain case, truncation
problems occur before multipath effects as deviation is increased. In the
extra-gain cases, truncation and multipath began at about the same deviation
levels. Comparison of the multiburst simulations with the wider bandwidth
color-bar cases indicates that the color-bar test signal is more sensitive to
multipath effects.

Computer simulation of digital audio signals
A separate program was developed to simulate the performance of an
M-level frequency shift keying (FSK) audio data channel in the DBS transmission
system. This channel is included in the I l-ms horizontal blanking interval
of the television scan line, whereas the previous section dealt with the
53-ms active video segment of the scan line. The program was used to
perform Monte Carlo simulations in order to evaluate bit error rate (BER)
performance and determine the optimum transmission parameters for the
design of an M-level FSK system. Some results were confirmed by comparison
to available hardware measurements. While building filters can be costly and
time consuming, software simulation can provide a quick and economical
means to assess audio channel performance using various filters. This section
briefly describes the simulation program and presents simulation results
related to digital audio transmission over the DBS channel.
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Theoretical background and software structure

Various studies have been conducted on the performance of digital F'M (or
PM) in the presence of noise, concentrating on the bit error performance of
binary FM signals [10] as a function of SIN. Klapper [1 I ] has examined the
theory linking the threshold mechanism in analog FM signals with error rate
in digital FM reception. Digital FM techniques, together with coding schemes,
have also been investigated for application in INMARSAT Standard-C ship
earth stations [12]. All of these studies have provided promising results. The
current effort uses computer simulation to examine the performance of fourlevel FSK inserted in the DBS channel. The simulation program contains
modules corresponding to each hardware element in the channel, including
the FM modem and the FSK signal generator.
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control (AGC) reference, and a symbol timing reference. A unique word is
also included to establish word timing. The AGC reference sequence and the
unique-word signal sequence are included in the simulation only to establish
the necessary synchronization.
The AGC burst provides a scaling reference for the analog-to-digital converter
in the hardware of the FSK receiver. During the simulation, this segment of
the scan line is left noise-free and is also used as an amplitude level reference.
The clamping sequence matches realistic signal patterns and has a peak-topeak level of I V. It contains signal bursts that alternate between the two
outermost levels at a rate of 14.32 Mbit/s for four-level FSK modulation. The
modulating waveform is scaled to produce a normalized peak frequency
deviation of A = AFo,IR,, which is the same as that used in the hardware
measurements.

M-LEVEL FSK SIGNAL GENERATOR
FILTERS

Because of the nonlinear M-ary FSK demodulation process, Monte Carlo
simulations must be used to evaluate BER performance. A pseudorandom bit
sequence is used to simulate the source data at a bit rate of 14.32 Mbit/s,
using four amplitude levels sampled at two times the NTSC color sub-carrier
frequency for a four-level FSK signal transmission. This sequence is stored
for comparison with the bits received over the channel.
The data sequence is mapped into rectangular M-level basehand signal
pulses using a (loge M)-bit Gray encoding, giving a time-domain sequence
of pulse amplitude modulated (PAM) pulses. A fixed pattern is inserted ahead
of the random data sequence, as shown in Figure 6. This pattern serves as a
preamble in the simulation, providing a clamping level, an automatic gain
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Figure 6. Fixed-Sequence Pattern (Preamble) in Multilevel FSK
Signal Sequence (Timing Diagram)

II

FM MODULATOR AND DEMODULATOR

The FM modulator and demodulator modules are identical to those used in
CHAMP [13]. The output of the simulated FM modulator is

PREAMBLE

(AT LEAST 64 SYMBOLS)

CLAMPING
AGC BURST
REFERENCE (B SYMBOLS)

Three types of filters are available in the simulation software. These filters
appear in the simulation channel in Figure 7. One is a recursive Butterworth
filter specified by the number of poles and the bandwidth of the filter. The
second is a fast Fourier transform (FF-r) filter, which accepts user-specified
filter characteristics in terms of amplitude and group delay vs frequency. The
third filter type simulates the integrate-and-dump (I&D) operation using a
finite impulse response, or tapped delay line, filter. After time synchronization
is established, the input signal is integrated in the time domain over one
symbol interval to model an analog I&D filter.

S(t) = Rr[cos ((3 f r(t) dt) + j sin ([3 f r(t) dt)] el-'

(1)

where r(t) is the baseband signal (here, the four-level PAM signal) and w is
the carrier frequency of the modulated FM signal. The modulation index, [3,
is scaled to the parameter, A, which is the frequency interval between discrete
baseband frequency levels used in the hardware measurement.
The simulated FM modulator accepts an input modulating signal as a
sequence of real numbers and produces a complex output signal sequence,
as given by equation (1). The received complex envelope signal is demodulated
by calculating the instantaneous phase angle of each pair of complex sample
points and computing a phase derivative [11 relative to the previous pair of
sample points.
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The detector module establishes symbol synchronization on the received
signal. The signal is sampled at each clock sampling instant, which is
determined by processing the clamping burst in the acquisition preamble.
This processing determines the zero crossing intervals in the transitions (after
the DC component is subtracted from the signal), and the average of these
intervals is taken as the initial sampling interval for the clock. The AGC level
is also calculated using the AGC burst portion in the preamble segment shown
in Figure 6. This AGC level is used in the simulated demodulator as a reference
to distinguish the FSK baseband signal levels.
OTHER PROGRAM ELEMENTS

0

0
11

0
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The program contains additional elements which are described briefly as
follows:
a. Calibrator. This module is used to calculate the average power of
a signal sequence at any point in the channel which is used to calibrate
the relative level of the thermal noise that is to he added to the signal.
b. Noise Generator. This module generates a sequence of independent
Gaussian random numbers, which are scaled to give the desired C/N in
the noise bandwidth of the tF filter at the input to the demodulator.
c. Signal Merger. This module adds two or more sequences of signal
(and/or noise).
d. Signal Slicer and Decoder. This module processes the sampled
signal sequence provided by the detector module and decodes the
2^-level FSK signals.
e. Bit Error Calculator. This module processes the decoded bit
sequence, compares it to the originally generated information bit
sequence, and counts bit errors.
f. Bit Error Summarizer. This module performs repeated runs to
accumulate BER statistics.

Modules (a), (b), and (c) are modified modules from the CHAMP channel
simulation software.
Simulation results for the DBS digital audio channel

Extensive software simulations have been conducted for the DBS digital
audio channel. These simulations provided the spectra and eye pattern
diagrams for the multilevel FSK signal transmitted through the audio channel,
and established BER performance using longer continuous simulations. Various
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modulation indices (related to A ratio) were used, including values that
resulted in overdeviation relative to Carson's rule. Several types of matched
pulse-shaping filter pairs were tested. Realistic IF filters of three different
bandwidths were used to obtain results for comparison with corresponding
hardware simulation results.

bandwidth = 18.89 MHz) is used. Because the eye patterns of the received
FSK signal (shown in Figure 9 for C/N = ') indicated poor BER performance,
the midpoint sampling technique with no receive filtering was discarded as
an alternative.

FOUR-LEVEL FSK SIMULATION

The first group of simulated cases used midpoint sampling, in which the
signal at the output of the demodulator is directly detected without a receiving
filter. The second group employed either an t&n filter, an RC filter, or a
Butterworth filter at the receiver. The third group used matched pulse-shaping
filter pairs on the transmitting and receiving ends of the channel. All the
received signals were detected using midpoint sampling in the simulated
demodulator (see Figure 7). Most of the simulations involve four-level
FSK with a symbol rate of 7.16 MHz, which corresponds to a hit rate of
14.32 Mbit/s. This rate was chosen because it is an even multiple of the
NTSC color subcarrier frequency.
Figure 8 illustrates the spectrum of the modulated four-level FSK signal
before IF filtering. A rectangular pulse shape is used for the baseband fourlevel FSK signal, and no pulse-shaping filter is used at the transmitter. The
parameter A is chosen to be 0.4 for the FM modulator and demodulator
(which corresponds to a peak frequency of 10.1 MHz for the FM modem
module), and an elliptic function IF filter of 20-MHz bandwidth (noise
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Simulations were then conducted with various receive filters in the channel.
When an 1&n filter is placed at the receiving end, the eye pattern is
significantly improved, as shown in Figure 10a. A simple RC filter with
various 3-dB bandwidths (e.g., 5, 6, and 7 MHz) was also tested; however,
the eye patterns of these three cases are unacceptable (as shown in Figure
10b for a bandwidth of 6 MHz). A four-pole Butterworth filter was also
tested. (A two-pole Butterworth filter is less costly, but has too gradual a
cutoff characteristic.) The resulting eye patterns with bandwidths of 5.5, 6,
6.5, and 7 MHz are poor, as shown in Figure l0c for the 7-MHz case.
Comparison of the eye patterns at the output of these receive filters revealed
that the t&n filter produces the best pattern. To use any filter other than the
I&D filter, it appears necessary to implement a transmit filter to give a proper
pulse shape to the four-level FSK signal in order to improve the eye pattern
(and the resulting BER performance). The characteristic of the receive filter
can then be properly selected to match that of the transmit filter.
Figures I I and 12 show the eye pattern and power density spectrum,
respectively, of a four-level FSK signal pulse-shaped by a four-pole Butterworth
transmit filter. The eye pattern of this signal after FM demodulation is shown
in Figure 13. Note that, if midpoint sampling detection is applied at this
point, BER performance will be relatively poor, as indicated by the eye
pattern. Use of a four-pole Butterworth receive filter before the detector
results in the eye pattern shown in Figure 14 for an IF C/N of 8 dB. Although
four-pole Butterworth filters may not be optimum, this example demonstrates
that properly matched transmit and receive filter pairs give good BER
performance for a four-level FSK audio channel,
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A series of simulation runs was conducted to evaluate HER performance
numerically as a function of IF filter bandwidth, transmit and receive filter
types and bandwidths, and parameters related to the modulation index. Three
IF elliptic filters of bandwidths 17.5, 20, and 25 MHz were used in the
simulated channel.
Figure 15 shows the software simulation results for two channels of
bandwidth 17.5 and 20 MHz with an I&() filter at the receiving end. For the

IF BW
CURVE (MHz) A

w
m

N
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17.5-MHz IF channel filter, A = 0.5 is found to give the best performance,
while for the 20-MHz IF channel filter, A = 0.65 gives the best result.
Compared with corresponding hardware measurements, these simulated results
agree to within I dB in the low-BER (--10 4) region, and agree within a
small fraction of a dB in the high-BER region. Two additional simulations
using the 25-MHz IF filter and A = 0.76 and 0.8 give BER performance
curves even closer to the corresponding hardware measurement , as shown in
the figure.
To identify a good matched-filter pair, a group of four-pole and two-pole
Butterworth filters were used in the channels and tested individually for A
values ranging from 0.5 to 0.75. The filter bandwidths for transmit and
receive filters are either chosen to be identical or are chosen so that the
transmit filter bandwidth is slightly wider than that of the receive filter
(8/7 MHz in Figure 16). Simulation results indicate that , for the same A
value, the four-pole Butterworth filter pairs give better BER performance than
the two-pole Butterworth filter pairs.
It was also observed that, for the same value of A, making the transmit
filter slightly wider in bandwidth also results in better BER performance. A
test was conducted to investigate the effect of widening the bandwidth of the
transmit filter to two or more times that of the receive filter. As shown in
Figure 16 for IF filter channels of 17.5- and 25-MHz bandwidth, the BER
performances are derived by simulating a channel with a four-pole Butterworth
transmit and receive filter bandwidth ratio of 16 to 8 MHz. Such an
arrangement does not necessarily give better BER performance than the ratio
of 8 to 7 MHz.
To achieve better BER performance for the audio channel, overdeviation
was also simulated. The values of A were increased to 0.8 and 0.9 in the
FM modem. This resulted in poor BER performance, even for the channel
with a wide IF filter (bandwidth = 25 MHz).
EIGHT-LEVEL FSK SIMULATION

4

Channel
Figure 15. Computer Simulations of Four-Level FSK in Audio
Using 1&D Receive Filters

As an alternative modulation scheme, an eight-level FSK audio channel
was investigated using a symbol rate of 5.37 MHz (bit rate of 16.11 Mbit/s).
The 25-MHz IF filter was used in the channel, with an I&D filter as the
receiving filter. For a noise-free condition, Figure 17a shows the eye pattern
of the eight-level FSK signal (with a rectangular pulse shape at the transmit
end). The eye pattern immediately at the output of the FM demodulator is
shown in Figure 17b, and the signal eye pattern at the output of an I&o filter
is shown in Figure 17c. For comparison, the eye patterns at the output of
the four-pole Butterworth filters of 5.5-, 6.5-, 7-, and 8-MHz bandwidth
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Figure 16. Computer Simulation of Four-Level FSK in Audio Channel
Using Pulse-Shaping Matched Four-Pole Butterworth Filter Pairs

were also produced, and the best of these is illustrated in Figure 17d. The
BER performance of the channel utilizing the four-pole Butterworth filters of
6-MHz bandwidth was evaluated by simulation for two A values (0.4 and
0.25), giving the results shown in Figure 18. Based on these two BER
performance curves, it was concluded that the eight-level FSK was probably
not a promising technique, and the eight-level FSK modulation format was
not investigated further.
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Figure 18. Eight-Level FM Computer Simulation for 20-MHz IF Channel
Using Four-Pole Butterworth Receive Fillers (BW = 6 MHz)
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Phase-locked loop simulations
The simulation software III contains two FM demodulation subroutines:
one for the ideal limiter-discriminator and another for a second-order phaselocked loop (PLL). Most of the simulation results were obtained with the
limiter-discriminator because it is easier to realize in hardware than the PLL.
In addition, the in-house satellite channel simulator equipment utilized EM
modems with limiter-discriminator receivers, thus allowing direct verification
of the simulation results. However, some tests were performed with the
simulated Pti. to study the possibility of threshold extension at low C/N
values.
The digital version of the PLL uses a difference equation representation of
a linearized second-order PILL, as shown in Figure 19. For accurate modeling
of the noise performance of the equivalent analog loop, the ratio of the
sampling interval to the loop time constant must be small. The analog loop
filter is modeled as a simple recursive filter, and the analog voltage-controlled
oscillator (vco) is modeled as an ideal integrator.
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The error signal, EA., is filtered in the second-order loop filter to produce
the input to the vco, W.. This input determines the derivative of the vco
phase angle, q), , which provides an estimate of the frequency of the input
signal O. When suitably scaled, W6 provides an estimate of the frequency
modulation of the input signal. The constants a and b are given by
a=w„
b = 2^w„

The initial conditions, (Dc and UB, establish the loop integrator outputs at
time zero (k = 0).
Simulation runs were conducted to verify the PEI. demodulator operation
and to select reasonably good values for w„ and ^. Figure 20 shows the
simulated transient response of the PLL demodulator to a portion of the NTSC
color bar with the parameters w„ = 24 x 106 rad/s, ^ = 0.707, and C/N
of -, 14.5 dB, and 4 dB. The demodulator is well below threshold, and
impulses dominate the output waveform.
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Figure 19. Difference-Equation Model of Second-Order PLL
The main variables in the implementation of the second-order PLL are the
undamped natural resonant frequency, w,,, and the damping factor, f. The
simulation model in Figure 19 utilizes the instantaneous phase of the input
signal, 0t, as an input and forms an error signal, E6, by comparing this input
to the phase of the local vco, 4>k. Here k refers to the successive sampling
steps kT„ where T, is the sampling interval. The loop model is updated at
uniform intervals of T,.
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Figure 20 Response of PLL Demodulator to a Segment
of the NTSC ColorBar Pattern
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The PLL demodulator was exercised with different video test patterns to
determine the degree of threshold extension that can be expected compared
to a limiter-discriminator. "Threshold" here refers to the 1-dB threshold,
that is, the C/N value at which the output S/N curve departs by 1 dB
from linearity. Two sets of loop parameters were used: a wideband PLL
with w„ = 24 x 106 rad/s and = 0.707, and a narrowband Pit. with
w,, = 5 x 106 rad/s and ^ = 6.0. In almost all cases, the wideband PLL
was found to be superior to the narrowband version. Also, the narrowband
PLL did not extend the FM threshold in most cases.
Table 5 summarizes the amount of threshold extension. A blank entry in
the table indicates that no threshold extension was experienced for the stated
condition. Note that the wideband PIa, gives slightly more than 2 dB of
threshold extension when the test signal is an NTSC multiburst or a MAC color
bar. Less than I dB of threshold extension was experienced with the 2T/20T
pulse pattern, and no threshold extension was measured for the NTSC color
bar. The curves in Figure 21 show that the narrowband PLL consistently gives
poorer performance than the wideband loop.
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A hardware prototype wideband PIT, unit was built for FM demodulation
at an IF of 70 MHz. Measurements with the standard 751-kHz single-tone
test indicated a static threshold extension of about 2.5 dB. However, when
active video was used, the data channel BIER vs C/N performance was about
0.5 dB worse than the limiter-discriminator. In addition, the subjective
performance was also perceived to be slightly worse than with the limiterdiscriminator [14].
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Figure 21 . Output S/N vs C/N for Simulated PLL Demodulator
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Figure 21 (continued). Output S/N v.s C/N for Simulated PLL Demodulator

Further hardware tests indicated that, if the loop parameters were adjusted
for optimum performance on the data channel (in terms of BER vs C/N), then
the loop was not optimum for active video, with a performance degradation
of 1.5 to 2.0 dB 1141. For MAC transmission, where the data and video are
time-multiplexed, this implies the need for dynamic switching of the loop
parameters within each scan line.
Due to the poorer subjective performance of the PLt. receiver, as well as
its numerous hardware implementation complexities. the limiter-discriminator
receiver was the demodulator of choice. The limiter-discriminator was less
expensive and more robust at low C/Nthan the PLL. and provided a subjectively
better picture.
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Conclusions
Software simulation has been applied to three different areas related to
DBS transmission design: dual-path tradeoff investigations, digital and audio
channel filter selection, and threshold-extension demodulator comparisons.
Good agreement was noted in selected comparisons to laboratory hardware
measurements. The simulations also provided a useful tool for comparing
the performance of three satellite input multiplexer filters for a channel that
included dual-path effects. As expected, the narrowest filter of the three
showed the best multipath performance, and the widest filter showed the best
truncation performance.
The color-bar pattern (in particular, the edges between the bars) was found
to be a more difficult test than the multiburst in these simulations. Multipath
effects appeared at lower deviations than truncation effects for the color-bar
signals. The mid filter was found to give approximately l-dB better multipath
performance than the old filter, and the new filter provided an additional
0.5-dB improvement.
Software simulation has shown that digital four-level -SK modulation is a
good candidate for Des audio transmission. Four-level I-SK is more bandwidthefficient than two-level RSK, and simulation has shown that four-level PSK
provides better BER performance than eight-level PSK. However, the selection
of the transmit and receive filters is a crucial factor in obtaining acceptable
BER performance. An I&D receive filter yields acceptable performance with
no transmit filter required but, due to cost considerations, inexpensive loworder Butterworth filters are considered to be more practical for the DBS
receiver.
Better performance was achieved by using a transmit filter to shape the
transmitted waveforms, which are then demodulated using a matched receive
filter. Further performance improvement is attained by unbalancing the
bandwidths of the transmit and receive filters, with the former having a
slightly larger bandwidth. Use of a wider transmit filter reduces the distortion
to the waveform, while the narrower receive filter limits noise effects and
minimizes intersymbol interference. The BER simulations used the Monte
Carlo technique, which permits the simulation of error rates no lower than
10 s within a reasonable time duration.
Simulations that compared a II.I. threshold-extension demodulator to a
conventional limiter/discriminator have also shown reasonably good agreement with hardware results 114]. In general, the simulation model which
employs two video scan lines has proven to he a useful tool for analysis
prior to hardware development and subjective testing.
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The software simulations could be improved by extending the program to
full frames of video and finding a way to represent noise effects with the
full frame memory. Mainly because of the long processing time required for
full frames, the simulations have been limited to vertically repeating impairments of vertically repeating test patterns. Throughout the software simulation
effort, the results were verified by calibration and comparison with corresponding hardware simulations.
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In-orbit performance of INTELSAT IV-A
spacecraft solar arrays
J. W. LYONS III AND A. OZKOI.
(Manusenpt received January 8. 1987)

Abstract
A computer model developed at COMSAT Laboratories was used to predict the
performance of the INnnSAT w-A solar arrays. These predictions and the array
manufacturer's predictions were then compared with the actual in-orbit performance
of the IN IELSAI P, -A r-6 solar array, which exhibited short-circuit current about 7
percent lower than either prediction. The most likely cause of This discrepancy appears
to he greater-than-predicted degradation due to ultraviolet radiation. Corrected
predictions have shown good agreement with subsequent telemetry data for all
IN IELSAI Iv-A spacecraft.

Introduction
Accurate modeling of the solar array performance of operational communications satellites is important from the spacecraft operator's viewpoint
because it permits assessment of the future in-orbit resources of a communications system and facilitates planning for future launches. This paper
describes an investigation of INTELSAT tv-A solar array performance. General
characteristics of the INIELSAT iv-A spacecraft electrical power subsystem
are summarized, followed by presentation of the results of initial solar array
predictions. The in-orbit data are compared with the predictions, and results
of the corrected solar array computer predictions are presented. Experience
gained through this effort is valuable as a basis for similar predictions for
the INTELSAT v and vl spacecraft.
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INTELSAT IV-A electrical power subsystem design
The INTEISAT Iv-A power subsystem (Figure 1) consists of two cylindrical
spinning solar panels (main arrays I and 2, and four charge arrays), two
25-cell nickel-cadtnium batteries, a battery controller, two commandable
relays for bus paralleling, and miscellaneous commandable switches for
heater and valve control. Each main array supplies one-half of the required
spacecraft load. Power is supplied from each panel directly to the loads on
the satellite spinning section, and through slip rings to the loads on the
despun section. There are two separate temperature monitors on each panel.
Although the buses are designed to operate independently over the total
spacecraft operating life, bus paralleling relays are provided for unanticipated
operating modes. Each main solar array panel is conservatively designed to
meet load requirements of approximately 200 W, as well as to provide
25 W for battery charging after 7 years in orbit. An additional 14 W of
power is provided on each panel's charge array to boost the main bus voltage
sufficiently to charge the 25-cell battery.
Table 1 lists the design features of the solar panels, and Figure 2 shows a
typical solar panel sector. Cells are mounted on a cylindrical 1.9-em-thick
fiberglass-faced aluminum honeycomb substrate and are presoldered in
I x 64-cell groups, and in smaller groupings for charge arrays. The presoldered arrays are bonded to the panel, one sector at a time, using an epoxy
adhesive. Charge arrays (designated as IA, IB, 2A, and 2B in Figure 1) are
connected to the batteries through commandable switches. The charge arrays
for each battery allow selection of three different battery charge rates I1 1 .
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Accurate modeling of solar array performance in orbit is influenced by the
following:
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a. Solar cell factors, including adhesive and coverglass darkening
due to solar ultraviolet irradiation.
b. Solar cell characteristics, including current-voltage measured at
1 sun air-mass zero (AMO) and at standard test temperature (typically
25° or 28°C). and solar cell temperature coefficients.
c. Mission parameters, such as solar cell radiation degradation clue
to trapped electrons and solar flare protons, predicted array temperature
(telemetry data from earlier flights are preferred, when available), and
seasonal variation in solar illumination due to declination of the sun,
and the earth-sun distance.
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FORWARD

TABLE, 1. SOLAR PANEl, CONFIGURATION DATA

}

Solar Pane/s
Number of Panels
Geometric Shape Cylindrical
Diameter 237.5 cm
Length 137.2 cm/panel

DETAIL B
1/3 CHARGE BUS
2/3 CHARGE BUS

Weight Per Panel
Substrate 17.05 kg
Cells, Wire, Diodes. Connector, etc. 1896 kg
Total
Solar Cells
Type of

36.01

Cell

2

x

6.2-cm

kg

N/P

silicon

Coverulass Thickness 0.030 car
Nominal Cell Thickness 0.033 cm
Nominal Resistivity 10 O-cm
Main Arrant
Sectors per Panel I I
Cell Groups per Sector 111
Cells in Parallel per Cell Group I
Total Cells in Parallel per Sector 10
Total Cells in Parallel per Panel Ito
Cells in Series per Cell Group 64
Main Array Cells per Panel 7,040

NEGATIVE BUS

2/3 CHARGE BUS

(1 x 42 TOTAL) 2 x 42
CELLS

Battery Charge Arrays
Sectors per Panel II
Arrays per Sector 3
Cells in Parallel per Array I
Total Cells in Parallel per Sector 3
Total Cells in Parallel per Panel 33
Cells in Series per Array 42
Charge Array Cells Per Panel 1,386
Total Cells per Spacecraft

16,852

d. Assembly factors, including losses resulting from soldering and
welding, thermal cycling tests, blocking diode voltage losses, and
voltage losses attributable to interconnector and wiring resistance 12].
e. Solar array geometry ( cylindrical, flat, or otherwise ), including
shadowing.

I I I

POSITIVE BUS

POSITIVE BUS

DETAIL A

DETAIL B

DETAIL C

MAIN ARRAY SECTOR
(10 EACH PER PANEL
SECTOR)

1/3 CHARGE BATTERY
ARRAY SECTOR
It EACH PER PANEL
SECTOR)

2/3 CHARGE BATTERY
ARRAY SECTOR
It EACH PER PANEL
SECTOR)

Figure 2. Typical INTELSAT IV-A Forward Solar Panel Sector
The environmental factors [ (a) and ( c)] that degrade solar array power
output in geosynchronous orbit include trapped electrons , solar flare protons,
and solar ultraviolet radiation. Because coverglasses with ultraviolet cutoff Since 1973 there has been no evidence of solar array degradation on
filters (0.4 pm for INTELSAT IV-A) are typically used to minimize the effect INTELSAT spacecraft due to solar flare protons [3],[4]. Therefore, such degraof solar flare protons and ultraviolet radiation, trapped electrons are the dation was not included in the predictions, because all of the INTELSAT IV-A
dominant cause of solar cell degradation, spacecraft were launched in 1975 or later.
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Seasonal variation in sunlight intensity, and consequently solar array
temperature, markedly affects solar array performance. The north-south axis
of a geosynchronous communications satellite is nominally fixed with respect
to the earth's rotational axis. Consequently, the intensity of sunlight on the
solar array changes in accordance with the distance between the near-earth
satellite and the sun. For a planar array,
1/10 = (cos O)/R2
..... TELEMETRY DATA

where

Ula = solar intensity relative to normal incidence at I astronomical
unit
0 = declination of the sun
R = distance between the near-earth satellite and the sun (in
astronomical units).

The above factors are incorporated into a COMSAT Laboratories array
analysis computer program, SOLARRAY. The program begins with the expected
performance of the applicable solar cell at AMO, scaled up to array size. For
each INTELSAT Iv-A spacecraft, plots of array voltage at the operating load
current are generated and compared to telemetered flight data. As more flight
data become available, the models are corrected for any errors in the initial
extrapolation from earth measurements to space performance. Once these
corrections have been incorporated, the program is used to assess the accuracy
of predicted solar cell degradation. After correlation is achieved between
predicted and actual array performance, spacecraft operators are given accurate
estimates of future solar array power availability for individual spacecraft.

PREDICTED

I

I

I

i

I

i

1978 1979 1980 1981

I

i

I

1982 1983

1984

YEAR
(a) Bus 1
34

33

31

30
978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Prediction results for F-6

YEAR
(b( Bus 2

The INTELSAT1V-A F-6 solar array (launched March 31, 1978) was analyzed
to determine whether or not it could provide sufficient power to support
predicted loads through summer solstice 1985. Plots of voltage at operating
current vs time, as well as entire array 1-v curves. were generated for specified
times. In addition, plots of current vs time at specified bus voltages were
generated. After predicted voltage at operating current was fitted to telemetry
data, the degradation parameters were used to predict the operating margin
for a given load.
Figure 3 depicts INTELSAT IV-A F-6 voltage (at operating current) vs time,
and Figure 4 shows the percent difference between telemetry and prediction
for the data plotted in Figure 3. Figure 5 illustrates the actual telemetered
load currents vs time for which the voltage at operating current in Figure 3
was calculated. The telemetry data were taken from annual plots.

Figure 3. Voltage at Operating Current
Note that Figure 4 shows a telemetry data scatter of approximately
±2 percent compared to predictions. This observation indicated that the
array predictions were accurate, and array t-v plots such as those presented
in Figure 6 appeared to support this conclusion. The plots consist of array t-v
curves for 1982 through 1983, with superimposed telemetered I-v points.
There is excellent agreement between prediction and telemetry. Because all
telemetry data up to that time were near the knee of the i-v curve on the
open-circuit voltage side, verification of the predictions against actual
performance was not obtained for higher operating currents on the shortcircuit current side of the knee.
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Figure 4. Comparison Between Telemetry and Prediction
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Figure 5. Telemetered Load Current vs Time
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Figure 6. INTFLSAT IV-A F-6 Array I-V Plots

In-orbit solar array performance tests and results
TIME

To check the validity of the predictions, two sets of array tests were
performed: one on INTELSA'r IV-A F-2 (launched January 29, 1976) and F-6
on May 9, 1985. and another on F-4 (launched May 26, 1977) and F-6 on
May 15, 1985. These tests consisted of increasing the loads on each bus
until large reductions in voltage were observed, indicating an operating point
around the knee of the applicable array i-v curve. Real-time bus current and
voltage telemetry data were recorded on a two-channel strip-chart recorder
for each test. Power telemetry data were also printed in real time, and the
results were plotted using bus current and bus voltage as x-y axes.
Figure 7 shows typical bus current and voltage vs time plots for the
INTELSAT Iv-A F-6 bus 1 test performed on May 9. The first command
sequence in this test placed battery I on high charge (two-thirds charge),
increasing bus I loads by 0.7 to 1.6 A. This load change reduced the bus
voltage by roughly 5.3 V (peak-to-peak), from 29.5 to 24.2 V. (Figure 7
shows a lower limit of just under 27 V because the strip-chart recorder

(b) Array Current

Figure 7. Solar Array Test Data
deflection was limited to that value. The 24.2-V value was taken from the
video telemetry display at the INTELSAT Control Center.) The large voltage
drop for a relatively small load increase indicated that, at the 10.6-A level,
this solar array was operating around the knee of the 1-v curve; hence, further
load increases could have resulted in automatic unit turn-offs. It should also
be pointed out that during stationkeeping maneuvers, cyclic or continuous
bus current increases due to thruster valve operation are of the same order
of magnitude; therefore, similar voltage responses were expected.
The operational i-v curve plot from the May 9 solar array test performed
on INTELSAT Iv-A F-6 bus I is shown in Figure 8, along with the predicted
I-v curve for that date.
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Figure 8. Bus / Solar Array Test Data Summary
In addition to the solar array tests described above, all of the solar array
performance data were examined and the following observations were made:
a. All bus voltages fluctuate when the current exceeds 9.5 A, with
peak-to-peak variations increasing with higher bus current.
b. Bus current values fluctuate randomly with time, with a range
between ± 0.1 A. This range does not appear to depend on the absolute
value of the bus load for different spacecraft.
c. For all tests performed, the applicable array temperatures were
roughly equal (17° to 20°C), except for the INTELSAT 1V-A F-2 aft panel
temperature, which was 13°C.
d. The incremental bus currents applied for each test differed because
the communications and bus configurations did not allow multiple turnons or tum-offs of satellite components, since these spacecraft were still
carrying traffic. Also, the uncertainty associated with the t-v curve
characteristics requires that caution be exercised to avoid going over the
knee and causing array voltage collapse.

Corrected INTELSAT I V•A solar array predictions
In the May 1985 tests, telemetry data were obtained (as described in the
previous section) which extended to the short-circuit current side of the knee
of the I-v curve. Figure 9 indicates that the array current was about 7 percent
lower than predicted. It was also considerably lower than the manufacturer's
prediction, based on the radiation environments specified in the contract.
The reason is still not fully understood, although solar cell string failure is

10 20 30
VOLTAGE (V)

40

Figure 9. Solar Panel Array Current vs Predictions on June 21 (7 Years)

one possibility. For each failed solar cell string, the array would lose 1/64
(approximately 1.5 percent) of its short-circuit current performance. However,
the low array current appears too consistently in all the spacecraft for this to
be likely. Greater-than-predicted particulate radiation degradation is also
unlikely because it would have resulted in lower-than-predicted array opencircuit voltage performance, as well as lower-than-predicted current.
The most likely explanation for the low array current appears to be
ultraviolet (uv) radiation, which affects cell short-circuit current while having
a negligible effect on solar cell open-circuit voltage performance. uv exposure
tests performed before launch had a duration of only 1,000 hours. It has
since been demonstrated through tests performed at COMSAT Laboratories
on the INTELSAT v and vt solar cells that uv exposure tests of at least 2,000
to 3,000 hours are required in order to accurately predict uv degradation at
end of life. Still another possibility is that laboratory measurements of solar
cells conducted in the early 1970s, upon which the manufacturer's and
COMSAT's array predictions were based, may have been inaccurate.
In the absence of a definitive cause for the lower-than-predicted array
current, the predictions were fitted to the May 9, 1986, telemetry data for
INTELSAT IV-A F-6 by varying the single-cell parameters (short-circuit current,
maximum-power current, open-circuit voltage, and maximum-power voltage)
used in generating the predictions. Based on this fit, a revised prediction of
the INTELSAT Iv-A i-v curve was generated for summer solstice 1985 (see
Figure 10) which was in good agreement with telemetry data collected near
summer solstice.
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Figure 10. F-6 Solar Panel I-V Curve Prediction, May 9, 1985
Based on the agreement of the revised INTLLSAT

IV -A F -6

predictions with

for INTEtsAT IV -A F-I, F -2,
telemetry data. 1 - v curve predictions were made

F-3, F-4, and r- 6 for summer and winter solstices, as well as for vernal and
autumnal equinoxes from 1985 through 1988 (see Figure 11 for sample
plots). When possible , these predictions will be checked against actual
spacecraft performance before the spacecraft are de-orbited.
As shown in Figure 11, batteries are required to supply part of the load
current if array voltage drops below 24 V. This is prevented by managing
the load so that the operating point stays on the open - circuit voltage side of
the knee of the array i-v curve. For example, in Figure l lb the load should
not greatly exceed approximately 8.5 to 9 A, to prevent solar array voltage
collapse. Similar techniques have been applied to INTEI.SAT v and are
applicable to INTELSAT v1 spacecraft , thus giving the operators valuable
information concerning spacecraft operating margins.

Conclusions
Comparison of actual in-orbit performance of the INTEI.SA'r tv-A F-6 solar
array with predictions made by both COMSAT Laboratories and the array
manufacturer revealed a discrepancy in short-circuit current, which is probably
attributable to uv radiation degradation. The solar array model was corrected
to account for this difference, and subsequent in-orbit data indicate that the
correction implemented for F-6 is valid for the other INTELSAT IV-A spacecraft.

Figure 11. F-4 Solar Panel I-V Curve Predictions

Although these spacecraft may soon he retired, the analysis is useful because
it demonstrates array degradation performance beyond the end of the design
lifetime. It also lays the groundwork for similar work on the INTELSAT v and
vI spacecraft.
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Abstract
This paper summarizes the results of a design study of the mobile transceiver,
base station, and gateway station for NASA's proposed Mobile Satellite Experiment
(MSAT-x). Major ground segment system design issues such as frequency stability
control, modulation method, linear predictive coding vocodcr algorithm, and error
control technique are addressed. The modular and flexible transceiver design is
described in detail, including the core, RHIE, modem. vocoder, forward error correction
coder, amplitude-companded single sideband, and input/output modules, as well as
the flexible interface. Designs for a three-carrier base station and a 10-carrier gateway
station are also discussed, including the interface with the controllers and with the
public-switched telephone networks at the gateway station. Functional specifications
are given for the transceiver, the base station, and the gateway station.

Introduction
Various commercial mobile satellite systems have been proposed in the
U.S. and abroad to supplement terrestrial cellular mobile radio systems in
providing telephony, data, and message services to rural and remote areas,
including land, maritime, and aeronautical applications. To accelerate the
introduction of commercial mobile satellite services in the U.S., the National
421
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Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has formulated the Mobile
Satellite Experiment (MSAL-x) in cooperation with industry, to develop those
high-risk technologies that will ensure the future growth of mobile satellite
services.
Figure 1 depicts the space and ground segments of the originally proposed
MSAr-x system [I]. The space segment would he implemented in several
phases, with the phase I satellite being provided by commercial operators
under lease to NASA, and subsequent phases employing more sophisticated
multibeam satellites. The ground segment of the proposed system would
consist of mobile terminals, base stations and gateway stations that interface
with the public-switched telephone networks ("SIN,), and the network
management center (NMC).
In the original system, mobile terminals were to transmit in the 821- to
825-MHz band and receive in the 866- to 870-MHz band, both in the upper
UHF spectrum. The 1985 FCC decision on frequency allocation for landmobile satellite services resulted in this system being modified to employ
SATELLITE

c,
v
NETWORK
MANAGEMENT
CENTER

MOBILE USER

SHF
BASE STATION

a. multibeam and high-c.i.r.p. satellites to obtain multiple frequency
reuse while minimizing mobile terminal size and cost;
b. steerable medium-gain vehicle antennas to enable better orbit usage
and power savings;
c. a digital vocoder at 2,400 hit/s to achieve bandwidth efficiency
over a multipath fading channel;
d. digital modem/FECcodecfor2,400-bit/stransmiss ion over the5-kHz
channel to achieve bandwidth and power efficiency;
e. network control protocol to maximize the throughput and minimize
message delay for a given system capacity; and
f. a modular and flexible mobile terminal architecture design for lowcost implementation to accommodate advances in component subsystem
technology.

MOBILE USER

r

1i

mobile terminals operating in the 1,500- to 1,600-MHz hands. Although the
frequency change may invalidate some details in the RE portion of the mobile
terminal design. the basic concepts remain the same, particularly the vocoder,
forward error correction (FEC) codes, modem, and mobile terminal architectures. Since the only differences occur in the mobile RE and vehicle Doppler
frequencies and in some details of terminal design, CHF may still be used to
illustrate the concept. Fixed terminals, which include base stations, gateway
stations, and the NMC, will still operate at K„-band (i.e.. transmit in the 14-GHz
and receive in the 12-GHz fixed service hands).
NASA's mobile satellite program, of which MSA'r-x is a part, has emphasized the development of spacecraft and earth station technologies that will
efficiently utilize the scarce spectral and orbital resources allocated for mobile
satellite services. Specifically, the following technologies have been identified
for development:

SHF
GATEWAY
PUBLIC-SWITCHED
TELEPHONE NETWORK

- SHF LINK
---- UHF LINK
----- TERRESTRIAL LINK

Figure I. A Mobile Satellite Network

Items (a), (b), and (e) have been investigated by other contractors for Jet
Propulsion Laboratories (JPL)121-[6]. The digital vocoder, the digital modem,
and the modular and flexible mobile terminal architecture design are discussed
in this paper. Specifically, a 2.4-kbit/s vocoder algorithm was developed for
multipath landmobile application. Effective modulation and FEC coding
techniques were investigated for sending 2.4-kbit/s vocoder speech over 5-kHz
channels with multipath fading. Designs for the modular and flexible mobile
transceiver, an example base station, and an example gateway station are
also presented, including major functional parameters for specifications.
The major systems requirements for the transceiver, base station, and
gateway station were established by NASA/JPL 121. Based on these requirements, the system design issues of frequency stability control, modulation
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technique, digital vocoder, amplitude companded single sideband (n('st;)
technique [7], error control, transceiver architecture, and flexible interface
design are addressed individually. Next, base station and gateway station
designs that meet NASA/JPL system requirements are presented, followed
by a brief discussion of the interface between the gateway station and the
PS I Ns. The key parameters for functional specification of the mobile terminals,
base stations, and gateway stations are also summarized.

System requirements
NASA/JPL imposed the following systems requirements on this design
study. Three types of transponders will he employed on board the phase I
spacecraft: SltwuuF* forward transmission to mobile terminals, uHP,SllF
return transmission from mobile terminals, and sH WSHE backhaul transmission
between fixed terminals. There will be no direct uuFtullE transmission
between mobile terminals. Frequency reuse by spatial isolation will be
employed only at UHF and for a total of N times, where N is approximately
2 or4 initially. Each UHE beam has a unique SuFNHF and UHE/SIIF transponder
set of about I-MHz bandwidth; however, the satellite has only one SHFISHE
transponder of about 25 MHz. Since there is no frequency reuse at sill:, an
antenna with at least continental U.S. (('oNUS) coverage will he required for
both up-link and down-link. The channel allocation for carriers within each
transponder will be 5 kllz. Circular polarization will be used by all mobile
terminals, while linear polarization will be employed by the fixed terminals,
including the NMC.
The phase I system design must include both analog ALSO voice and
2,400-bit/s vocoder speech, although 4,800-hit/s vocoder speech of higher
quality will be employed in the phase 2 design. Digital voice at 2,400 bit/s
must be of acceptable quality at a channel bit error rate (RE:R) of 10 ' over
the mobile link. After error control, data or message transmission must have
an error rate of better than 5 x 10 ° for a raw channel BER of 10 -'. The
throughput efficiency for data and message transmission should be 0.5 or
greater.
In the originally proposed MSAT-x system, mobile telephone service to the
PSTN, was full-duplex voice transmitted through the gateway station. Each
mobile telephone could he associated with a particular gateway or a group
of gateways. Voice dispatch between the mobile and base stations would be
half-duplex. With the exception of a mobile-originated call to a dispatch
operation, all voice connections, including telephone calls from the PSTN,
*UHF is used to illustrate the design concept, as explained previously.
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would be made under a blocked-calls-cleared protocol. Data communications
would employ packets. Acknowledgment is required for each hop in pointto-point data communications: however, no acknowledgment is needed for
point-to-multipoint data.
In such a system, network users (mobile or fixed) are under the central
control of the NMC. Gateway and base stations make connection requests to
the NMC over the 514Ersiw backhaul links. A centralized demand-assigned
network control protocol termed integrated-adaptive mobile access protocol
U-AMAP) [81,191 is employed to dynamically partition the available channels
into four functional groups: reservation, command, voice, and data (as
depicted in Figure 2). Reservation channels occur only on return links and
are used for mobile terminal-to-NMC. communications regarding terminal
initialization and requests to establish connection. The NMC employs command
channels to provide network users with control information regarding acknowledgments of reservation channel traffic, connection attempts by other
users, and network status information. One command channel is designated
as a wake-up channel to provide the information necessary for terminals to
log -on to the network. Voice and data channels occur on both forward and
return links and are used to transfer user traffic during a connection.
The mobile transceiver must be both flexible and modular. As shown in
Figure 3. it is composed of a core module ]which includes the RF/IF,
microprocessor control unit (MCU), frequency synthesizer, and power supply],
as well as peripheral modules for the linear predictive coding (1.hc) vocoder,
digital modem, ACSB modem, EFC codec, input/output (uo) devices, and
antenna. The interfaces between these modules should be general, so that as
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Figure 2. Channelization
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Figure 3. Mobile Transceiver Block Diagram
technology advances some modules may be replaced by more sophisticated
ones. The modular mobile transceiver is intended to serve as a test bed for
the development and testing of technologies for the mobile segment of the
mobile satellite system.
NASA/JPL requires 121 that the transceiver high-power amplifier (IIPA) be
capable of l0-W average and 20-W peak operation. The RE/I1- should have a
total noise figure not exceeding 2 dB. The frequency synthesizer design may
assume paired transmit and receive channels with a fixed 45-MHz separation.
The digital modem is required to have a hit rate of at least 2,400 bit/s
over a 5-kliz satellite channel in order to accommodate the 2.400-bit/s t.rc
vocoder. Modem HER performance at 2,400 bit/s over a 5-kliz additive white
Gaussian noise (AwGN) channel must be less than 10 ' and 10 6 at 44.8and 49.0-dB-Hz carrier-to-noise-density ratio (C/N,), respectively. Special
provisions must be incorporated into the design to combat impairments caused
by frequency errors due to Doppler and other sources, and by adjacent
channel interference (A(,i) during up-link fades.
JPL also requires that digital voice be sent using a 2,400-bit/s t.pc vocoder.
Special provisions must be incorporated to provide communications-quality
(vs toll-quality) speech in the presence of the background noise typical of a
moving vehicle environment, and over a multipath fading channel. The
2,400-bills LPC vocoder, working with the PSTN at the gateway station, also
must produce communications-quality speech. Nominal operation of the
vocoder is set for a BEE of 10 ', but communications should still be possible
with a PER of 2 x 10-'.
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Voice activation will be employed to conserve transponder power. Both
digital vocoder and analog AcsB modems must function over the multipath
fading channel with a fade margin of about 5 to 10 dB. The multipath fading
channel is modeled as a Ricean channel with frequency offsets and a typical
Rice factor of 10 dB [10 1.
Although the mobile antenna is beyond the scope of this study, the
transceiver design must be compatible with the closed-loop method for
antenna acquisition and tracking, which uses a pilot or beacon from the
satellite.
To the extent practical, the base station and gateway stations should use
the same modules as the mobile transceivers in order to minimize overall
system cost. The base station must be capable of accommodating up to three
simultaneous, full-duplexed, analog or digital transmissions with voice
activation or data activation, and the gateway station must be capable of
accommodating up to 10 simultaneous, full-duplexed, analog or digital
transmissions with voice or data activation. All communications between the
base station and the NMC or between the gateway station and the Nmc are to
be accomplished via the SHE/sur backhaul links. The antenna diameter for
the base station and gateway station is about 3 m, and receiver sensitivity is
about 23 dB/K. The SHE backhaul links can be assumed to be nearly perfect,
due to the ample margin available for fade protection.

Frequency stability control
One of the most important considerations in designing the MSAT-X ground
system is frequency stability control, because of the narrowband 5-kHz
channel allocation. With a typical satellite on-board frequency source of 10-6
long-term stability, the 14/0.868-. 0.823/12-, and 14/12-GHz transponders
can produce 13.132-, 11.177-, and 2-kHz translation errors, respectively.
Low-cost mobile terminals with a frequency source of 10 6long-term stability
can exhibit a frequency error of about 868 Hz at UHF and 1,600 Hz at
L-band. Moreover, mobile movement and satellite diurnal variation will
produce additional Doppler errors. These frequency translation and Doppler
errors are very significant given the desired 5-kHz channel allocation, and
must be properly controlled.
In developing a method for controlling frequency stability, the following
assumptions are made:
• Three independent on-board translation oscillators (oscs) of 10-6
long-term (7- to 10-year) stability for sHE/uHF, uHF/sHr, and SHE/SHE
links-one for each transponder type.
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• A precise and stable oscillator with a 10 ' long-term (5-year) stability
at the NMC, and a colocated UHF terminal with sufficient transmit and
receive equipment dedicated solely to the control of frequency stability.
• An oscillator of 10-' long-term (5-year) stability and a 10 ° daily
stability at the base stations and gateway stations.

U

0
S

w

M

• Paired transmit and receive frequencies with a fixed 45-MHz separation
at both the fixed terminals and mobile terminals.
The NMC establishes absolute frequency standards in the down -link of the
SHFNIIF and SHF'SHF transponders so that mobile and fixed terminals,
respectively , may obtain their reference frequencies (Figure 4). The NMC
sends a pilot to its own colocated UHF receivers . By preadjusting its up-link
SItF transmission frequency , F;, the NMC can receive the CHr pilot, f , at a
predetermined frequency with an accuracy of at least 10 °. This is employed
as the UHF frequency standard by all mobile terminals in that beam. By
sending F„ F ;, .... F,, at fixed frequency shifts from F,, at stir , the NMC
can establish frequency standards (f,, J _ ...,/ ,) in other UHF beams,
although it cannot view its own transmissions in those beams . Similarly, the
NMC can establish a frequency standard , Fr;, for the stir down-link by simply
adjusting its own SIIF up-link transmission frequency, F..
Using a phase -locked- loop (P1 .1.) receiver, mobile terminals ( fixed terminals)
can lock their reference oscillator to the UHF ( S1IF) pilots from the NMC and
synthesize the transmit and receive frequencies . However, due to the difference
in Doppler between the spacecraft and the NMC , as well as the Doppler
between the spacecraft and an arbitrary fixed terminal , the above SIIF frequency
standard as seen by the fixed terminal may he in error by an amount equal
to the differential Doppler.
The NMC can use the data on spacecraft diurnal motion obtained from the
telemetry, tracking , and command ( 1A,c) station to accurately compute the
differential Doppler between the NMC and any fixed terminal . It can also
measure the UHF SIIF transponder frequency error by sending an accurate UHF
pilot, j . via its colocated UHF transmitter and measuring the frequency of
the received pilot at SHE . Using these measuren)ents, the NMC can compute
the precorrections necessary for each fixed terminal to transmit and receive,
and can send the precorrections as data to each fixed terminal via the backhaul
wake-up channel.
This approach completely compensates for satellite motion Doppler;
reference oscillator drift in the satellite , fixed terminals , and mobile terminals:
and mobile terminal Doppler for signals received at mobile terminals.
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• An oscillator of 10 a long-term (5-year) stability at the mobile
terminals.
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However, the mobile terminal Doppler is essentially doubled for signals
received at fixed terminals. The worst residual frequency error after correction
using this method is no more than ± 179 Ilz in the fixed terminal reception
of mobile terminal transmission, assuming a mobile speed of 65 mph. This
frequency error will essentially be doubled if the mobile terminals employ
L-hand instead of UIIF.

Modulation method
The MSA'r-x channel is subject to multipath fade, frequency offset, Doppler
spreading, and AD, particularly when the desired carrier is in the presence
of large (e.g., 10-dB) up-link fade. As a result of Doppler spread and
frequency shift, the frequency error can be as large as 179 IIz at UHF. The
multipath fading channel can he modeled as a Ricean channel 110],[111.
Since the maximum fade rate is 179 Hz for a vehicle traveling at 65 mph,
the channel is quasi-static over the longest detection interval at the 2,400-Hz
symbol rate. The performance of various modulation system candidates over
the Rieean fading channel can be approximated by averaging the energy-perbit to noise-power-density ratio (E,,/N,) for an AWON channel over the firstorder statistics of the Rieean density.
Candidate systems

The following eight modulation system candidates were investigated:

• Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) with 2-hit differential detection
1121,
• minimum shift keying (MSK) with ]-bit differential detection 1131,
• binary FM with limiter/discriminator (it)) detection [14],
• four-level FM with LD detection.
• binary FM with noncoherent detection using observations from three
symbol intervals,
• duobinary FM with LD detection and maximum-likelihood sequence
estimation (MLSF),
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c. three channels with frequency offset and 10-dB fade on the desired
channel and no fade on the two adjacent channels, and
d. Ricean channel with a 10-dB Rice factor (which is typical I101)
and a carrier offset.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate some aspects of the performance of the candidate
systems under channel conditions (c) and (d). Binary FM with LD and a
normalized modulation index, h, of 0.5 significantly outperformed the other
candidates, with the exception of the baseline MSK with 2-bit differential
detection and an ILL. Here, the difference was slight. However, binary FM
with Lo detection requires only symbol synchronization, while MSK With ILL
requires additional preamble bits for frequency synchronization, which may
be difficult to achieve in the short time available for the preamble of short
packets. In addition, binary FM with Lu detection is relatively insensitive to
frequency offset and is robust against ACI, especially in the presence of uplink fade. In the presence of fast Rayleigh fading, it has the lowest error
floor of all modulations considered.
Binary FM with Lr detection can easily maintain synchronization in the
fading channel, since phase noise, Doppler shift, and Doppler rate do not
affect symbol synchronization. Also, the constant-envelope feature of binary
FM allows transmission by saturated nonlinear amplifiers, without spectral
regrowth that could increase the interference to the adjacent channels.
Finally, this approach is very simple to implement and low in cost. Based
on these advantages, binary FM With LO detection is the recommended
100

NCMSK

10-1

1 -bit DMSK
DPSK
DUOBINARY FM

10-2

BINARY FM, h = 0.71 5

• differential phase-shift keying (I)PSK), and
• MSK with 2-bit differential detection and a frequency-locked loop
(FI-L).

10-3

The performance of these candidates was evaluated by Monte Carlo
simulation under the following channel conditions:

1o -4

a. AwGN channel with no frequency offset,
b. AWGN channel with frequency offset,
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Figure 5 Performance of Candidate Modulation Svstems
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modulation method for the MSAT-X system. Because of FEC requirements for
the 2,400-bit/s vocoder (discussed below), the modem bit rate must he
increased from 2.400 to 2,756 bit/s. At this bit rate, channel degradations
are practically the same as those at 2,400 bit/s.

NO. OF SYMBOLS IN ALTERNATING SEQUENCE

Figure 7. Standard Deviation of Sampling Time Phase Error as a Function
of the Number of Symbols in Alternating Sequence

Burst preamble

A burst preamble was designed for this modulation system consisting of
a 2 N-bit alternating sequence for clock synchronization, followed by a 32-bit
unique word. The unique word is composed of a 16-bit Neuman-Floffman
sequence (0000011001101011), followed by the same sequence reversed in
time. An optimum symbol synchronizer is proposed which performs an MLSE
to the phase of the sinusoid at the low-pass filter (LPF) output of the
synchronizer.
The MLSE of the sine wave phase was derived for a synchronizer which
samples the LPF output with k samples per symbol. The performance of
the symbol synchronizer was simulated by computer for k = 2. 4, and 8;
2N = 2, 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, and 32; and E,,/N,, = 13 dB in a Ricean
channel with a carrier offset of 144 Hz and a carrier-to-interference ratio
(C/l) of It) dB. An E,,/N° of 13 dB is required in order to achieve 10-' BLR
on the Ricean channel. The simulation results, shown in Figure 7. indicate
that k = 2 gives negligible degradation compared to k = 8. For k = 2, the
even- and odd-numbered samples are added with alternating signs, and are

input to a read-only memory (ROM) which implements the aretangent function
to estimate sine wave phase. The RoM output is used to adjust a digitally
controlled oscillator which sets sampling time. The value 2N = 40 was
selected for the preamble design because it was found to give small timing
error. Values of 2N < 40 could also be used without significant performance
degradation. Thus, the k = 2 synchronizer is recommended for the MSAT-X
transceiver because of its negligible performance degradation and its extremely
simple implementation.
The FM modulator can be implemented digitally at low cost by means of
a loop-up table stored in programmable ROM (PROM). The range from 0° to
360° is divided into N points, and the cosine values at each of these points
are stored. A waveform is generated at a particular frequency by reading out
the stored points in proper order at a clocking rate of N times the desired
frequency. If the clocking rate (i.e., the sampling frequency) is fixed, then
different frequencies are obtained by changing the step size by which the
table pointer is incremented for each point.
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Let N, D, and F, be the table length, step size, and sampling frequency,
respectively. Then, the number of samples needed to complete a full cycle
in NID at the frequency of the wave is F, NID. For binary FM at a symbol
rate of R,, with a modulation index of 0.5, the two tones are
II=DIF,IN =F„ -R,14
=D,F,IN=F„+R,14

where F,, is the carrier frequency and f - lI = R,12.
Figure 8 is a block diagram of the digital binary FM modulator . The current
data bit is used as a multiplexer selector to choose step size DI or D,. An
accumulator is constantly incremented at the sampling rate, F„ by an amount
equal to the step size. The accumulator contents form the address pointer for
D
2047

stepping through the look-up table. Only the low 12 bits of the accumulator
address are used to access the PROM. The 12th and 13th bits are exclusiveORed to provide the change sign bit control for the appropriate half of the
cosine waveform. The output is latched and passed through a digital-toanalog (D/A) converter, and the analog output is then filtered by an LPF before
being sent to the up-converter. The advantages of this implementation are
its low cost, high temperature stability, good precision, small size, low
harmonic distortion, and good flexibility.
The FM demodulator can be implemented by using an analog integrated
circuit (IC) FM demodulator chip, an external crystal discriminator, and an
output amplifier (see Figure 9). These chips are readily available commercially.
The FM demodulator combines the functions of limiting, three-stage IF
amplification. FM demodulation, and power supply regulation on the same
chip.
CRYSTAL
DISCRIMINATOR

D2
2049
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IF
IF
FILTER
STAGE
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COMPARATOR

A/D
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TO
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CIRCUIT

Figure 9. FM Demodulator Block Diagram
To perform symbol timing acquisition and tracking. a digital signal
processor (osE) chip can he employed so that the MLSL for symbol timing
acquisition described earlier and the conventional zero crossing technique for
symbol timing tracking can all he implemented in software at low cost.

Digital ACSD modem

Figure S. Digital Binary FM Modulator Block Diagram

The ACSB modem may be implemented in an all-digital form, as illustrated
in Figure 10. The amplitude pumping technique is recommended, in which
a pilot tone is inserted above the audio band of the 2:1 compressed voice on
the transmit side. The pilot signal level must be accurately determined to
ensure good reception. The composite signal is then input into a second 2:1
compander. The reference level of this compander is the pilot level, which
must he properly recovered by the automatic gain control (AGC) after
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at the mobile terminal, thermal noise in the channel, and channel distortion,
particularly for speech from the PSTN. The vocoder designed for MSAT-X
should exhibit the following characteristics:

PILOT
DIGITIZED
VOICE

21
COMPANDER

21
COMPANDER

55B
MOD

I
DIGITAL

• insensitivity to acoustically coupled mobile background noise,
• graceful degradation during short-term fades,
• rapid recovery from long fades,
• negligible degradation due to random channel noise at a BER of 10 -',
• acceptable pitch estimation performance, producing communicationsquality speech with PsTN input at the gateway station, and
low cost.
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Figure 10. Block Diagram of ACSB Modem Using Amplitude Pumping

transmission over the multipath fading channel. If the voice signal power is
greater than the pilot power, the composite signal will undergo a 2:1
compression, resulting in an overall 4:1 compression of the voice signal. If
the voice signal power is less than or equal to the pilot power, the composite
signal will pass through this compander relatively unchanged, resulting in
only about 2:1 compression. Therefore, with this technique, signals with
large amplitude relative to the reference pilot level go through a 4:1 compression, whereas signals with low amplitude go through a 2:1 compression.
At the receiver, the AGC restores the pilot to its proper level, and hence the
voice signal is restored to the same level at which it was input to the second
compander. The expander then expands the signal to its original level.
Restoration of the pilot is essential for ACSB transmission over a multipath
fading channel, because the effect of fades can be measured by the pilot and
compensated for by the AGC. The pilot may also be used to measure any
Doppler or frequency offsets, which can then be tracked out. An adaptive
finite impulse response (FIR) filter can be used to extract the pilot.

Vocoder algorithm
As noted previously, the MSAT-x channel is subject to multipath fades. In
designing the 2,400-bit/s LI'( vocoder for use in the MSAT-x system, other
sources of impairment must be considered, such as background acoustic noise

The selected vocoder is based on well-known LPC techniques [151,116];
however, several modifications must be made to the basic I.Pc vocoder so
that robust operation can be realized in the mobile environment. Figure I I
is a block diagram of the vocoder analyzer, while Figure 12 shows the
synthesizer.
The pitch extraction method usually employed in I.Pc vocoders is based
on the average magnitude difference function [151, which is susceptible to
error in the presence of background noise. The acoustically coupled noise in
a mobile vehicle may contain periodicities (e.g., axle noise) which can mask
low-level unvoiced signals, causing erroneous voicing decision. More seriously, these periodicities can cause incorrect pitch period estimation during
voiced frames. Errors in voicing are subjectively very objectionable, and
accurate pitch extraction is vital to achieving good speech intelligibility and
quality.
A more robust pitch extraction method based on the peak location of the
autocorrelation function of the prediction residual has been developed for the
vocoder (see Figure 13). In this method, the peak value of the autocorrelation
function is compared to a set of predetermined thresholds to determine if the
frame is voiced. Voiced frames exhibit a strong peak at the lag corresponding
to the pitch period. This method was found by computer studies to be accurate
in the presence of recorded vehicle noise down to a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
of 18 dB. For noise above this level, it is desirable to use a noisecancelling microphone so that the S/N presented to the coder is at least 18 dB.
Pitch estimation is also difficult when the speech signal has passed through
the PSTN. In this case, the speech is distorted due to the carbon button
transmitter and high-pass filtering above 300 Hz. Removal or distortion of
the fundamental pitch frequency component by high-pass filtering can impair
the accuracy of pitch extraction. The proposed autocorrelation peak-picking
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method is not sensitive to loss of the low-frequency spectrum. It was tested
on psrN speech samples and found to perform well.
Computer simulations revealed that a channel BER of 103 resulted in
significantly lower speech quality. For acceptable performance at this BER,
error protection is necessary ; however, it must be provided without significantly increasing the channel bit rate or the coding delay. Severe distortion
was found to occur if certain critical bits are in error. By protecting only
these critical bits, speech quality was practically unaffected by hit errors at
10-3 BER.
A rate 1 /2 shortened ( 16, 8) quadratic residue (QR) code was used to
protect the eight bits which are most critical to speech quality: the two most
significant bits (MSBS) of the first reflection coefficient , the MSB of the second
reflection coefficient, two Mses of gain, and three MSBS of pitch and voiced/
unvoiced (vauv) bits. This code improved the BER for these critical bits from
10 3 to 10 - 6. However , the channel bit rate must be increased to 2.756 bit/s
due to redundant bits required by FEC, and the LPC frame length must be
increased from 54 to 62 bits. This increase in channel bit rate can be accommodated by the modulation method used for the transceiver , without
significantly increasing intersymbol interference or ACT. Figure 14 depicts
the voice packet format.

UNIQUE
WORD
32 bits

PACKET
TYPE
8 bits

46 bits
NO FEC CODING

16 bits
FEC CODED

• with no impairments,
• in the presence of truck noise at I 8-dB SYN.
• in the presence of bit errors at 10-' BeR, and
• in the presence of burst errors (simulating the effect of fades).
The test scores 1 171 indicate that the intelligibility of the modified vocoder
is better than that of the standard DOD LPC-10 1181, and the acceptability is
very close. Informal subjective listening tests indicate that the modified
vocoder has better natural speech quality than vocoders available commercially. It also exhibits better performance in the presence of background
noise.
Implemcolation

54 UNCODED BITS
PREAMBLE
40 bits

this manner. This scheme primarily serves to retain intelligibility during
frequent short fades. For longer fades, the approximation becomes poorer
and it is preferable to mute the vocodcr.
Performance of the modified LPC vocoder was evaluated both objectively
and subjectively. All tests were conducted on speech from a linear microphone,
band-limited to 200-3.400 Hz. Both diagnostic rhyme test (DRT) and
diagnostic acceptability measure (DAM) objective tests were conducted under
four conditions-

The vocoder may be implemented in software by using two Dsp chips:
'

Figure 14. Format for Transmission of 2,400-bitls LPC Voice Using a
(/6, 8) QR Code to Protect the 8 Most Critical Bits in

Each 54-bit LPC Frame
Short fades (of 100 ms or less) can occur frequently in the mobile
environment. For example, shadowing due to foliage and highway overpasses
can cause such fades. During these fades, several frames of vocoder bits are
lost. Unless these frames are replaced by a meaningful approximation, the
speech signal will be interrupted by bursts of noise. Interleaving techniques
arc not useful in mitigating the effects of fades, since they require large
delays that are not tolerable for voice communications. Moreover, such
interleaving also slows the recovery from longer fades.
For the MSAT-x system, a frame repetition scheme was selected to bridge
short fades. In this scheme, the occurrence of a fade is sensed by monitoring
the receive channel power. The frames lost due to fade are then replaced by
the most recent unfaded frame. Up to four lost frames can be replaced in

one for the analyzer, and the second for the synthesizer. The input speech
signal is band-limited to 3,400 Hz, sampled. and quantized by a pulse-code
modulation (PcM) coder at a rate of 8 kHz. The samples are stored in memory
which is addressed by the analyzer DSP chip. The DSP processes the samples,
while the PCM enters new data into another portion of memory. After the
LPC parameters are computed. the eight most critical bits arc read into a
buffer, where they arc encoded by a rate 1/2 shortened QR encoder. The 16
bits from the encoder are then interleaved among the remaining LPc bits.
The resulting 62-bit LPC frame is written into the output buffer, along with
a Speech Activity flag.
The LPc synthesizer stores the incoming data bits in an input buffer. The
synthesis process is conditioned on receiving Channel Activity and Start
Synthesis signals from the core module. The process begins by verifying the
frame synchronization, and then decoding the eight critical bits with the rate
1/2 QR decoder. The assembled 54-bit LPc frame is processed to produce the
appropriate digital words, which are sent to the PcM decoder for conversion
to analog speech. Fades are recognized by examining the received Lpc
parameter values and the Channel Activity signal. The previous frame is
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repeated for short fades. For long fades, the speech output is muted. The
rate 1/2 QR codec can be implemented with a look-up table.

Error control method
Error control is employed to mitigate the effects of channel noise. multipath
fading, and shadowing. For the data, control, and reservation packets, the
objective is to achieve an error rate of less than 5 x 10 ° when the raw
channel error rate is 10-3, while maintaining an information throughput of
50 percent or better.
Candidates

As specified by NASA/JPL, the uncoded packet length for control and
reservation packets is about 128 bits, and for data packets about 512 bits.
Numerous error control techniques were examined, including open-loop FEC
coding. However, due to packet collision, coding delay, and complexity
considerations, the open-loop FEC approach was rejected. Instead, closedloop automatic repeat request (ARQ) systems are favored.
Both pure and hybrid ARQ systems were considered. In the pure systems,
no channel FEC coding is employed, and the receiver requests retransmission
of erroneous packets in accordance with certain specific protocols. In hybrid
ARQ systems, FEC coding is employed in the forward channel to improve the
channel BER prior to applying ARQ. Error detection is required for both ARQ
methods. The Hamming code with 16-bit cyclic redundancy checks (CRCs),
as recommended by CCITT, was adequate to perform the error detection.
Four pure ARQ systems were investigated:

For the 128-bit reservation or control packets, the throughput efficiency
using Weldon's NOS ARQ system with r = 2 appears to achieve a throughput
efficiency of 0.78 at a packet error rate of 0.12 or a channel error rate of
10 '. However, at this high channel error rate, message delays may be too
long for these crucial packets. Therefore, some form of FEC coding seems
necessary for sending the 128-bit packets, so that the resultant error rate is
low and the message delay is short. In either case, hybrid ARQ systems are
needed.
Recommended hybrid ARQ system design

Various EEC coding techniques were investigated for use in hybrid ARQ
systems. The HER performance for these codes was evaluated by Monte Carlo
simulation over the Ricean fading channel. Double- and triple-error-correcting
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes were found to be too susceptible
to channel burst errors during fades and were rejected. Self-orthogonal
convolutional codes, although simple to implement, were also found to be
sensitive to channel burst errors during fades. Punctured convolutional codes
1201 of rate 2/3 and 3/4, derived from the convolutional code of rate 1/2 with
Viterhi decoding [211-1231, were found to be the most immune to channel
burst errors during fades when a 12 x 57-block interleaver was used for
transmission of the long 512-bit packets. The rate 1/2 convolutional code
with Viterbi decoding was adequate for sending the short 128-bit packets
during fades, even when no interleaving was employed. Table I summarizes
the estimated output BER performance of these codes at an input BER of
103 over the Ricean channel, with a Rice factor of 10 dB.
TABLE 1. OUTPUT BER OF CANDIDATE PUNCTURED CONVOLUTIONAL
CODES WITH VITERBI DLLCODING

• stop-and-wait,
• go-back-N,
• selective repeat, and
• Weldon's nearly optimal strategy (Nos) 1191.
Selective-repeat ARQ can be considered as a special case of NOS ARQ, with
the number of retransmission parameters. r, in the NOS ARQ set to I.
Throughput efficiencies for these pure ARQ systems were computed as a function of packet error rate for the packet lengths of interest. For the 512-bit
data packets, the throughput efficiency (defined as packet bits divided by
binary symbols transmitted) with any of these pure ARQ systems is 0.42 or
lower at a packet error rate of 0.4 or a channel error rate of 10 3. This
throughput appears to be too low; some form of FEC is needed to reduce the
error rate if the packet length is not increased.

Cone RAn.
INTIRI .EAVIN(i

Without
With

1/2

2/3

7 x 10-'
N/A

5 x 10-"

105

3/4
6.5 x 10
5 x 10

Use of these convolutional codes and Weldon's NOS ARQ schemes results
in throughput efficiencies for this hybrid ARQ system as shown in Table 2.
Although the rate 3/4 and rate 2/3 codes appear to yield higher throughput
efficiencies than the rate 1/2 code for sending packets of 128 bits, the decoded
BERs given in Table I are about two orders of magnitude worse than the BER
of rate 1/2 code, and do not meet the BER objective of 5 x 10-6. These BERs
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TABLU 2. TIIROUOIIpuT EFFICIENCY FOR CANDIDATE PUNCTURED
CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
w

L = 512 Bus

W N

CODE
L 128131TS WITHOUT INrLRLLAVING

U 00
U0N

WITH INIERI .EAVING

I 0.78 0.40 N/A
3/4 0.73 0.69 0.72
2/3 0.65 0.65 0.66
1/2 0.50 050 N/A

could significantly increase message delays for the crucial control and/or
reservation packets. Consequently the rate 1/2 code was selected for use with
the 128-bit packets.
It can be seen from Table I that both rate 2/3 and rate 3/4 codes with
interleaving achieved the BER objective of 5 x 10 6. Assuming that such
an objective is achieved and the message delay is acceptable, the choice
between these two codes for sending 512-bit packets is based purely on the
overall throughput efficiency obtained. The data in Table 2 show that the
rate 3/4 code will result in higher throughput than the rate 2/3 code. Therefore
the rate 3/4 punctured code with Viterbi decoding and interleaving was
selected for sending 512-bit packets.
Finally, burst and packet formats were designed for sending 512-bit data,
128-bit acknowledgment, 128-bit reservation, and 128-bit control packets
(Figures 15a through 15d, respectively).
In summary, the recommended error control scheme for the MSAT-x system
employs the rate 3/4 convolutional code for sending data packets and the
rate 1/2 convolutional code for sending acknowledgment, reservation, and
control packets. Both codes use Viterbi decoding at the receiver, and both
have 64 states. Because the rate 3/4 code is obtained by puncturing the rate
1/2 code, the same hardware may be used for both codes. The binary FM
modem uses a hard-decision Viterbi decoder at the receiver.
Implenrentatinn
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The encoder can be constructed by using a six-stage shift register and

several exclusive-OR gates connected according to the generator polynomials
described in octal by (133, 171) for the rate 1/2 encoder, and by (133., 171;
133, 171) for the rate 3/4 encoder. In the rate 3/4 encoding process, the first
information bit is rate 1/2 coded to yield two output hits, and the next two
information bits are rate I/I coded to yield one output bit each. This gives
four output bits for three input information bits. Figure 16 is a block diagram
of the encoder.
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EXCLUSIVE-OR
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Figure 16. An Implementation of the Rate 1 /2 and
Rate 3 /4 Punctured Encoder

The V iterhi decoder 121 1-1231 may he implemented in hardware or software.
To decode the punctured rate 3/4 code, the puncturing period synchronization
must first be established and dummy data must be inserted into the locations
from which the original code sequence was deleted. For the inserted dummy
data, conventional metric calculation is inhibited and the same metric is
given to both code symbols (0 and I). The conventional Viterbi decoding
algorithm can then be employed.
Two possible methods of obtaining code synchronization are discussed in
the literature [20]. One method observes the integration value of the difference
between the maximum and minimum metrics at consecutive decoding steps.
The other method observes the measured channel Rt-B in the received data
sequence.
Figure 17 is a block diagram of the punctured Viterbi decoder. Hardware
implementation may be accomplished with a custom VLSI chip. Software
implementation will use a DSP chip. Assuming 200 as per instruction, the
number of DsP instructions available in a bit period of 1/2,067 or 0.483 ms
is 2,415, which is considered adequate for this purpose.

Mobile transceiver design
Mobile transceiver design involves designing the overall flexible and
modular transceiver architecture, the baseline peripheral module, and the
interface between the modules.
The mobile transceiver (Figure 18) includes all the necessary components
of a mobile terminal except the antenna. The transceiver architecture must
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be flexible enough to accommodate future technological changes in such
transceiver functions as [.PC algorithms, modulation, and error control
methods. This flexibility is provided by implementing each subfunction as a
physically separate module that plugs into the system backplane. Thus, there
are separate modules for the analog and digital modems, the LPC vocoder,
the channel codes, the I/o interface, the antenna, and the core module
(indicated by the dashed line in the figure). The core module includes the
RFnF front end, the up/down-converters, the frequency synthesizers, the Mcu,
and the power supply. Digital circuits based on microprocessors or PAL
devices are employed for flexibility and ease of upgrading.
Separating the system subfunetions into physical entities requires an
architecture that allows control of these individual subfunetions, so that the
transceiver can be configured for a given operational mode. Only subsets of
the modules are used for the various modes such as voice or data. Figure 19
shows the Mcu bus structure for peripheral control. The control unit enables
or disables the individual modules as needed by assigning a board control
register (HeR) and a board status register (esR) to each module. The BCRs
are designed so that loading them with a specific bit pattern enables or
disables the selected board and defines other operating parameters. The BSRs
have bit positions allocated that reflect board conditions, such as Board Poll
and Sync Loss.
All board registers are mapped into the MCU address space so that they
are treated as memory locations. To configure the transceiver for a given
operational mode, the Mcu writes the necessary bit patterns into the HCRS.
The boards and the MUD communicate through the system backplane,
which has two connectors, PI and P2. Connector pi carries the MCU system
bus, consisting of the address, data, control, and utility buses. The Pt bus
structure is determined by the processor chosen for the Mcu hoard. Connector
Pz carries individual lines that are used by the modules to transfer information
locally among themselves. The Mcu also uses the P2 connector to transfer
information or handshaking lines that are inconvenient to send via the system
bus. There is no fixed bus structure for P'; lines may be assigned as required.
The Mcu contains a 16-bit processor with an addressing range of 16
Mbytes. Such processors have large and powerful instruction sets, and their
architecture is well suited for high-level language support. PROM, and erasable
PROMS (EPROM,) are used for program memory, and static random-access
memories (RAM,) are used for data memory and data buffering.
The Mcu is interrupt-driven by the peripherals, requiring an interrupt
handler to prepare an interrupt vector that informs the Mcu of the source of
the interrupt. The Mcu controls two synthesizers: the channel select synthesizer
and the pilot synthesizer.
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The Mcu interacts with its peripherals via the PI and P2 connectors. Because
of the large number of interfacing signals, a separate peripheral controller is
needed to pre-process these signals. This controller may be composed of
discrete digital logic and PAL,, or may contain its own limited-purpose
processor.
The Mee-RF interface is limited to monitoring-type signals. The UHF RFAF
module design (Figure 20) is given here as an example. Similar concepts
can be applied to the L-band RP/IF module design. This design approach
provides sufficient protection against interference from cellular base stations
and from safety and special radio base (ssRB) stations. A diplexer is used to
prevent the incidence of transmit power on the low-noise amplifier (LNA)
receiver. Interference is rejected by using a 4-MHz UHF filter after the LNA.
The IF subsystems of the transmitter and receiver are designed for use in
base and gateway stations as well. The receiver is designed with a channel
selector of 2.5-kHz coarse steps and 10-Hz fine steps. Double downconversions are employed: one from UHF to I0-MHz IF. and the other from
10 to 2.2288 MHz, offset by I MHz from the receive IF to achieve decoupling
of transmit and receive signals. Up-conversion is accomplished by using a
chain of translations to offset the transmitted signal by exactly 45 MHz. An
8-W (saturated) high-power amplifier (HPA) is used for digital transmission,
while a 25-W (P, dIl) HPA is used for ACSB. with the 8-W HPA as a driver.
The user I/O module design is limited to the user interface hoard (urn).
The actual user Po modules, such as the telephone keypad or the microphone.
are not included. The major hardware components of the Um are as follows:
• Interrupt Handler
• Control/Status Signal Controller
• Telephone Signal Preprocessor and Buffer
• Keyboard Encoder and Buffer
• Display Driver and Buffer
• Tone Generator
• Data Communications Port.

Flexible interface design
The flexible interface is composed of two subsets: the standard control
line common to all modules, and module-specific signal lines. The core
module uses the first subset to provide the power and master clock to all the
boards and to perform the minimum necessary control functions of enabling/
disabling, resetting, and initiating self-tests of all hoards. Each board must
contain at least this control line subset.
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Figure 21 is a hardware block diagram of the user interface signals. The
signal lines are allocated logically between the PI and P2 connectors. Signals
directly from or to the Mcu are assigned to the Mcu system bus on the P1
connector; those that comprise intermodule communications are assigned to
the P2 connector. Any Mcu signals that are inconvenient to assign to the
system bus are also assigned to the P2 connector. Further, some signals are
assigned to the BCR and BSR.
Although the number of lines in the interface sets appears to he large, the
actual number of physical lines is about one-half to one-third this number
because many of the lines are allocated to the Mcu system bus. This allows
w
a
a

them to be realized as BCR and BSR signals, rather than separate lines on the
P2 connector.

Base station and gateway station design
The base stations are employed to communicate with mobile terminals for
voice dispatch. data dispatch, or database inquiry/response services, all via
half-duplex links. The gateway stations are employed to interconnect mobile
terminals with the PSTNs for full-duplex telephony only. All connections are
made via the NMC using the 1-AMAP demand-assigned network control protocol.
The oase station is capable of transmitting and receiving three simultaneous
carriers, while the gateway station is capable of transmitting and receiving
10 simultaneous carriers. All communications between fixed terminals are
accomplished via the backhaul links in the 14/12-Gl lz band.
To minimize overall system cost, the design of these fixed terminals
incorporates the mobile transceiver modules to the greatest extent possible
and practical. All baseband modules, including the digital modern, FEC codec,
LPC vocodcr, ACSB modem, and user interface are essentially identical to
those used at the mobile transceiver, with some minor differences. The RFAF
subsystems for the base station and gateway station are very similar, except
for the HPA sizes (34 W for the base station vs 158 W for the gateway station
saturated power, based on I W per channel with I 1-dB backoff to support
ACSB linearity requirements). Figures 22 and 23 are block diagrams of the
base station and gateway station, respectively. The major differences between
these two stations are in the PSTN interface, the PSrN controller, the base
station/gateway station controller, and HPA sizes.
The base station controller is a separate module that is used to receive
frequency offset and transponder sub-band information for each of the three
base station transceivers. The controller monitors the wake-up channel from
the NMC, demodulates the data, disassembles the data into the individual
frequency offset and sub-band data, and transfers this information to the
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Figure 2I. Hardware Block Diagram of the User Interface Signals
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three transceivers. Wake-up channel operation is receive-only. Any base
station-to-NMC communications are performed by one of the three transceivers
by tuning in to the backhaul channel.
The wake-up channel demodulator is identical to the mobile terminal
transceiver demodulator, except that it receives continuous instead of burstmode data. The wake-up channel EEC decoder is the 64-state, rate 1/2, harddecision Viterbi decoder. The pilot tracking loop interface enables the
controller to provide certain control signals and support functions to the loop.
The controller disassembles the received data into information blocks for
each transceiver via the base station transceiver interface. The same 16-bit
processor used in the transceiver MCU is employed for the controller processor.
The gateway station controller design is similar to that of the base station.
Enhanced capabilities are included at the gateway station, such as the control
of 10 transceivers instead of three, and interaction with the PSTN controller.
The wake-up channel will contain esTN-related data in addition to the
frequency offsets and sub-band assignments. Unlike the base station controller,
the gateway station controller is capable of initiating a data message to the
NMC by sending command blocks to the selected transceiver. All gateway
station-to-NMC communications are PSTN-related. The controller also interfaces with an operator console.
The interface to the PSTN signaling controller includes the transfer of PSTN
data (such as the called party number) and status messages (such as ringback,
busy codes, or other error messages) between the controller and the ESTN
unit. The controller acts as an intermediary for all psTN-related communications between the NMC and the PSTN signaling interface. PSTN information
transfer from the NMC to the PSTN unit is accomplished via the wake-up
channel and the controller. Information transfer from the PSTN unit to the
NMC is accomplished in two steps. First, information is transferred to the
gateway controller. The controller then transfers it to the relevant transceiver
using the first-in first-out (FIFO) interface, along with additional command
blocks that instruct the addressed transceiver to forward the PSTN message
blocks to the NMC on the backhaul channel.

Gateway station •PsnN interface design
w
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The gateway may be interfaced to the PSTN in a variety of ways. The
particular method used will be a function of the equipment in the local
telephone company office (Telco) which is connected to the gateway. It is
assumed that PSTN users attempting to contact a mobile terminal will be
using a touch-tone telephone. In addition, it is assumed that four-wire (4-w)
trunks connect the gateway to the Telco and that ear/mouth (ELM) supervisory
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signaling is used. Since a variety of signaling interfaces are available from
a number of Telco equipment manufacturers as standard modules, accommodating a deviation from the assumptions should not present any major
problems.
Figure 24 is a block diagram of a gateway-to-PSTN interface. The echo
canceller (EC) is a standard off-the-shelf device, and the signaling interface
cards are custom designed. The signaling controller passes MSAT-X signaling
to the signaling interface card (sic), where it is converted to PSTN format,
and vice versa. The signal lines from the signaling controller to the sic are
as follows:
• Mobile Terminal Ofthook
• Mobile Terminal Busy
• Auth # Send
• Auth Denied
• Ringback
• Trunk Busy.
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The signal links from the sic to the signaling controller are as follows:
• Auth Request
• Dialing Information
• Trunk Status
• Trunk ID # .
The sic serves as the interface between the trunk and the signaling
controller. The line side of the card is designed to be a type-selectable, E/M
interface. This kind of interface is the most flexible and cost-effective,
especially in terms of network interfaces, because it can be switch-selected
for type I. II, or Ill 4-w interfaces. These interfaces can be built out to
accommodate 2-w ElM with the purchase of off-the-shelf 2- to 4-W termsets.
After the communications link has been established via the NMC, the voice
frequency channel signal is processed through either the LPC or ACSB
transmission paths. The echo canceller (EC 4545) at the gateway station
protects the mobile terminal user from echo generated either at the gateway
(if a 2-w Telco access is used), or in the PSTN where the 4- to 2-W conversion
occurs (if a 4-w Telco access is used).
An LPC- or ACSB-to-modulator chain is dedicated to each of the 10 PSTN
trunks, where modulator frequency selection under the guidance of the
gateway controller effectively switches any MSAT-x originating call to any
of the 10 PsrN trunks, or vice versa. Once a channel is connected to the
psTN, it is treated by the PSTN as a normal voice channel.

GATEWAY
CONTROLLER

SIGNALING
CONTROLLER

Figure 24. Gate tviv-to-PSTN btier(ace

To establish a call to a I'SIIN destination, the mobile terminal must notify
the NMC of the request, the NMC must provide a satellite channel assignment
to the mobile terminal and to the gateway, and the dialed party number must
reach the gateway. The mobile terminal-to-NMC control packet is assumed
to be sufficiently large to accommodate a 10-digit CONUS telephone number.
A larger called party number field or concatenated packets would be necessary
to permit international calls. It is assumed that all of the above will be
completed within the M5AT-x system before the gateway is authorized to
seize a 'STN trunk and dial the PSEN called party. This avoids terminating
call setup attempts due to PSTN signaling timeout constraints, which can
occur because of control packet collision within the MSAI-x system. A
detailed call setup procedure has also been designed for mobile terminal-toPSPN signaling 1171.
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To establish a call to a mobile terminal, the PSTN caller gains access to a
gateway by dialing an MSAT-X gateway telephone number. This number is
the homing number of a 10-trunk hunt group, and the first idle channel of
the sequential hunt group is seized. A new dial tone or a prerecorded message
is returned to the PSTN caller, who then enters the mobile terminal number.
A voice message instructs the PSTN user to dial an MSAT-x user authorization
code, which is necessary for billing purposes. After the code is verified by
the gateway controller, the NMC searches its records to ascertain if the called
mobile terminal is "logged on" or if it is "logged on and busy." If it is not
logged on, the PSTN caller may leave a message in order to avoid repeated
call attempts for which the caller will be billed by the Telco. Since the called
mobile terminal number has already been forwarded to the NMC, the PSTN
caller will be asked to dial a special code (e.g., ##), followed by the
number where he or she may be reached. This information is passed to the
NMC, where it is tine- and date-tagged and stored. When the mobile terminal
logs on, the message is forwarded and NMC memory is cleared. The same
procedure could be used if the called mobile terminal were busy. If the called
mobile terminal is available, the NMC connects the mobile terminal to the
calling gateway trunk.
The NMC must keep a log of all calls to the PSTN. The log includes mobile
terminal number, called party number, date, time, trunk number, and call
duration. The Telco will bill the MSAT-X system for all toll calls placed
through the gateway, and this information must be correlated with NMC
records to determine the proper charges for each long-distance PSTN call.
For MSAT-x system charges to reach the PSTN caller, an access number is
used to identify an account. Based on information stored in the NMC, a
separate bill for the MSAT-x system connect time can then be generated and
sent to the calling party.
Functional specifications
Detailed functional specifications were generated for mobile terminals,
base stations, and gateway stations. The performance specifications for the
transceiver were also generated for each module, including RF/IF, Mcu, power
supply, digital modem, ACSB modem, FEC codec, i.PC vocoder, and user
interface. Tables 3 and 4 summarize the basic RE/IE and baseband module
specifications for the transceiver.
The basic RE parameters for the base station and gateway station specifications are listed in Table 5. The transceiver specifications for the fixed
terminals are essentially the same as for the mobile terminals, with minor
modifications.

TABLE 3. BASIC RF/IF SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE MOBILE TRANSCEIVER
Received Frequency Band
Transmit Frequency Band
Receiver G/T
LNA Noise Figure
Receive Circuit Loss
Standard-HPA Saturated Power
ACSB-HPA P, ,,, Compression Power
Transmit Circuit Loss
Channel Bandwidth

866-870 MHz
821-825 MHz
a-16.1 dB/K
<0.8 dB
<I.5 dB
-75 W
?25 W
<0.7 dB
5 kHz

TABLE 4. KEY BASEBAND MODULE SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE TRANSCEIVER
MCU CPU
Clock Speed
CRC Generator/Checker
Modulation Formal
Modulation Type
Channel Data Rate
Unique-Word Length
Design Point E,/N„
Demodulator
Output Format

16-bit processor
>10 MHz
16-bit CRC polynomial (CCITT X.25)
Binary FM. h = 0.5
Burst mode
2,756 hips
32 bits
12.0 dB
Limiter-discriminator
Hard-decision TTL data

FEC Code
• Control Packets
• Data Packets
Number of States
Decoder Type

Interleaver
ARQ Type
Voiceband Signal Bandwidth
Minimum DRT Scores (%)
• Benign Condition
• Truck Noise at I8-dB S/N
Minimum DAM Scores (%)
• Benign Condition
• Truck Noise at t8-dB S/N
Al BER = 10
• With Fades
Maximum Processing Delay
With LPC Analyzer and
Synthesizer Back-to-Back
LPC Transmission Bit Rate

Rate 1/2 convolutional code
Rate 3/4 punctured convolutional code derived from the
rate 1/2 code
64
A single, hard-decision, variable-rate Viterhi for data and
control packets. Rate 1/2: 1.2 dB: rate 3/4: 0.4 dB at
HER = 10- over an AWGN channel w. binary FM
t2 row x 57 column block interleaver
NOS Selective repeat (Weldon. 2)
3.4 kHz
91.7
86.8
46.6
42.6

45.5
40.9
130 ms

2,756 bit/s
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TABLE 5. BASIC RF PARAMETERS FOR BASE STATION AN I) GATEWAY
STATION SPECIFICATIONS
Up-Link Frequency
Down-Link Frequency
Polarization
Antenna Diameter
Antenna Gain (not including losses)
• At 14 GHz
• At 12 GHz
HPA Saturated Output Power
• Base Station (34 W)
• Gateway Station (158 W)
Transmit Circuit Loss. HPA-to-Antenna Flange
Polarization Loss
e.i.r.p. (total single-carrier saturated power without
pointing loss) at 14 GHz
• Base Station
• Gateway Station
LNA Noise Temperature (200 K, noise figure = 2.3 dB)
Polarization Loss
Receive Circuit Loss
Receive Effective System Noise Temperature
T,,,, = 44 K at 20© elevation angle
IT, = 341 K)
Receive G/T (without pointing loss) at 12 GHz

14 GHz
12 GHz
Linear
3m
50.2 dRi
48.8 dBi
153 dBW
22.0 dBW
1.0 dB
0.2 dB

64.3 dBW
71.0 dBW
23.0 dBK
(T2 dB
0-75 dB

25.3 dBK
23.3 dBi/K

Conclusions
This study has highlighted several significant factors in the design of the
mobile transceiver, base station, and gateway station for the proposed MSAT-x
system. It was found that frequency error due to Doppler and frequency
translations can be held to an acceptable level by using an out-of-hand
frequency error control method. The maximum residual error can be kept
within 200 Hz for fixed terminal reception of mobile terminal transmissions,
assuming a 65-mph vehicle speed. Also, the Doi) LTC-10 algorithm can be
modified to minimize the degradation to 2,400-bit/s LPC vocoder performance
caused by acoustically coupled noise in the vehicle environment, as well as
by channel distortions and multipath fades. Eight critical bits in the vocoder
speech can be protected by a rate 1/2 shortened (16,8) QR code to reduce
vocoder sensitivity to channel errors, particularly during fades. As a result,
the channel bit rate is increased from 2,400 to 2,756 bit/s.
Binary FM at 2,756 bits with ED detection has been shown to be the most
robust modulation technique among all candidate systems considered for the
MSAT-X channel. Binary FM not only permits the use of a short preamble
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(72 hit/s), but also is insensitive to frequency errors due to Doppler and is
robust against ACT. Moreover, it can be implemented at low cost.
Error control employing both FEC coding and ARQ is necessary for sending
both short (128-bit) and long (512-bit) packets. Punctured convolutional
codes of rate 1/2 and 3/4, which can easily be implemented as a single codec
with a 64-state Viterbi algorithm processor, are effective for achieving a
throughput of 0.5 and 0.7 for short and long packets, respectively.
Cost-effective implementation of ACSB can be achieved with DSP chips,
although further work appears to be required. The transceiver can be implemented with a modular architecture, both in hardware and software, and with
flexible interfaces between modules. The same transceiver can be employed
at both the base and gateway stations with only minor modifications.
Finally, it was determined that off-the-shelf K-band RF/IF systems with a
3-m-diameter antenna and a G/T of 23.3 dB/K at 12 GHz can be used at
both gateway stations and base stations. In addition, PSFN interfaces can be
developed at the gateway stations.
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Introduction

An improved all-pole filtering function has been derived that approximates
the x/sin (x) frequency response, which is widely used in data transmission
applications. For efficiently modulated bandwidth occupancies of 1.5 times
the symbol rate or less, this all-pole approximation exhibits bit error rate
(BBu) performance which is indistinguishable in practice from the best
solutions that have been developed previously and is easier to implement. In
particular, the new all-pole magnitude approximation results in a Bea degradation of less than 0.05 dB. This degradation can be rendered negligible by
including a second-order group delay equalizer section. which also reduces
the degradation incurred with wider spectral occupancies to less than 0.l dB.
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Nyquist [1] has shown that digital data can be transmitted in a double-
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sided hall-amplitude bandwidth, 11 = R, without intersymbol interference
(Ni). where R = 1/T is the symbol rate in symbols per second. Furthermore,
Nyquist defined a set of constraints on the real and imaginary parts of the
overall channel transfer function that enables distortionless transmission.
These well-known constraints are described in detail in Reference 2. In 1965,
Gibby and Smith 131 published a more general exposition on the conditions
for distortionless data transmission, and in 1969 a simpler formulation of
their results was derived by de Hoe and Van der Wurf [41, based on a
sampled system response.
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Ii

Substantial analysis and simulation results are available that describe the
performance of Nyquist filters, particularly the commonly used raised cosine
frequency responses. Pole-zero approximations for the raised cosine family
have also been obtained, since ideal hand-limited Nyquist frequency responses
are not physically realizable 151. The key element of the Nyquist approach
involves controlling the impulse response of the channel, so that it exhibits
equally spaced zero crossings at time instants that are exactly one symbol
apart. Thus, adjacent data symbols do not interfere with one another at their
detection sampling points.
Most of the previous work is predicated on driving Nyquist channels with
impulses: whereas in practice the source data format is typically a bipolar
non-return to zero (NRZ) pulse. which is one symbol long. It is well known
that the frequency response which transforms an impulse to a pulse of width
T = 1/R is
sin (Tr//R)

sine (//R) 0

(I)

tjiR)

Hence. making a pulsed source compatible with the conventional Nyquist
filter definition requires a whitening filter with a frequency response of sine 2,
as plotted in Figure 1. Because abrupt 180° phase reversals occur at integer
multiples of f/R, the group delay is theoretically impulsive. However, when
this response is approximated in practice and cascaded with a Nyquist data
filter, negligible energy exists at integer multiples of JiR.

469

Realizable network approximations for the reciprocal sine frequency
response have been obtained 161. The solutions were quantified according to
the number of poles and zeros used in the approximation. There were three
candidate cases: a real pole and zero (with dominant zero), a complex pole
pair, and a complex pole and zero pair. These were categorized as first-,
second-, and fourth-order approximations, respectively. The order of the
solution corresponded to the number of terms in a power series expansion
for the sine function, to which the networks could he equated.
The best overall performance was achieved with the highest order solution
attempted, which was the complex pole/zero combination. The dominant
contributor to the peaking required in the sine 2 magnitude response for this
solution was the underdamped pole. However, since complex zeros are
generally more difficult to implement, particularly with active structures, this
study concentrates on approximating the sine function by all-pole solutions.
It was found that a third-order power series solution does not exist, and thus
the primary focus of this study is on the fourth-order all-pole solution. The
performance of this solution will only he compared with the previous complex
pole and complex pole/zero approximations, as the first-order solution did
not yield satisfactory performance.
Problem formulation

The solution is approached as follows. Both the sine function and the
candidate network transfer function are expanded in a power series, as in
Reference 6, and like terns are equated. The frequency response for the sine
function can be represented in a power series as
I sin'-(w/2R) [1 - cos (w/R)I
IH(w)12 (w/2R)2 2(w/2R)2
_ I - I - (w)? )2/21 + (wR)4/41 - (wR)'/6! + ...1
1/2(w/R)22

2n

2
= I - (w/R)'- + 2 (w/R)4 - 2 (w/R)` + 2 (w/R)8 ... (2)
41 61 8! 10!
FOUR-POLE MAGNITUDE APPROXIMATION

A fourth-order all-pole transfer function comprising two complex pole
pairs can be written as
r
NORMALIZED FREQUENCY, f/R

Figure 1. Sine 2 Magnitude and Group Delav

1

2

I
H(s)

I I + .c(2C,T,) + s'(Tl)II I + s (2^2T,) + s2(T )]

(3)
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Substituting s = jw in equation (3) and taking the magnitude squared of its
reciprocal gives

which lead to
2^1+Zd^=0.162819

(8a)

I + 2d) = 0.555239

(8b)

{I + w2 12T}(2^ - I)] + w'(T})}
{I + w'I2r'_(254 1)1 + w'(T])} (4)

2

For algebraic convenience , the filter parameters of equation (4) will be
redefined as

4

= 0.188527/R

(8c)

14 = 0.1445251R

(8d)

T, _

H(w)^ ' = 11 + w2(ci) + w°(dr)II I + ca''(C,) + w4(d,')]
The corresponding complex pole pair locations from equations (8a) through
(8d) are given by

+w'(c,++d_)
+

(5)

Equating the fourth - order transfer function of equation ( 5) with the first
four terms in the power series expansion for the sine function in equation (2)
yields the following four nonlinear simultaneous equations , the solutions of
which characterize the filter approximation parameters:
c, + c, = -2/(4!R'-)
+ d,' + d' =

(6a)

2/(6!R4)

(6h)

c,ds + c,d] _ -2/(8R^)

(6c)

CSC',

cl cd, =

2/(1(YR") .

(6d)

These equations are not interactive, and the solution cannot be obtained by
simple algebraic manipulation as was the case in Reference 6. Consequently,
a computer program was written that employs the International Mathematical
and Statistical Libraries' (IMSL) subroutine /SCNT, which uses the secant
method for finding the roots of a set of nonlinear simultaneous equations 171.
This resulted in the following values:
_ -0.0673161 /R'

(7a)

c, _ -0.0160173/R'

(76)

d; =

0.00126327/ R'

(7c)

d' =

0.000436285 / R4

(7d)

c,

27T,

(I ± j

I/ ,

1^ _ (0 . 137452 ± j0 . 832936)R , Hz

(1 ± j V 1/i; _ - 1) = (0 . 611445 - j0 . 915882)R , Hz

(9a)

.

(9b

2
2=,

Hence the solution consists o f two un d er d ampe d comp l ex po l es w ith na t ura l
frequencies of 1/2-T, and I/2arT, lying just above and below the symbol
rate. R.
THREE-POLE MAGNITUDE APPROXIMATION

As in the four-pole case, the solutions from the ZSCNI program for the
three-pole magnitude approximation are
c, _ -0.0367810

(10a)

0.0326425

(10b)

d, _ -0.0465523

(10c)

(l, =

leading to

2 1 + 2r1,
T, =

d,

T, = Vd, .

(I la)

(I lb)
(I lc)
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However, a brief inspection of equations ( toe) and( I Ic) reveals that T, must
he imaginary. Consequently. the three-pole approximation is not realizable
for the power series formulation approach.
Performance comparison

The all-pole, fourth-order, magnitude-squared reciprocal sine approximation derived here will now be compared with the previous two effective
solutions from Reference 6: the second-order complex pole solution and the
fourth-order complex pole-zero solution, with and without group delay
equalization.
MAGNII UDE RESI'ONSI

The three magnitude-squared frequency responses are plotted in Figure 2.
The best fit is obtained with the complex pole-zero approximation, which
follows the sine curve very closely out to a frequency of about 0.75R, and
exhibits over 14 dB of peaking. I lowever, the four-pole approximation shows
almost as good a fit, with a frequency-matching range of 0.70R and more
than 10 dB of peaking. If the RER results for these two cases are comparable,
as would be expected, the four-pole solution would he preferred because of
the greater difficulty in implementing complex zeros. The two-pole approximation is considerably poorer than the fourth-order solutions in terms of
both peaking and matching range.

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY, f/R

Figure 2. Sine- - Magnitude Approximations I
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GROUP DELAY EQUALIZATION

Group delay equalization of the sine magnitude approximation networks
was accommodated by using the computer program GRDLQI', which is
documented in Reference 5. A second-order group delay network was found
to be the most efficient equalizer structure for each of the three candidate
sine approximations. Moreover, the previous sine solutions have been reequalized along with the current four-pole solution, because of the recent
discovery 151 that the delay need only be compensated out to a bandwidth
of 0.6R for satisfactory performance. Concentrating the delay equalization
over this narrower bandwidth typically results in better overall compensation
and improved BER performance.
The raw or unequalized group delay responses for the three approximations
are plotted in Figure 3, and their equalized counterparts are illustrated in
Figure 4. The raw group delay for the two-pole/zero and four-pole approximations in Figure 3 has about the same overall peak-to-peak variation (about
1.3 s when R = I symbol/s). The equalization bandwidth from DC out to
0.6R is evident in the delay-compensated responses of Figure 4. Although
large delay variations occur in the vicinity of 0.85R for the delay-equalized
two-pole/zero and four-pole solutions, there is insufficient signal energy
present at these frequencies to affect the RFR. This latter point is validated
below.
Table I compiles the results for the three candidate approximation networks.
It presents the magnitude response poles and zeros, the mirror-image roots

NORMALIZED FREQUENCY, f/R

Figure 3. Unequalized Group Delay
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Figure 4. Equalized Group Delav
for the second-order group delay networks, and their corresponding degradations in BER at 10-' and 10 7 for quadrature phase-shift keying (QrsK)
data transmission, with and without delay equalization. The BERs were
obtained through computer simulation by cascading each approximation with
an ideal raised cosine data filter. The communications channel simulation
program has been described by Palmer and Lebowitz 181. Three rolloff rates
were tested: r = 10, 50. and 100 percent.
In viewing the table, it should he recalled that most data transmission
systems operate with spectral rolloff rates in the neighborhood of 40 to
50 percent. The two-pole/zero and four-pole solutions exhibit negligible
degradation for 10- through 50-percent rollofTs, with an implementation
requirement of only two complex root pairs (one complex pole and zero, or
two complex poles). Also, adding group delay equalization to the two-pole/
zero and four-pole approximations provides excellent performance for softer
spectral shaping applications (60 through 100 percent), at the expense of a
three-complex-root-pair implementation. If 0.1- to 0.2-dB degradation is
acceptable, the unequalized two-pole approximation yields a low-implementation-complexity solution of only one complex pole pair: while with delay
equalization, the two-pole approximation shows negligible degradation for
rolloff rates from 10 to 50 percent at an implementation cost of three complex
root pairs (one complex zero and two complex poles).
For comparison, Figures 5 through 7 show the eye diagrams for the three
candidate approximation networks for rolloff rates of 10. 50, and 100 percent,
respectively. In each figure, the two-pole, two-pole/zero, and four-pole

C

0 0 0 C C C C C C

CCC CCC C C C

a

z
z

Ct
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MAGNITUDE ALONE

MAGNITUDE WITH
GROUP DELAY EQUALIZATION

(a) 2-Complex Pole Approximation

(b) 2-Complex Pole-Zero Approximation
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MAGNITUDE ALONE

MAGNITUDE WITH
GROUP DELAY EQUALIZATION

(a) 2-Complex Pole Approximation

no 2-Complex Pole-Zero Approximation

srcoNDs
(c) 4-Complex Pole Approximation

Figure 5. Eye Patterns With 10-Percent Raised Cosine Filtering
solutions are depicted from top to bottom. The eyes on the left side do not
have group delay equalization, while those on the right side have been
equalized.
Conclusions

A four-pole approximation for the reciprocal sine frequency response has
been derived which yields a HER performance in a Nyquist-filtered data
channel that is equivalent to the best approximation previously found-a
complex pole and complex zero pair. Since complex zeros are typically more

(c) 4-Complex Pole Approximation

Figure 6. Eye Patterns With 50-Percent Raised Cosine Filtering
difficult to implement than complex poles, the four-pole approximation is
the preferred solution. The QPSK HER performance for the four-pole sine2
power series approximation was compared with two previous solutions: a
fourth-order power series complex pole-zero solution and a second-order
complex pole solution. The HER performance was computer-simulated by
cascading the sine- - approximations with ideal raised cosine data filters with
rolloff rates of 10, 50, and 100 percent.
An additional benefit of sine compensation is that it facilitates transmission
at the Nyquist rate (double-sided BT = 1.0). The BER results show that for
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MAGNITUDE ALONE

MAGNITUDE WITH
GROUP DELAY EQUALIZATION
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(a) 2-Complex Pole Approximation

(b) 2-Complex Pole Zero Approximation

(c) 4-Complex Pole Approximation

Figure 7. Eve Patterns With 100-Percent Raised Cosine Filtering

a practical range of spectral rolloff rates (10 through 50 percent), the
unequatized two-pole/zero and tour-pole approximations are virtually equivalent in performance, and both achieve HER degradations of less than 0.05 dB.
The easy-to-implement unequalized two-pole solution could be used if 0.1to 0.2-dB degradation were tolerable. With softer 60- through 100-percent
spectral shaping. the two-pole/zero and four-pole group delay equalized
solutions again perform equivalently and yield HER degradations of less than
0.1 dB.
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Translations of Abstracts
Codage en bloc difi'erentiel coherent de In correction
d'errears sans roie de retour (FEC)
S. A. RHoDM
Sommaire
Les principes sous-tendant Jos telecommunications diffcrentielles cohcrentes sur
one base do symbole par symbole sont appliques aux codes on bloc (ou "codes
complets"). Les mises on phase relatives des diagrammes de code a I'interieur de
chaque bloc et les phases de porteuses relatives des blocs successifs sons utilisces
pour produire la modulation par dcplacement de phase binaire (Mnpu) combince aver
le codage en bloc on vue de la correction d'crreur sans vole de rctour (codage FEC).
Ce codage on bloc differential coherent (CBDC) Pont engendrer on gain de codage
important on comparaison do la MOOD non codee avec detection differentielle coherente
(Dc-MI)011).
Le cnnc revel une importance particuliere clans le cas des telecommunications
numeriques on la dynamique do vole engendree par to bruit do phase do l'oscillateur
or de ['offer Doppler risquent d'empecher une detection cohcrente liable. S'agissant
dune voic statique dcgradCe par du bruit gaussien additionnel, on a dcmontre quo le
eouc donne do meillcurs resultats quo Ia in su)pn avec d'autres codages rEC de
complexitc similaire. Un code en bloc de longueur N = 16 symboles MOOD pour Ic
c6CD permet d'obtenir on gain de codage de 3.9 dB par rapport it la nc,Mnpn non
codee avec une possibilitc d'errcur sur les hits de 10-'.

Decodage du code de memoire d'unite partielle a huit
etats
F. H1iMMA'1'I
Smnnraire
On decrit dans cat expose des mcthodes eflicaces de raise on oeuvre, totalement
en s€rie on totalement on parallcle, d'un dccodeur pour code do mcmoire d'unitc
partielle a huit ctats. do rendement 4/8. Le dccodeur a grande vitesse et maximum
de vraisemblance propose utilise une architecture de transformation Hadamard rapide
pour calculer la metriquc des branchements (nocuds), or Ion utilise to concept de
co-ensembles pour rcduire an minimum la complexitc du materiel. Corte grande
vitesse do dccodage est realisable du fait quo quarto bits d'information sons produits
dans chaque crape du codage, an lieu d'un soul hit d'information clans Ics codes a
rendemcnt 1/2.
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